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Abstract 

This thesis explores through an dys i s  of The State in Peace and War (19 19) how John 

Watson, Chair of Moral Philoso phy at Queen's University, defended an idealist and 

cornmunifarian lira1 political economy. The idealist social a d  political philosophy to which 

Watson subscni  has been identifïed by historians as an important innuence in the changing 

political culture of the late nineteenth century. Idedism, which began to flourish in Britain in the 

18609, is seen to have provided a persuasive case for community and a more positive outlook on 

state power. Idcalism has consequentty been ünked to the development at the tum of the century 

of "new liiraiism" and increased goverment activity in economic management and social 

weltiue. Although The State in Peace and Wur was pubüshed weii d e r  the main ünes of idealist 

po litical phiiosophy had been established, it possesses histocical importance as Watson's response 

to the backlesh during the First World War against idealism and, more broadly, cornmunitarian 

liberal po litical economy. Watson needed to contend with the perceived CO nnection between 

idealkm and Gexman statism and with charges that ideaiism more generally led to unwarranted 

acceptance of estabüshed power. The State in Peace and Wor was less a bold new initiative for 

idealism than Watson's attempt to preserve it as a viable perspective for social and po litical 

thought. It was also his attempt to direct the course of history - which was uncertain and very 

contentious m the imwdiite pst-war period - according to a cornmunifarian lbcraiism as 

opposed to a laissez-faw iihraiisrn or a radical adjustment of social, economic and political 
L 

power. Attention in this thesis is given primarüy to Watson's attempt at rescuing ideaüsm fiom 

charges of statmn, his reconcüiation of poverty and industriai instability wÎth new liberal r o m  of 

citizeaship and government policy, and the ppulanty of his political project amoag reviewers in 

newspapea and academic journais. 
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l/ 
An Introduction to John Watson and The Stde in Peace and War 

John Watson (1 847 - 1939) was an idealist phiiosopher at Queen's University in Kingston.' 

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, he M d  Pitemational prominence as an expert 

on Kant, religion and ethics and he was probably the best-known and m s t  influentid philosopher 

in English Canada Late in his life, he redirected his interests somewhat towards political 

philosophy and, in 19 19, when he was 72 yeers old, published his views in The State in Peace and 

War. Primarily a statement of the idealist poütical phiîosophy of TH. Green and Bernard 

Bosanquet, this book was not Watson's most original or rigorous contniiution to western thought. 

in cornparison, his two-vo lume The Interpretation of Refigious Experience ( 1 9 1 2) -- which was 

published only seven years eatlier and &en fiom the witeriai he presented for the prestigious 

Gflord Lectures at Glasgow University - could be ben as the most fitting culmination of a 

üfetime of serious scholarship? Wben one surveys the mmietise bibliography of Watson's work, 

The Stute in Peace und W m  presents itseifas an isolateci deviation mto political philosophy kom 

his maBi interests in religion and ethics. Although The Statein Peace and War may not be the 

most representative or important example of Watson's phibsophicai outlook, t wiii be the focus 

f 1t will be noticed that Watson and his contemporarics often capitalized ideaiism and important words like 
the state, which reflected a German form of scholatship. This b i s  will not adopt these trsgpings and will keep these 
words in lower case. 

John Watsoa. The hterpretatiom of Religiow Exprience (Glasgow. lama Maclehose and Sons, 1 9 1 2). 
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of study for this thesis because it represents how Watson addressed the cultural revuision brought 

on by the Great War. 

The First World War was a moment of rupture for western society. The cataclysrnic rate 

of c d t i e s  in rnechanked, trench warhue and the often extrerne militas, poticies pursued by 

govemments raised questions about not oniy the meaning of the war but also the meaning of 

underlying beiiefs in evolution, reason, progress and state power. This re-evaluation had many 

consequences, but one of the most significant was a new politicai order. The Bolshevik 

Revolution in Russia, the success of the Labour Party in Britah and the breakthrough of ûum- 

and labour-based poiitics in Canada irrevocably shook up established power. They gave new 

Unportance to the socialist and third-party contestation of the economic and poütical order of 

westem nation-states. These events were not coincidental but in k t  inherently Wed  to how 

poütical thought, in both its d g a r  and refhed modes, responded to the wu. In this context of 

contestation, Watson's political philosophy gains a new signifiaince as a reflection on war and the 

state. As was common for his conternporaries;Watson explained the war as a battle between two 

state ideals: Gerrnan autocracy and miütarism versus British demctacy and peace. Watson's 

views were more distinct and controversial in tiie'i idealist hmework. Although Watson 

thought that ide* provided an appropriate basis for social understanding, many thought that 

idealism, especiaiiy the thought of Kant a d  Hegel uncriticaUy gkrified the state as an ethicai 

entity. These critics held idealism partly respomble for not ody German müaarism but also for 

niaskiag unjust political and economic relations. in The State in Peuce Wor, Watson responded 

to these criticisms and outhed how he thought that ideslism provided the proper outlook to 

addtess the war and the poütical and ecommic order of lcberaidemocratic societies. 
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The seeds for Watson's opinions in 1919 lay m the mid-nineteenth century. A brief outhe 

of his education and career wüi help provide context for the signüicance of his post-war political 

statement. Watson was bom in 1847 to the fhdy of a bbck printer in Glasgow, Scotland. He 

received his eariy education at a Free Church Presbyterian school and then, lacking sufncient 

b d s  to attend university, worked as a clerk. He was eventually able to attend university after 

winning a smaii bursary fiorn a United Presbyterian Church and after his mother, and evidently his 

sister, volunteered their wages for his expenses.' He studied briefly at Edinburgh's Theological 

School and then trderred to the University of Glasgow to study with the renowned ideaikt 

philosopher Edward Caird. This ttansfer was not without controversy as apparently Watson's 

fàther disliked Caird for behg part of the "EstabLished Church of Scotland." According to 

Watson's daughter, Harriet Sweezey, what attracted Watson to Gkgow was how Caird bridged 

religion and western thought. It seems Watson had been brought up to thhk that religion was a 

"thhg apart" and Caird was able to show him the continuities between, for instance, St. Paul and 

Socrates.' At Glasgow and uader the direction of Caird, Watson fiourished and won numerous 

awards.' He graduated in 1872 with a MA and first-class honours in English and Philosophy. 

Watson then enrolled at the Theologicai School of Glasgow to study with Edward's brother, the 

respected theologian Io hn Caini. Watson's education in divinity was intempted, ho wever, by his 

' S M .  Mohan, cd., 'John Watson," Douglar LBrary Notes 16.4 (Summer 1968) 4. This pamphlet provides a 
brief biography of  Watson and an excellent bibliography of his publications. According to Watson's obituary in The 
Times of London, his sister,"who was still in hct tccns, v o l u n t d  thaî shc woufd go to work if her m e r  would get her 
a place in the print works in which he was employcdH The ries (January 28, 1939) 7. 

Harriet Watson Sweezey* "John Watson ofQueeds - As Teacher and PhiIosophcr." U, Box 1, fi* 4, [un- 
numbered] Haniet Sweezey Papers, Queen's University Archives. 

Watson won fim p h  in Logk d Rhetoric, MO& Pbilosophy, English Litcrame and Junior Divinity. 
"John Wa.tson," Canadion Ilfustrated News 2220 (November t 3,1880) 307, 
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acceptance of a position at McGüI University in Montreal, Canada6 

When he amived at Montreai, his phns changed. JO hn Ciark Murray of Queen's University 

had recently fiiled the position that Watson had apparently acceptecl.' Instead of returning to 

Britain, Watson travelled to Kingston to seek employment at Qwen's. His appointment as 

professor of philosophy was, the historian k h n  Irving asserts, "the most important event m 

Canadian philosophy in the nineteenth century."' At the tirne, Watson's career prospects looked 

fiir fiom auspicious. In 1 873, Watson's place of employment was a struggling provincial 

theological coilege of the Presbyterian Churcb It had one building, six kcuity and, a f k  the 

disappearance of its funds in the recent coiiapse of the Commercial Bank, a very uncertain fùt~re.~ 

Although Watson fondly recounted these beginnings in his reco iiections to students, his daughter 

wrote that he was initially depressed and homesick, especially d e r  he saw the one building at 

Queen's, the Old Medical Building, which compared rather unfiivourably with the "dignined" 

buildings at Glasgow." Watson nevertheless committed bjmselfto stay in Kingston. His 

decision was perhaps innuenced by a iack of acadernic positions in Britain but also by a strong - 

sense of community." Not only did Kingston have a high proportion of Scottish immigrants but 

6 Mohan,"John Watson," 4. 

' fbid. 

John A. Irving, 'The Development o f  Philosophy in Centrai Canada tiom 1850 to 1900," Canadiun 
Historical Review 3 1 3 ( 1950) 268. . 

John Watson, "Some Random Recollections o f  University," Queenb Universi& Journal 5 126 (January 27, 
1925) 3. 

'O sweezey. Box 1, fik 4.64-5. 

'' In 1923, O.D. Skelton, who was Dean o f  Arts and the DM of the Deparîment o f  Politicai and Economic 
Science, suggested to Principal Taylor that the days were gone when Queen's could hope to hire talenteci professon, like 
Dr. Watson, fiom ovemeas, "Conditions have changcd in Great Britain," he wrote, "where the rise of the new 
univetsities and the development ofjournalism and the Civil Secvice and other outlets attract the k t  of men who would 
earlier have looked to the Colonies," O.D. Skelton, letter to R. Bruce Tayfor, 30 Aprif 1923, Oscar Douglas Skelton 
Papers, National Archives o f  Canada 
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also a number of fàcuity, inciuding Principal Snodgnw and later Principal Grant, who had 

attended Glasgow University. l2 

From this humble start, Watson began teaching and writing philosophy. Within a decade 

of hard work, bis reputation as a serious scholar was becoming known. Herbert Spencer, for 

instance, identifieci him as one of the Neo-Kaniians whose writings were challenging evolutionary 

empiricism l3 Watson's growing stature was also indicated by the fact of king considered among 

the top candidates for the Chair of Moral Phüosophy at Glasgow University, which Edward Caird 

had vacated in 1 893 to become Master of Balliol Oxford. Watson was unsuccessful in his 

candidacy and, according to his daughter, resolved to remain at Queen's despite offers fiom other 

universit ies. l4 Wth Kingston as his home, Watson continued to M e .  Through prodigious work, 

he published 15 books, over 60 articks, and nurnerous book reviews. Many of his books, 

especially The Philosophy of Kant as Contained in Extractsfiom h i .  own writings (1888) and An 

'* Watson, "orne Random Recolledons . . .," 3. 
l3 In a leay to Richard Hodgson, Spencer wrotc: "1 wish you would look at some of the writings o f  ihc Neo- 

Kantians, who are becoming dominant, and who, for example, Watson, think they have made unanswerable attacks upon 
Evolutionary Empiricism." In another letter !O Ci, Croon Robertson, Spencer wrote: "Ptobably you have already looked 
at an article in the cutrent number o f  the Edr'nburgii on the 'Kantian Revival.' Joined with some other incentives which 
have arisen o f  late, as, for bec, the criticisms contained in the work o f  Professor Watson, 1 feel prompted to say a 
few words about the mattet in so fiu as it conccms myseKn Herbert Spencer, "Spencer to Richard Hodgson," 16 
january 1 883; "Spencer to G. Croon Roberison," 22 January 1883, The Life and Letfers of Herbert Spencer, cd. David 
Duncan (London: Longmans, Green and Co, 19 1 t ) 228-9- 

l4 Hetuy Jones, who sucseeded Caîtd, thought that Watson ms Caird's first choice for the position. This 
elcction was the subjc: of some gossip in Britain and in Canada. According to D.G. Ritchie, Watson was actualiy 
Caird's second choicc after Jones and that the contest waslrimarily between Jones and John MacCunn. See, David 
Boucher and Andrew Vincent, A Radical Hegelian: The Politkal and Sochi Philosophy of Henry Jones (Cardifi 
University of Waies, 1993) 7,190. In her account o f  Watson's life, Harriet Sweezey recalled thaî Watson had thought 
h t  had the position whcn he left for Glasgow. She suggests haî h t  lost the position when, succumbing to necvous 
exhaustion 60m ovennrork, he vented his fiutrations on a university governor afhr leaming that the position was not his 
and that he would have to cartvass the governors. See, Hamiet Sweezey, BOX 1, file 1 1,43,68-70. Sweezcy's account 
seems inaccurate however. James Bonar, who considered the contest to be decided between two "formidable rivais," 
Watson and Jones, wrote James Mavor and indicated that Watson, prior to announcing his candidacy, knew Cabd would 
support Jones- James Bociar, letter to James Mavor, f 1 january 1894-28 February 1894, James Mavor Papers, Thomas 
Fishcr Rare Book Libmry. 
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Outfine of Philosophy ( 1 8W), were standard University textbooks weU into the twentieth 

~entury.'~ When he gave the prestigious GifEord Lectures at Glasgow University in 1912 - the 

only Canadian ever to do so -- and subsequently published his popular The Interpreation of 

Religiow Erperience, Watson perhaps reached the p h l e  of hû career. In 1924, E.L. Schaub 

of Northwestem University deemed Watson the " Ieading interpreter of Kant in this continent ." l6 

Watson's links to Glasgow and his international reputation meant that he was more than 

just a Canadian scho hr. He was a North Atlantic scholsr. With his roots in Glasgow and through 

letters, tnivels, conferences and academic journais, he maintained contact with scholars in Britain 

and the United States. This arrangement aliowed Watson (and his contemporaries who simüarly 

received education outside of Canada) to engage with inteiiectual trends in culturally dominant 

countries while king one step removed as a colonial citizen. During the First World War, he was 

in a position to observe the difnculties Britain faced in fÙifWng its war-the obligations and to 

oôsewe the forces of isolationism in   me ri cal' His intektual environment and the audience for 

which he wrote, consequently, Hnis much broder and diverse than Engiish Canada. In the case of 

The State in Peace and War, he wrote not only for Canadians, but also with an eye to how 

l5 Apparently, Canadian historian Ramsay Cook used An Ovtline of Philosophy as an underpduate a the 
University of Manitoba in the 1 950s. Sen A.B. McKillop, A Dirciplined Intelligence: Criticai Inquiry and Canadian 
Thought in the Vicrorian Era (Montreai: McGill - Queen's University Press, 1979) 268 R 76. Watson's translation 
and anthology of Kant, The Phifosophy ofKant as Contained in Extracfsfiom hts own writings (Glasgow: James 
Maclehose and Sons, 1888), was perhaps his best selling publication. Aceording to Mohan's Douglas Libraty Notes, it 
had at ieast seven reprints. Addeâ to this, another batch of 1550 were printed in 1935. See: Maclehose, Jackson and 
Company, letter to John Watson, 29 Match 1 923.3 1 January 1935, Box 1, John Watson Papers A, Queen's University 
Archives. 

16 E.L. Schaub, letter to John Watson, 13 November 1924, Box 1, John Watson Papers A, Queen's University 
Archives. 

l7 Prior to miting The State in Peace and War, for instance, Watson was a guat summer Iecturer nt Grove 
City College in Pennsylvania, USA. A.T. Ormond, ietter to John Watson, 29 Deccmber 19 t 4, Box 1, John Watson 
P a p a  A, Queen's University Archives. See aiso "Grove City College," Box 2, fiIe 6, John Watson Papers B, Queents 
University Archives, 
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philosophen in Britain and the United States challengeci idealism 

With bis international stature, Watson was not only a conduit through which philosophical 

ideas entered Canadian culture but also a prominent professor at Queen's. His course on mental 

and moral philosophy was required and he was also reputed to have the most honours students. '* 
In his obituary of Watson for the Royal Society of Canada, W.E. McNeül wrote that Watson was 

a devout and topical professor. McNeiii wrote: 

Throughout his time at Queen's he opened his fint class of the day with the lines of the 
colect: 'Prevent us, O Lord, in aii our doings with thy most gracious favour, and further 
us with they continual help.' But d e n t  tradition, rejoicing in his vigorous attacks on 
materialism, ked  to report that JO hn Watson really said: 'God bless me and Immanuel 
Kant; dam0 Comte, Miu, and Spencer, and ail the Hedonists.19 

Aithough Watson was weîi regarded by students (apparently he was flectionately cded 

" Wattie"), he maiataimd a strict discipiine over them2* McNeill wrote that "no one went üghtly 

to his classes," because Watson was "deadly in his detection of s b  or intellectual indolence." 

"But no serious student," McNeiU added, "missed these classes; the whole university knew that 

min& were rransformed there."2' 

0ver the forty-six years that he lectured, Watson taught a number of students who muid 

later becorne proininent members i f  the Protestant Church, academia, public education and the 

civil service. For instance, in Idealism Tran@onned (1 98S), B. Anne Wood poctrays Watson as a 

seminal influence on the thought and action of John Harold Putnam, a school hpector and 

Canadian Illmîmîed News, 307. 
l9 WE. MeNeill "John Watson,' Proceedings and Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada, vol. 

XXX t t l.3rd series (Ottaw King's Printer, 1939) 159-1 6 1. 
JM. MieEachm, "John Watson," Sorne Great Men of Queen%, ed Robert C h d a  Wallace (Toronto: 

Ryerson Press, 194 1 ) 23. 
" McNeill, "John Wats~n,~ 159-6 1. 
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leadhg progressive educator." Also, in The Semch for An Ideal (1976), S.E.D. Shom identifies 

Watson as a key duence on Adam Shortt, who pioneered the study of political economy at 

Queen's University? Watson's influence and phibsophical world view were not just expressed in 

the classroom He was an active participant in the Queen's Ai& Coderences, particularly in 

the conferences held in the 1 890s, to which Canadian hidorians have traced the beginning of the 

social gospel in Canada.24 From 1 9 1 2 until 1 924, he was vice-principal of Queen's. He also 

contniuted to the federal Civil Service Commission by creating and markhg the section on 

General Philosophy for the civil service examsu Far fkom living a cloistered Lifé, Watson adopted 

the role of a socidiy engaged and active moral phüosopher. 

Part of Watson's success was due to bis own hard work but it also stemmed fiom the 

international prestige of idealisrn. Idealism, in general, refers to a phdosophicai perspective that 

understands reality to be a collection of experiences formed, ordered or held together by mind.26 

When he studied at Glasgow, ideaiism was just beguiniog to assert itselfin Bnta& The trajectory 

of Watson's career paralleleci the ascendency of idealiw. The contours of this phiiosophical 

B. Anne Wood, I d e a i h  Transftormed: The Making of a Progressive Educator (Kingston and Montreal: 
McGill-Queen's University Press, 1985). 

S.E.D. Shom, The Search for An Ideal (Toronto: University of Toronto P m ,  1976) 96-7.99. 

24 McKiIlop, A Disciplinrd intelligence, 208-9; Brian Fraser, The Social Upi@ers: Presbyterian 
Progressives and the Social Gospel in Canada, 1875 - 1919 (Waterloo: Wilûid Laurier University Press, 1 988) 1. 

2s William Fona, Ietten to John Watson, 18 September 19 13, Box 1, John Watson Papers A; and, 20 May 
19 15, Box 1, file 1, John Watson Papen B, Queen's University Archives. 

26 Acccrding to the Cambridge Dictionary of Philacop@, i d d i  is ch "philosophicaî doctrine that r d i t y  
is somehow mindarrtlative or mind-coordinatod - that the r d  objects codtuting the "extemai world" are not 
independcnt of cognizing minds, but exist only as in some way correlative to mental opetations. The domine centres on 
the conception that reality as we understand it reflects the workings o f  mind." The Dictionary fiuther notes these 
distinctions: "A dispute has long raged within the idedist camp over whether "the mind" at issue in such idedistic 
formuias was a mind emplaced outside of or behind nature (absol~te idealism), or a nature-pervasive power o f  
rationaiity of  some sort (cosmic idealism), or the collective impersonal saciai mind o f  people in genetal (social 
iddism), or simply the distributive collection of individual minds (personal ideaiism)." CambrUige DicnOnary of 
Philosophy, 355-7. 
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perspective were first mapped out by T.H. Green as weU as Edward Caird and F.H. Bradley at 

Oxfiord University in the 1860s. Dmwing on Platonic, British and continental philosophical 

traditions, they positioned idealism as a critique of English empiricist and Scottish Common Sense 

traditions ofphilosophy. Watson is usuaily identified as a member of a prominent, "second 

generationt' of idealists, which also included Henry Jones, William Wallace, J.S. Mackenzie, D.G. 

Eütchie and B e m d  Bosanquet ." These idealists expanded upon the initial foundat ions of Green, 

Caird and Bradley and estabüshed idealisrn as a major inteiiecnial yerspective in the late 

nineteenth century. &fore it was eclipsed by realism and pragmatisrn in the twentieth century, 

idealisrn enjoyed a prestige that rivded MiU's ~tüit*~' 

What dehed these British idealists was not a commn set of philosophical arguments -- 
though Peter Nicholson mggests that there was som truth to the jik that aii idealists were 

merely parrots of GreenD - but a cornmon approach to phiiosophical investigation. In British 

Ideaiism and Social Explanation (1996), Sandra den Otter notes some shared characteristics of 

thought amoag them. AU foUowed Kantian principles of epistemlogy and ethics and 

consequently rejected empincist notions of sensationalism m perception and hedonism in morality. 

They beiieved in a rational and mcid order uaderlying the seemingly disparate and independent 

aspects of day-to-day experience." The idealipts also stressed the importance of cornmunity for 

27 Incidenîally, Watson was the only ont ofthis goup to have spent most of bis career outside of Britoin. 
'' Sandra den Otter, Britikh Idealh und Social ExpIanation (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996) 1- 

7. 
" Petcr Nicholson, The Political PhiIosoplj of the Brilijih Idcob~s (Cambridge: Cmbndgc University Press. 

1990) 1-2. 

Waîson expressed the essentiah of bis world view as follows: "The philosophid creed which commends 
itself to my mind," he wrote, "is w& in the text I have called Spcculative Idealism, by which 1 mean the doctrine that 
we are capable of knowing Reahy as it actuaily is, and thaî Reality when so known is absolutedy rational. [. . .I  The 
general prwf of Iddism must consist in showing that, while the determination of Reality by such categories as 
coexistence, succession, and causality, is capable of vindication so long as it is not regarded as uitimate, it becomes false 
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individual identity and for a moral understanding of the state.ll In term of intellactual influences, 

Watson and the ideaüsts have ofien ken descniid as primarily Hegelian in chamter." While 

Hegel spo ke stmngly to many British ideaüsts, their intellectual outlook was shaped by a broad 

and diverse range of ideas. Many, including Watson, came nom non-conformist religious 

backgrounds. Much of their university education focused on Plato and Aristotle, and classical 

thought in general, as weil as the l ira1 empiricist thought of J.S. Mill and the other English 

uti~itarians.~' Many idealists identified with the British tradition of political activism anci the 

examples of Thomas Carlyle, John Bright, Richard Cobden and Jeremy ~ e n t b  FUially, in 

regards to aesthetic Wuences, idealisrn drew upon the expressive Romantic literature of 

hlse when affirmed to be tinal, and that we are compelled at last to charactenze existence as purposive and rationai. 
There are various ways of enforcing this view. The method which 1 have followed here is to attempt to show that the 
ideas which lie at the basis of Mathematics, Physics, Biology, Psychology and Ethics, Religion and Art, are related to 
each other as developing fonns or phases of one idea - the idea of self-conscious Reason." John Watson, An Outline of 
Philosophy with Notes Hbtoricat and Critical, 4th ed., (Glasgow: James Maclehose and Sons, 1908) vi-kii. 

" den Otter, British I d e a l h  and Social Liplanation, 7. 

32 In Canaâian historid literature, AB. McKillop, Ramsay Cod< and Doug Owram primarily bociate 
Watson's idealism with Hegelianism. Sec: McKillop, A Dhciplined Intelligence 17 1,18 1 ; Ramsay Cook, The 
Regenerators: Social CriticrSm in tate Victorian English Cana& (1 985; Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 199 1 ) 
24; and Doug Owram, The Government Generation: Canadiun Intellectuais und fhe State 1900 - 1945 (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, t 986) 93. 

" In The Platonic Tradition of Anglo-saxon PhiIosophy: Studies in the Hivtory of ldealism in Enghnd and 
Americtr (193 1), the ideaiist John Henry Muirheaâ argued that an identification of British idealism with Geman 
philosophy was "if not wholly mistaken . . . a very one-sided pictute." Hc suggested îhat British idealism was a 
flowering of a pre-existing Platonic tradition in Britain, which was revived by Benjamin lowett, Grcen's tutor at 
Oxford, in the mid-nineteenth century. This Platonic tradition, not Hegelianism, provided the intellcctuai outlook and 
resourccs for Green's critique of empiricism, argued Muithd In a revi~w of Watson's philosophy, I.M. MacEacbran, 
a philosophy professor at the University of Saskatchewan and a former student of Watson, found Muirhead's argument 
"irnprcssive" but also recognized strong Hegelian influences in Watson's world view. MacEachran was unwilling to 
decide which influence was predominant and in his review settlcd on dtawhg out how Watson's work i n c o r p o d  the 
continuities between these two traditions. MacEachran, Some Great Men of Queen's, 27,3540, 

Y Nicholson, The Politicd Phiiosophy of the Brithh Ideulisa 193-4. Nichoison argues that the pragmuism 
of T.H. Green's conception of liberty disptayed a m n g  afhi ty with utilitarïanism. Melvin Richter, The Politics of 
Conscience: TH. Green and Hk Age (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1964) 268-273. 
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Coleridge, Wordsworth, Schiller and Goethe." 

In political phiiosophy, Watson was for the most part not making any new bold claims for 

idealism in 1919. The State in Peace and War was essentially an update of the cornmunitarian 

liberal position fht o u t k d  by TH. Green in his Lectures on the Principles of Political 

Obligation ( 1 895) and later develo ped by Bernard Bosanquet, D.G. Ritchie and other idealists 

over twenty years earlier? Watson, of course, expressed idealist po iitical phüoso phy in bis O wn 

way. Instead of rehashing the arguments made by Green, Bosanquet and Ritchie, he chose to 

illustrate idealist principles through an evaluation of poiiticai theories fiom Ancient Greece until 

modern times. For Watson, past philosophicai systems were not hermeticaiiy sealed statements 

that were disconnected fiom present realitks. They embodied &istoricai epocbs of understanding 

about the underlyhg "intelligence" of the universe and formed "stepping stones" to the cleat 

appnhension of the true principles of the state. Historical examination allowed Watson to delve 

into the past, determine historicai progress and distinguish what was universal and tnie fiom what 

'' Waîson's ideaiism h d  a strong aesthetic uimponent In Hamiet Sweezey's unpublished biogmphy of 
Watson, the meaning of idealism is ofton associated with the Romantic poets. For instance, of Watson's colleague and 
former Caird student James Cappon, she wrotc: "Cappon was a great Wordsworthian and Caird's idealism was in 
essence the same as the Wordmrorthian poctic existence." JM. MacEachran describcd Watson's perspective with 
refercnces to the spirinial principles in the poeûy of Wordsworth, Burns, Cariyle, Coleridge, Goethe, Tennyson and 
even Milton. See: Swcezey, Box 1, fiIe 1 1,63. JM. MacEachran, "John Watson," 35-40. 

In the published Prefàce to The State h Peace ami War* Watson Uidicates his indebtednes to a number of 
works on politicai theory including TH. Gmn's Lectures on the Principles of Obligation, Bernard Bosanquet's The 
Philosophicai Theory of the Stute "and other writings," Uward Caird's Evointiun of Thedogy in the Greek 
PhiIrnophers and his Criticai Phihopiry of &nt as well as D.G. Ritchie's Naîural R igh~ .  fn a dmft Prefàce to The 
State in Peace and War, Watson was more exclusive identiwng his intdectuai debt to prtmarily Green and Bosanquet 
John Watson, "Prefh? Notebook 4, Box 5, ts, John Watson Papes B, Queen's University Archives. 

" Watson, The State in Peace and War* viii. For a discussion of Watson's historical method see: Armow and 
Trott, The Faces of Reoson (Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 198 1) 236. For a discussion of T.H. Green's 
historical method sec: Andrew Vincent, "1ntroâuction,* and WH,  Walsh, "Green's Criticism of Hume," in The 
Philosophy of rH. Green, ed, Andrcw Vincent (Aldenhot, England: Gower Publishing Company Ltd, 1986) 10-13, 
22. 
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At this point, a review of Watson's main arguments is in order. He began The State in 

Peace and War with an outline of the ide& of Athenian demaracy as they were expressed by 

Pericles in his fimeral oration Athens succeeded as a political community according to Pericles, 

Watson noted, because it possessed two main excellences. It was "pervaded by a single mind, and 

it [allowed] ûee play to the capacities of the individualS." Theses d u e s  allowed Athenians to 

reconcile individuai freedom with public a~thority.~~ They had solved what Bosanquet had cded 

the paradox of self-government, by which he meant the paradox of O beying oneself and the d e s  

of society." By beginning his account of political phüosophy with Pericles's fiuierai oration, 

Watson accomplished two things. Fust, he implicitly compared the First World War to the 

Peloponnesian War between Athens and Sparta, which was the event that gave occasion for the 

fimeral oration. This analogy established the paradigm that the Great War was fought for 

Athenian principles of derocracy against the Spartan spirit of miütarism. Secondly, Watson 

demonstrated hû awareness of a common nineteenth-centwy practice of centring political 

philosophy within the experience and thought of Ancient ûreece." The democratic ethic of 

Pericles's fuaerai oration had impnssed J.S. Mill, for instance, and had similarly formed the 

central theme for his work on Representative Govement? That Watson began his work with 

" Watson, The State in Peace and War, 1-3. 

Bosanquet, The PhifosophicaI Theory ofthe State, 50. 

" Richard lenkyns and Frank Tuner bath explore the wide penetdon and uses of Ancient Greek culture in 
Victorian and Edwardian Britain. See especiaily Turner's essays on "LateVictorian and Edwardian Reflections on 
Athens" and "Benjamin Jowett Plato as the Fathet of tdealism," Richard lenkyns, The Victoriam and Ancient Greece 
(Cam bridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1980); Frank M. Turner, The Greek Heritage in Victorian 
Britain (New Haven: Yale University Press, 198 1) 24464,4 14-47. 

'' Eugenio F. Biagini, "Liberslism and direct d e m v  John Stuart Mill and the mode1 of ancient Athens," 
Citizenship and c o m m u n i ~  Liberah, radicais* and collective ùientities in the Brirish Isles, 1865 - 193 I ,  Eugenio F, 
Biagini, ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996) 36. 
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the mode1 of Ancient Oreece suggested his outlook was not prunarily an expression of Gerrnan 

philosophy but a development of aion accepted British approaches to political theory. 

Moreover, it was the Athenian political experience fiom which Plato and Aristotle had 

formulated their social and political thought . Watson devoted a dispro portionate amount of The 

State in Peace and War, two chapters, to investigating the ideas of these monumental figures of 

western civilization. Their thought , Watson claimed, was important because they ülustrated how 

individuais could only achieve seKrealization and moral fieedom in politicai society . Political 

obligation did not thenfore intrinsicaüy involve a diminution of individual fieedom but was 

instead the condition for it. "It is in and through the organism of the State," Watson wrote, "that 

man can be taught to distinguish between the real and the apparent wîii," between moral 

knowledge and unreflective opinion. This process occurred not just "in" but "through" the state, 

which implied an intrinsic involvement of the state with moral knowledge. As Watson noted, 

according to Plato, the question "what is a good man?" immediately inferred the prior question, 

"what is the good State'?" Because the state was essential ir~ revealing the best tife, the study of . 

power, politics and govemment was Uiherently linked with moral philosophy!' 

Watson contrasted tbis political perspective wîth the theories of the Cynics and Sophists. 
* 

[ostead of seing the politicai cornmu* as the means for moral developwnt, these philosophers 

adopted a more utüitarian understanding of public authority as merely a social contract to ensure 
- 

peace among egoistic hihiduais. in Watson's words, this theory of the state held that people 

sumndered "their purely seEh  mterests m order the better to secure them." This political theory 

Watson attriiuted to materialist metaphysical views. Unlike Plato and Aristotle who retahed a 

-- 

'' Watson, The Stute in Peace and War, 48,12,17. 
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supemtural element in their philosophy, Watson suggested that the Cynics and So phists adopted 

a more secular out100 k. Pro tagoras, for instance, "transfened his gaze fiom extemal nature to 

man, and declared that 'man is the measure of aii things,' while Gorgias claimed that as a 

knowledge of nature is impossible, we ought to concentrate our attention on human affalls." 

Moreover, a skepticism about knowing the "real nature" of things, Watson suggested, led the 

Cynics and Sophists to argue that social phenornena were not divinely ordained but merely 

conventionai. Consequently, Watson claimeâ that the skeptics' version of the social contract 

meant that laws did not have a special meaning for human nature but were rnerely the expression 

of the strongest wiii in society? 

In contrasting the political thought of Piato and Aristotk with the Cynics and Sophists, 

Watson estabüshed a central paraàip of The State in Peace and War. He aligned an organic and 

cornmunitarian view of political society with the moral philosophy and metaphysics of idealism 

and set this perspective agamst a social contract view of political society which he associated with 

egoism, individualism md materiaiist mtaphysics. Watson saw the mjor figures of the Eaglish 
. 

political tradition - Hobbes, Locke, Benthaxn, Austin, the Müls and Spencer - as essentially a 

continuance of the Sophists' social contract understanding of pubüc space, though he wouid 

recognize the democratic aspects of Locke's philosophy, the refomiist spint of Bentham and 

James Mill, and the organicisrn of J.S. Mill. Conversely, Watson situated his own idealisrn as a 

later and historically e ~ c h e d  expression of Athenian demcracy and the principles of political 

obligation outlmed by Plato and Aristotle. " Wth whatever modifications the ideas of Plato and 

Aristotle mut be accepte&" Watson îmhted, "there can be no doubt that Greece set the example 

" Watson, The State in Peace and War. 3.4.47-8. 
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to the worlci of a poli& in which the &dom of the individual was show to be compatible with 

the authority of s~ciety."~ 

Although Ancient Athem provided a fiuitful mode1 of political obligation, it was a 

parochial society based upon slavery. Because of these flaws, Watson argued that this poiitical 

experience was destined to fiilter. In his third chapter, he analyzed the thought of "The World- 

S tate, The Roman Empire and The Middle Ages." This period saw two major advances in social 

and po litical thought. First, and perhaps most irnportantly, there arose originaiiy in Stoicism and 

then with Christianity a belief that, unWte in Athens, aü people possessed the potential for rawn 

and moral self-determination, that aii people were the "children of God." "The subsequent history 

of mankllid," Watson M e r  wrote, "may be said to consist in the endeavour to reaiize this ideal, 

w t  merely in the lives of individuais, but in a form of society modelled d e r  the 'pattern in the 

mount.'" The second major devetopment of this period was the govemment institutions of checks 

and balances and the rnixed constitution of assembly, executive and monarch, which Montesquieu 

would later make popular in the eighteenth century. Despite these advances, this period of 

political experience was destineci to Mer  as weL Because the Roman Empire and later the Holy 

Roman Empire were so lGge and encompassed many diverse peoples these political organisations 

were incapable of creating institutions that could help create and reflect the general will of their 

cit izens.4' 

With the demise of the Holy Roman Empire and the beginning of nation-states, Watson's 

survey of poWcai theory embarked on a w w  stage. To the Renaissance and Refomtion and to 

Waîson, The Sfate h Peace and War* 48 

" Watson, The Sfafe U, Peace and War* 188,57. 
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the thought of Machiavelli, Luther, Bodin and Grotius, Watson devoted a full chapter. 

Expectedly, Watson crit icized Machiaveüi's politics as materialistic and conversely praised the 

ethical emphasis of Luther, Bodin and Grotius. Notwithstanding these contrasting valuations and 

emphases, Watson found that ail such figures spoke of an epoch in which the form of the nation- 

state, characterized by a sovereign power and international relations, emerged? The subject of 

the nat ion-state wouid occupy the next four chapters. Here he explored the thought of Hobbes, 

Locke, Bentham, Austin, the Mills, and Spencer. Although he recognized difKerences between 

these theorists, he assessed the ultimate worth of their political theories according to his 

materialid idealist dic hotomy . He asserted that these phüoso phea could no t consistently, 

because of their materialism, understand political society as anything more than a utilitarian 

contract preserved by the force of govemment. Among these materialists, Watson thought that 

Spencer iiiustrated this characteristic most coherently. For Spencer, as with the Sophists, the 

state was no more than a referee for egoism, no more than a "joint-stock ~ornpany."~' 

Stiil, Watson ejtpressed admiration for this great Enghh political tradition. Locke had 

made a significant advance in politicai theory, Watson noted, by allowing citizens to remove 

legdy the sovereign power. Watson also praised Bentham and James Mill for their reformist 

activity. Because Locke, Bentham and the Müls were important icons m the English Whig 

tradition, Watson needed to put forth his dcisms carefully without completely repudiating this 

tradition. His solution lay in praising these philosophcrs (excludhg Hobbes and Spencer) for 

possessing a m o d y  correct perspective but a fiawed speculative or mtaphysical perspective. 

" Waîson, The Srare in Peace and War, 86-9. 

" Watson. The Srare h Peace and War* 158-9,193. 
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Watson's commentas, on J.S. Mill ülustrated this strategy weli. Watson praised MU'S defence of 

ind~duaî liberty and ackno wledged his attempts at balancing liberty wit h an organicism and 

discrimination between lower and higher, unsocial and social passions. The fact that Mill was 

moved to make these modifications iilustrated for Watson the Limitations of po litical perspectives 

based upon h e d o h  Consequentiy, Watson thought that Miii's brand of utilitarianism was still 

"infected" wiwith materialism. Justice could not be reduced, Watson argued contra Miil, "to a mere 

calculus of pleasures." Also, the social-contract theory of Mill still promoted the view that 

poiitical obügation entakd some loss of individu81 fieedom. "It is rat true," Watson urged 

agnst Ma, 

that in a civiijzed State there is Iess interférence with the individuai; what is tnie is that 
the ordered Lifé of civilisation provides the condit ions under which much greater 
diversity of individual He is possible. 

In Watson's view, Mill's inability to account for this fact pointed to the flaws of materialism and 

provided a strong ratiode for i d e a h 4 *  

This philosophical perspective was the terrain of Spmoza, Rousseau, Kant and Hegel. 

These phiiosophm, Watson argued, reviveci the spirit of Plato and Aristotle in understanding 

political society as more than a mere contract, as somethhg necessary to the development of 

ratioad and moral fieedom of individuais. It was Rousseau, Watson noted, who specifically 

revived the ancient Greek idea that the "civil state is an embodiment of moral liberty." Although 

Rousseau's Social Conhaet began with "man is boni 6ee and everywhere is in chahs," Watson 

quickly poiuted out that this statement was not an indictment of the tnie nature of political 

society. Rousseau, Watson proudly m t e ,  saw that civii liberty, as distinct fiom the natural 

4 ~ ~ ~ n ,  The Sttzte in Proec and WQT, 1 03, 1 49-50, 1 52-9. 
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liberty of unregulated impulse, was possible only under state iaws. The problem o f  political 

obligation for Rousseau lay in hding an association in which man wiU O bey himself and remain 

eee. Here Watson examined Rousseau's notion of the general wiii, which was the values of the 

common good underlying laws and O ther political decisions. Rousseau claimed that the general 

will could only be arrived at in open assembly, where individuals were capable of voicing theu 

opinion and Becting the decisior Watson critickd this dennition for king not only irnpractical 

for a large modem state but also dangerous for providiug no checks against the tyranny of the 

majority. The general will was not the sum of individual wüis, Watson claimed puce Rousseau, 

"but the will of ail in so far as the common good is the O bject; and law is its expression, but only 

in so fiu as it ought to be." Watson m e r  wrote: 

Laws can ody be made by the generai wül, and are the register of the real will of the 
individuai. Still, while the general wiii is always right, it does not foilow that the 
resolutions of the people are always right; for, though men always desire their own good, 
they do not always discem wherem theu good consists. 

For Watson, the general wili represented action in accordance with principles of the undertymg 

intelligence of the universe eml w t  sixnply decisions anived at by consensus as he mggested 

Rousseau led one to believe. Indeed, although Watson fouml Rousseau's notions about civil 

liberty and the general wili pempicacious, he found Rousseau's understanding inadequate in 

expressing their real nature. Watson wrote: Rousseau "never entirely c l m  bis mind of the 

fallacy that man is fke apart fiom society, whereas the real gist of his argument is that it is oaty in 

society that man is fke at d.'149 

The flavour of Watson's understandhg of the state was a h  revealed in his discussion of 

- -- 

49 Watson, The State à Peace and W C ~ ,  IO4-î.. 
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Kant. Watson admired much of Kant's ethical phiiosophy and emphasized Kant's claim that 

individual hedom involved the recognition of the kedom of O thers. Despite this admiration, 

Watson stül criticized hirn for inadequately realizing the social nature of individuals and 

continuhg the social-contract myth. "In tmth," Watson asserted, 

the State is not the resuit of any self-surrender of an original opposition, but the 
recognition that such an opposition is one-sided and abstract. The State is neither a 
despotism, forcing individuals to submit to its commands, nor is it an arbitrary agreement 
of indMdU81S to protect their personal rights by rnaking concessions to othea; it is the 
recognition and realization of the essentially indivisible nature of the consciousness of 
self and the coasciousness of other selves. The general WU of which it is an expression 
is the essential nature of the wills of individuais. 

In this criticism of Kant, Hegel's emphasis on reconciliation is evident. Although Rousseau and 

Kant still couched their views of the state in ternis of the social contract, Watson thought that 

Hegel by discarding the social contract and developing the concept of Sittiichkeit, had clearly 

expressed the true nature of the state, profoundly illustrated by Plato and Aristotie, as based upon 

the general wül. Hegei, Watson wrote, "removes the last vestige of the false theory that the State 

is based upon contract, makmg its foundation to rest upon the true principle of the comon wi& 

as distinguished h m  the mere sum of individuai wills."' 

This reference to Hegel was a somewhat contmversial aspect of Watson's political 

philosophy. Not only was Hegel coosidered by mmy to be partly responsiile for the Prussian 

worship of state power, but also Hegelianism in general had ken viewed with suspicion by T.H. 
- 

Green In bis Lectures on the Principles of Political Obligation, Green had primarily looked to 

Rousseau, not Hegei, to express how political society could prode the conditions for mdividuai 

moral îkeedom. This focus was a consequeme of Green's suspicion of Hegel's views on the state. 

'O Watson, The State in Peace und Wur, 124. 192,179. 
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In a passage that became much quoted, Green asked how Hegel's conception of state as the basis 

for self-realization could be reconciied with the experience of an "under-fed and untaught denizen 

of a London yard with gin-shops on the right and lefi." Gran coacluded that "Hegel's account of 

fieedom as realued in the state does not seem to correspond to the facts of society as it is, or 

even as, under the alterable conditions of human nature, it could be." Green, in short, eschewed 

what he perceived was a misplaced seme of optirnisrn in Hegel's account of the state." 

Watson's decision to break with Green on the importance of Hegel reflected bis support of 

Bosquet's greater emphasis on Hegel and, in tum, on the un@ of the state. These 

characteristics Watson iilustrated in his chapter on "Modem Society." Watson, like Bosanquet, 

defined the state as the "totaiîty of i a s t i o n s  by which the cornmon weal is secured," and 

sovereignty as uhmietely the expression of the general will." This meant that the state was more 

than just govemment and sovereign power was more than just executive or legislative power. 

Again, for Watson as weil as Bosanquet, the state was no t a utilitarian contract which individuais 

TH. Greni, Lectures on the Principles of political ~bligution ilondon: Longmans, Green and Co., 1895) 
104, 123-4, 127-8. 

a Waîson, The Stace in Peace and War, 195-204. When Bounquet mote The Philosophical T m  of the 
State (t  8W), he sought to continue Green's spirit of politicai philosophy but with two modifications* Bosanquet 
attempted, firstly, to incorporate modern theorîes of psychology into his account of the general will and, secondly, to 
overcome Grecnts "scrupulous cautionn towards the sta!c+ Bosanquet ccrtainly rtcognizcd the plight of the "denizen" 
and as a member of the Charity Organization Society was an social reformer. Too strong a ficus on these 
insîances, however, I d  to a cynical view of the state and, he emphasized, inadequately represented the many profound 
ways by which the state provided the conditions for individual moral W o m .  in outlining how the stak provided the 
conditions for s e l f i d i o n ,  Bosanquet adopted a more positive outlook towarâs Hegel. Whercas Green had Rflcctcd 
primarily on Rousseau's conception ofthe generai will, Bosanquet explod more filly the notion of a generd will in 
relation to Hegel's concept of SittIicMeit. 1t was Bosanquets contention thal modern tfieorics of psychology illuminated 
SittlicMeit by describing how individual consciousncss was formed out of the larger mind of society. Bosanquet argued 
that the state should be seen properly as more than just the govenunent. The state was: "the cntire hierarchy of 
institutions by which life is detcnnincd, ftom the îàmily to the tradc union, and h m  the trade union to the Church and 
University. It includes al1 ofthem, notas the merc collection of the growths of the country, but as the structure which 
gives life and meaning to the politicai whole, while teceiving h m  it mutual adjustment, and therefore expansion and a 
more liberal air? Bosanquet, The Phifosophical Theory of the State, 4th ed, (London, MacMillan and Co, 1920) 139- 
40,246,267-9. 
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fomied to pursue their separate intetests peacefbily. It was the society and legitimate power by 

which individuals developed and tealized together their general wili. This conception of the state, 

Peter Nicholson daims, closely parallelied Hegers definition in that the state represented society 

as a whole, that political society or the government was charged with coordinathg social life 

within the state and that the purpose of the state was to enable its citizens to live well." Although 

in the First World War many held Hegelianism responsible for statism, Watson's choice to align 

his viewpoint with Hegel and Bosanquet iiiustrated his belief that a focus on community and unity 

of purpose in political society was no t opposed to the integrity of the individual. Indeed, when 

The Philosophicd Theory of State appeared in 1899, Watson saw no major disagreement 

between Bosanquet's innovations and Green's appacently more liberal polit i d  philosophy. In a 

presentation to the Saturday Club at Queen's University, Watson praised The Philosophical 

Theory of the State as "the moa recent, and in some respects the best, exposition of the 

conception of the state put forward by mch writers as Hegel T.H. Green, E. Caird and 

Wallace. ltS4 

Watson's adherence to Hegelian forms of politicai philosophy some twenty years later 

suggesis that he did not signiscantly change his appraisal. A strong focus on the cornmunitarian 

aspects of the state did not, he argued, thwatt the foundations for individuai fieedom In his 

chapter, "System of Rights," Watson elaôorated upon his understanding of individuai rights. They 
- 

Nicholson, The Political Phifosophy of the British Ideabts, 2 12-3. 

" John Waîson, "Bosanquet's Philosophicul Theory of the State; U. [undami] Box 5, Notebook 22. Idin 
Watson Papers B, Queen's University. In his rcview of  The Philosophicaf Theoty of the Sfate in Queen3 QumterSr, 
Watson, reiterating his praise, wrote that it was the "most ment, and on the whole the best, exposition of the iddistic 
conception of the State." John Watson, rev. of The PhiIosophical Theoty of the State, by Bernard Bosanquet, Queen's 
Quurterfy 7 ( 1 900) 320, 
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were not, he argwd, given to individu& in absolute t e m  or in isolation Eom society. Rights, 

for Watson, were not priniarily to protect mdividuais in an alienating society. Rather, rights were 

a thoroughly social phenommon, existing only through the recognition of othea in society. 

Because Watson saw rights conferring respo~l~liility on individuals, he argwd that "the exercise 

of political rights has an incalculable educational value and is essential to the realisation of the 

conmon good." For this reason, Watson supported movemeats towards fernale suffrage. 

Women deserved the vote, Watson mgued, on the prhciple that it provided the condi?ions for 

citizenship and better poiitid discussion. Indeed, Watson m t e  that the "special knowledge of 

the conditions under which their sex lives must fom an important element in determinhg many 

social questions. "" For Watson, the pro biem wah utilitarian accounts of individual rights, even 

the developmental outlook of hS. Mi& was that they compromised the moral nature of individuai 

rights with their focus on rights as the guarantee for egoism. This, Watson maintainecl, was an 

inadequate ôasis for political obligation. In materialist social-contract theories of govemment, 

Watson wrote: 

There is nothing to compel individuais to enter into the contract, and therefore nothing to 
expiain why it should be made. To reduce the contract to a mre expedient for attaining 
a larger amount of happiuess, does mt explain why any man shouid be hder obligation 
to assent to the contract, ifhe thinks he would obtain more satkfktion by pureiy 
individual initiative. 

Watson's understanding of the state privüeged, therefore, the ethical importance of the cornmon 

Watson contrasteci this ethical conception of the state with contemporary German 

'' WUSOII, The State in Peace and War, 23 3. 

" Waîson, The State in Peace and War, 222,230,195. 
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philosophy. In a chapter on the thought of Nietzsche, Haeckel and Treitschke, Watson attacked 

what he saw as their distortion of Hegel's legacy and the true purpose of the state. These 

phiiosophers, he argued, mistakenly argued that the state's ethical nature involved force and 

domination over other states. This practice substituted material egoism for a spirituai relationship 

between peoples and contravened tk fundamental niles of moraiity. In the last chapter of The 

State in Peace and War, Watson appiied this beiief about the moral purpose of the state to a 

discussion of international relations and the proposed League of Nations. The state, he reiterated, 

was an "organ of humanity." He expressed his beiief that states, when properly organised and 

when pervaded by Christian principles of morality, would naturaily ex& in peaceN cooperation 

with each other. To this end, Watson placed hope in the League of Nations as the beginning of a 

new ethicai spi- of international relati~ns.'~ In su-, Watson's beiief in the ethicai potential 

of states reflected an optimisrn about coercive power and political society. The state was the 

means, he believed, by which a general will and mdividual liberty were developed and secured. 

The state was not a utilitarian construction to preserve hedonism but ratlier the meam for 

individuals to reaiize their moral nature. In the words of Green, "wil, not force, is the basis of the 

 tat te.'^ 

Because idcalists were the prominent philosophem of their the,  historians have asked 

what was the legacy, or legacies, of their phüosophy. Before considering the significance of 
C 

Watson's idealkm for p o a w  social and politicai thought, an examination of some prominent 

interpretations of idealisns impact on po litiCal cuiture is in order to provide a broder 

Watmh The Stace in Peoce and War, 164-8.1 ï2.247.285-7. 

" T.H. Green, Lectures on the PrincipIes Politicai Obligation, 1 2 1 . 
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understanding of how Watson's viewpoint corresponded to the tenor of his tirne. Historians have 

in the past tended to measure the legacy of ideaiism in ternis of its contribution to "new 

Iiiralisrn" This term refers to the ascendence in liiralism of beliefs about social responsiblity, 

organicism and a wihgness for experimentation in government policy and the gradua1 diminution 

of classical l i r a i  beliefs about limited government, individuai self-reüance and the near 

inviolabiiity of private property. For many liberal strategists of the early twentieth century, 

Bentham's utilitarian, "night-watchman," conception of the state was replaced with a new 

conception of the state as a positive and integral institution for social, po titical and economic 

refonn. This change in political values supported new government activity in taxation, 

employment and welnue policies between the 1890s and 1920s. Although idealists were liberais 

who, for the most part, believed in sclf-reliance, private property and capitaüsm, they sought to 

leaven these principles with a critique of materialism and an emphasis on bistoricdy developing 

and cornmunifarian aspects of political society. This convergence between ideaüsm and a shift in 

- political culture bas led historians to ask about the relationship between these phenomena. 

Much of the historical literature has focused on T.H. ûreen, the most p r o h n t  and 

influentid ideaiist political philosopher. In his seminal work, The Politics of Conscience (1964), 

Melvin Richter focuses on how Green transfonned non-conforrnist religious concem for morality 

into a conception of citizeoship characteriad by CO rnmitment and good works to one's own 

community. By associating religion and citizenship with a social reform ethos, ûreen and his 

foiiowers, Richter asserts, provideci a strong rationale for private philanthropy and volunteer 

activity. It was nom this impulse, Richter claims, that Green criticized utilitarian accouuts of the 

state and sought to mate a more positive outlook on political society as a means for social 
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change aud individual betterment. Richter wams, however, about seeing a clear line of 

developrnent fkom Green's positive conception of t he state to the twent iet h-century weüàre state. 

Green shared many ciassicai liberal beliefs about b t e d  government and the need to protect self- 

reiiance and private property. Besides, private philanthropy and volunteer organizations, not 

central govemment, were the prirnary instruments for social reform in Green's tirne. For Richter, 

Green was very much a nineteenth-century liberal who sought, by appealing to pre-existing, 

broader notions of moral duty, civic virtue, and citizenship in Victorian culture, to build conseasus 

among ail classes in society for social reform and a c t i h  Green's reiationship to new Liralism 

was therefore indirect. Although he was not at the forefiont of new Li'beral thought, he helped 

create an ethos of citizenship that would support experimentation in reform activity." 

This conception of citizenship challenged individuahtic interpretations of society and 

human behaviour. In New LiberaIism (1 978), Michael Freeden argues that the core values of new 

liberaüsm were characterized by an increasing concem for the c l a h  of cornmunity in relation to 

. . individual independence. Because i d e h  was an important source for comrn- notions of 

mdmduai identity, it tended to support this transition m iiberalism, But Freeden limas the degree 

of iduence that i d e h  had over this tramfiormation in liberal thought. Idealism was only one 

source of CO Uectivism, Freeden argues. He asserts that developmnts to wards coilectivisrn in 

utilitarianism, evo lutionary empiricism, economics and even practical po iitics ail contributed to the 
C 

complex process by which h i  thmkers attempted to rework traditoaal Lira1 ideas in 

" Melvin Richter, The Politics of Conscience: T.H Green and Hu Age (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard 
University Press, 1964) 13,27-9, t72,225,267,27 1.28 1,295-6.,344,348,354-5. Richter draws attention to Green's 
profile as retigious social reformer in the immcnseiy popular mord didactic work Robert EIsemere (1 888) by Mrs. 
Hump hrey Ward Pottraying Green as the renowned Professor Grey, Ward illustrateci how Green awakened religious 
enthusiasm by exhorting his listeners to practice good work in society. 
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addressing industriai social problemsM 

In cornparison to Freeden, Raymond Plant and Andrew Vincent, in Philosophy. Politics 

and Cirizemhip (1984), give idealism a greater privilege in shaping new Liberal thought. It was 

Green and the idcalists, they argue, who first outheci how "law or restraint could be a positive 

and constructive element in Liberty." This change in political theory opened new space for the use 

of the state's coercive power in social refonn activity. Plant and Vincent also echo Richter's 

emphasis on how religion informed the ideaüsts' conception of cibaship and ciMc virtue. Plant 

and Vincent M e r  emphasize how many of the students of idealists wouM tater become 

important social reformers and new li'berais. Among others, these students included Arnold 

Toynbee, RH. Tawney, L.T. Hobhow, RB. Haldane, H.H. Asquith and David Lloyd George. 

The salient feature of idealism, Plant and Vincent contend, was that it proviàed a predisposition 

and strong rationale for accepting greater governrnent intervention as the mark of enlightened and 

socially responsiile ~itizenship.6~ 

Apart fiom looking at how idealism%&ormed a kind of moral collectivism in political 

thought, James Klo ppnberg, in Uncertain Victory (1 986), sees a link between Green's 

epistemology and progressive refonn movements. For Kloppenberg, Green's idealism developed, 

dong with a number of other philosophical perspectives such as pnigmatism, a "radical theory of 

knowledge," which he calls the Via Media. He credits these philosophies for changing 
* 

conceptions of knowledge fiom sornethirig that is given or found to sometbing that is created. 

* Michael Frden? The New tiberafismr An Ideofogy of Socid Refom (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1978) 2, 
17. 

" Andrew Vincent and Raymond Plant, Phifosophy, Politics and Citüenshrp (OxfÔrd: Basil Blackwell, 
1984)40,76,41>3,51,188. - 
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This change in late nineteenth-century thought gave a t heo ret ical Unpetus for experimentation in 

attempts at social refom In the cowse ofa work that is rather grand and abstract, Kloppenberg 

maintains that Green and the philosophers of the Via Media "worked to estabüsh a bridgehead 

£iom the rnid-century workl of liberalism and sociaüsm to the territory of the welfàre state to be 

occupied by social democrats and progressives."" 

Historians a h  have linked John Watson to changing patterns of social and political 

thought in Canada. In A Disciplined Intelligence ( 1  979) and "The Idealist Legacyt' (1  W) ,  AB. 

McKülop, who bas written most of the recent scho lady works on Watson, clairns that bis idealisrn 

had a profound affect on Protestant thought and the development of the social gospel m Canada. 

As the pre-eminent i d e m  in Canaàa, Watson helped idealism to become widely accepted, 

McKillo p CO ntends, because t provided a justification for religious faith amid the late nineteenth- 

century challenges raised by evolutionary and hisiorical critiques of the Bible. Mead of 

presming a traditional religious concem for individual salvation, however, Watson redwcted 

religious impulses towards a "moral imperative" in social reform. The "idealist preached what 

was fhndamentdy a social ethic," McKiüop cîaims, and, îùrthermore, this ethic tesonateci with 

the concerns of Canadians as they began to experience the problerns of industrialism in the 

1 WOs? Watson's innuence on Protestant thought was integral to his importance for mteîiectual 

and popular thought in Canada. The churches were major centres for social thought because 
- 

" James Kloppenbcrg, Uncertain Victoty: SociaI Demonacy and ProgressNh in European and American 
Thought, 1 870 - 1920 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986) 2,4,146. The members of Kloppenberg's Via Media 
werc: the Britons T.H. Green and Henry Sidgwick; the Anteticans Wifliam James and John Dewey; the German 
Wilhetm Dilthey; and the Frenchman A I M  Fouillée, 

" McKillop, A DkcipIined InteIIigence, 208-9. 199, ZU. AB. McKillop, "The Idealist Legaq." Contours of 
Canadiatz Thought (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1 983) 99. 
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most universities, mcludmg Queen's, were religious coîîeges util the eariy twentieth century and 

church-based magazines, such as the Presbyterian Christian Gumdiun, were popular publications 

and significant avenues for pubiic opinion. 

Other historians of Protestant thought in Canada assign Watson much less mfluence than 

does McKillop. In SociaI Uplifters ( 1988), Brian Fraser argues that Presbyterian thought was no t 

shaped prirnariiy by Watson's idealism but by a more traditional Free Church Evangeiicalism." 

Similarly, in me Evmgelical Centwy (199 l), Michael Gauvreau outiines the continuing strength 

of Baconian mtellectual resources in evangelical thought and disputes MciCüio p's clami that 

Protestant churches eagerly adopted idealisn as a new philosophical justincat ion for religious 

hith. By extension, m A Full-ûrbed Christianity ( 1  W6), Gauvnau and Nancy Christie privilege 

traditional evangelicai vahes in the social refom activities of Protestant churches? This debate 

raises the question about how far idealist religious and social thought extended beyond Watson's 

classroom before it joined more popular and traditional forms of Evangelicalism and civic virtue. 

Historians have also Wed Watson's idealism to broder emerging political and economic 

thought in Canada. in The Govemment Generution (1986), Doug Owram, who mirron 

McKiliop's contention about the widespread popularity of idealism, considers Watson's poüticd 

philosophy to have represented intellechial thougbt about the state in Canada during the nrst part 

of the twentieth century. Key characteristics of this thought were an emphasis on individuai 

" Brian Fraser. Socid C/pf@ers: Presbyterian Progressives and the Sociaf Gospel in Canadac, 1875 - 19 15 
(Waterloo: WilîKd Laurier University Press, 1988) 1,23,37. 

65 Michael Gaumw, The Evangefical Cenhiry: Coliege and Creed in Englbh Canadafiom the Great 
Revivuf to the Great Depression (MontreaI and Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1 99 1) 12 1-2, 1 54,184, 
186. Nancy Christie and Michael Gauweau, A Full-Orbed Christianir)(: The Protestant Churches and Social Welfare 
in Canada 1900 - 1940 ( M o n m  and Kingston: McGill - Queen's University Press, 1996) 85. 
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"spiritual renewal," an organic conception of society and a rejection of an "older individualism" 

Idealism was accepted by many political economists, Owram maintains, because it provided a 

more positive view of the state in terms of reiigious-inspired social refom than did the traditional 

utilitarian appmach that was held by Prime Minister Laurier and most, ifnot ail, Members of 

Parliament. Watson's ide& understanding of the state began to decline, Owrarn argues, when 

new secular social science becarne dominant in Canadian universities foiiowing the Fust World 

W d 6  In Remaking Liberalism ( 1 993), Bany Ferguson investigates the thought of Queen's 

political economists of whom the most significant, A b  Shom and O.D. Skelton, had studied 

under Watson. Although Ferguson primady does not focus on Watson's inauence directly, he 

echoes Kloppenberg's arguments and claims that Watson's idealism created "a sense of humsn 

direction as well as intellectual mastery over the social order," which transformed the purely 

religious nature of scho larship at Queen's University and created an inteilectuai atrnosphere 

conducive to new po litical and economic investigations." 

Watson's politicai philosophy has also been the subject of investigation by Leslie Amriur 

and Elizabeth Trott. In a chapter m The Faces of Reason (198 1 )  these philosophers examine how 

Watson's understanding of reason influenced his understanding of the state in m e  Staïe in Peace 

and War. Because Watson understood knowledge to be both an act of discovery as weU as 

creation, he viewed the structures of the state as flexible and historically developing. This 

understanding of reason, Armour and Tron M e r  suggest - they provide üttle comparative 

evidence to substantiate their claims - led Watson towards a stronger emphasis on individuaiity 

Owram, The Governmen~ Generation, 34,103, 1 16. 

67 Bany Ferguson, Remaking Liberafism: Thc Intelfectual Legacy of Adam Shortt, O.D. SùeIton, KC. Cfar t  
and W.A. Macàintosh 18904925 (Montreai and Kingston: McGill - Queen's Press, 1993) 10. 
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and history han such idcalists as Green, Bosanquet and Bradley. Amour and Trott's emphasis on 

reason as an act of creation a h  echoes Kloppenberg's arguments. In k t ,  Anmur and Tro tt 

suggest that Watson saw knowledge a s  more an act of creation than did Green. Uniike 

Kloppenberg's investigation of Green's epistemology, however, Anmur and Trott's assesment of 

Watson's philosophy is primarily ahistorical and does not address how Watson used his politicai 

philosophy as a response to his the." 

The State in Peuce and Wur was very much Watson's response to the currents of social 

and poiiticai thought duhg  the First World War. Whem much of the Canadian historical 

scholarship on ideaikm considen its importance broadly Ui ternis of emrging patterns of thought, 

this thesis will address Watson's idealism more specificaîiy in te= of its importance for post-war 

political culture. That is, how Watson applied an idealist understanding of state power to justQ 

. . 
a c o r n m m  iiiral politicai economy WU be examined. in this examination, this thesis wiii 

suggest that historians need to reasess their interpretations of Watson's po ütical philosophy. 

Rather than broadly considering idealism as a general cultural attitude, this thesis considen 

idealiPm as a formai set of arguments used to support more generally held politicai, social and 

economic viewpoints. This focus provides an opportiiliity to investigate Watson's thought in 

relation to intelectual developrnents outside of Canada and to incorporate some of the recent and 

hovative British historical îiterature on i d e h "  This thesis will also argue that Watson's 

a Leslie Amour and Elizabeth Trott, The Faces of Recuon. 224, W ,  235. 
69 Since McKillop publishcd Contours of Cmadh Thought in 1987. therc hm ben among British wholars 

a renewed interest in idealism as not only an important hiiricai influence but also an under-appreciated contribution 
to western thought. Important recent publications include Nicholson's The Poiitical Philosophy of the British Ideafists 
(1 990) and den Otter's Britbh Idealhm and Social fiplanation. Also sa: David Boucher and Andccw Vincent, A 
Radical Hegelian: The Political and SocUr1 Phifosophy of Henry Jones (CardifE University of Wales Press, t 993). 
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political philosophy was more rigorous and popular than either Owram or Ferguson suggest. 

Although both of these historians consider Watson's i d e a b  to have been important for the 

development of social science in Canada, they descni  this exnerging form of social study to be 

not only distinct fiom idealism but also opposed to idealism Moreover, Owram argues that the 

amount of destruction during the First World War undermined the prestige of i d e a h  and its 

principles of an "intelligence" d e s t  in reality. The challenges to i d e a h  by war tirne 

experiences and new forms of kno wkdge lead Owram and Ferguson to assign ideaikm an 

increasing ly marginal place in the intellect ual contours of pst-war While British 

idealism in the 1920s certainiy was in the twüight of its existence, this thesis argues that Watson's 

idealism may very weii have suMved the war and new forms of knowledge better than previously 

thought. 

Watson's political philosophy, as noted, did not mark any new bold initiative for idealism. 

He p r i d y  re-asserted core ide& beliefk fiom the late nineteenth century in an effort, he wted 

in his Preface, "to guard" the "true principles" of the state fiom "misconception."" Watson 

reiterated these principles m an attempt to corne to ternis wîth w t  ody the war-time suspicion of 

Gerrnan philosophy but aisa the forces of poiarization and fkagmentation that were enco uraged by 

the war. Watson had to put forth his understandhg of politicai philosophy. Not only did he need 

to distinguish his understanding of Kant and Hegel nom contemporary Gennan thought but also 

. . 
to defend a c o r n m u -  focus for l'beral economy. As historians in Britain and Canada have 

shown, Watson's idealisrn was aa important factor in the shift between an individiialistic classicai 

" Ferguson, Rornaüng LibertlfrSm, xiii, xv, 48; Owram, The Government Generation, 13.96-7. LOO. 104, 
1 17,120. 

" Waîson, The State in Peace and W q  vii. 
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Lberalisrn and a more conununitarian new Liralism. By 1 9 1 9, the events and opinions 

occasioned by the war conspired to challenge the viability of idealism and cornunitarian liberal 

political economy as philosophical and poiiticai perspectives. Indeed, in many ways, the idealist 

underst anding of the state was an embatt led polit ical project .R 

The war raised questions about not only the presence of an underlying rational order in the 

universe but also the meaning of state power. At vulgar and refhed intellectual levek, German 

idealist political phiiosophy received considerable criticism for containing the seeds of militarism 

and statism. The Metaphysicai Theory of the State (1918), by the prominent British Lira1 and 

sociologist, L.T. Hobhouse, was among scholars perhaps the most trenchant and famous attack 

on ideaüsia" As he would later recali, while sittmg at home reading Hegel and t hen hearing 

gudïre and planes m the distance, Ho bhouse redized that the war was but the manifestation of 

that theory of the "god-like state" put forth by Hegel "and his m s t  modem and most f ~ t f f i l  

exponent, Dr. Bosanquet." For Hobhouse, the "central nillacy" of idealism was that it confùsed 

"the state with society:and political with moral ~bligation."'~ Because Watson had foiiowed 

Bosanquet's politicai theory and had promoted the thought of Kant and Hegei, he was caught in 

the position of havhg to distinguish and defend the idealism of good German philoso phers fiom 

the statism of more ment German philosophy. 

Waiter Kaufînann. "Coming to tcrms with Hegel," riv. of Hegel, by Charles Taylor. Times Literaty 
Supplernenr 2 f anuary 1976: 12; den Oüer, British Idealism und Social Explunafion 209-2 1 3; H.D. Lewis, "The 
British Iddists," Nineteenth Centwy Religious Thought in rite West, eds. Ninian Smart et al, vol. 2 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1985) 272; Stefàn Collini, "Hobhouse, Bosanquet and the State: Philosophical Idealism 
and Political Argument in England 1880 - 19 18," Pmt and Present, VOL 88, no. 72, ( 1976) 86. 

Colüni, 'Hobhouse, Bosanquet and the Stp*" 90; P M  NichoIson, The Politicaf PhiIosophy of the 
British Idealbts (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990) 199,207. 

" L.T. Hobhow, The Metaphysicai Theoy of the State (London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 19 1 8) 16-9, 
234.77, 
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Watson also could not ignore the industrial conflict and po titical polarization that 

accompanied the First World War. The Bolshevik Revolution of 19 17, the unprecedented nwnber 

of strikes occasioned by the war and the incrertsing populanty of sociaiist critiques of capitalism 

called into question the viability of liberal market society. From this questioning, the British 

political order underwent a significant transformation. The Likral Party, which had introduced 

signiticant progressive legislation prior to the war under H.H. Asquith and David Lloyd George, 

ceased to be a major political Party foiiowing the war with the ascendence of the Labour Party. In 

his study Liberalism DNided (1986), Michael Freeden notes how, in the pst-war period, the pre- 

war new liaetal consensus on progressive reform k t w e d  into lefi and cight perspectives. He 

notes that the war-tirne demise in the prestige of idealism, and an impatience with idealist rhetoric 

that carefùily balanced the needs of both individual and cornrnunity, was a signiscant factor in this 

breakdown of consensus.75 In Canada too, there was polarization. In the federal election of 

1 92 1, the country not oniy witnessed the defmt of Sir Robert Borden's Union government but 

ako the rise of the fàrm- and rural-based Progressive Party and even the Independent Labour . 

Party." This electorai success grew, in part, out of an increasiDgfy radical literature on social and 

political tho ught . For instance, William f i e ' s  The Fmers  in Politics (1 920) and Salem 

Bland's The New Chrîstianity (1920) championed the interests of farm and labour with structural 

critiques of how capitaüsm masked the iuequities of established power." Incidentaiiy, Bland had 

" Mic hael Fteeden, Liberalkm Dividcd: A Stuày in British Political Thought 1 9/  4 - 1 939 (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1986) 1 1,3 1-3. 

76 Cnig Brown, ed, The /l/ustrated HrStory of Canada, 2nd cd (Toronto: Lester Publishing, 1 99 1 ) 428-9. 
The Progressive Party captured the second most number of seats, 64, and the lndcpendcnt Labour Party captured two 
seats. 

" William hine, The Famers in Politics (1920; MeClelland and Stewart, 1976); Sakm Blanâ, New 
Christianity qr The Religion of the New Age (McClelland and Stewart, 1920). 
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ken a student of Watson in the 1890r7' These comparatively radical critiques as weîi as the 

p o b t i o n  of politics based on ciass intetests irnplicitly opposed Watson's belief in the ultimate 

harmony of the state based on principles of ii'beral market economy. 

In 19 19, Canada and western society in general were in a state of confusion and flux. 

Attempts to bring order and discipline to this confùsion placed the political philosophy of idealisrn 

on trial. In the constellation of social and political thought foiiowing the war, Watson defended 

idealism, which for hirn not only consistently explained the differences between contemporary 

G e m  statism and the philosophy of Kant, Fichte and Hegel but also provided the proper 

principles for social reform. Ody through responsible private enterprise and progressive I i ra l  

market reforms, he argued, coukl political society achieve its fidl potential as the means for 

individual self-realization and l i ir ty .  The importance of Watson's idealist message at the end of 

the war, it should be stressed, was not sixnply about the relative prestige of philosophical systems. 

At the kart of Watson's poiitical philosophy was a particular concept ion of state power and 

market society that was mcreasingly targeted by critics of established power. At stake in the 
C 

pop& reception of Watson's social and politicai thought was whether reform of society should 

proceed dong idealist cornmunitarian liberal ünes or classical l ira1 hes -- or through a more 

radical adjustmetlt of socid, economic and politicai relations in the state. 

The State in Peace und Wm, m e n  at a moment of intense contestation of the social, 

economic and poiîticai order, is an artifact of idealA poLiticai philosophy. Study of it wiii reveal 

some of the ways in which Watson, a prominent, early twentieth-century philosopher, understood 

this contestation. Consideration of The State in Peace und War will proceed over the next three 

'' A.B. MeKiIlop, "The I d d i  Legacy," 105. 
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chapters. Chapter two wül look at Watson's definitions of the state and sovereignty, his defense 

of ideaiist principles Eom war-tirne criticism and his thoughts on the League of Nations. in 

chapter three, attention will be focused on his views about market society, socialism and the 

proper way for governments to reconcile domestic contlict. Finaiiy, chapter four will trace the 

success of Watson's arguments through book reviews in newspapers and academic journals. 
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21 
The Great War and the Limits of Community 

Although it seems hard to justify the First World War with late twentieth-century 

hincisight, many weii educated and thoughtful individd at the time saw the war as just. At stake 

was the world's response to what appeared to be a beiligerent and statist Gemuin ideal of poütical 

society. Despite legitirnate reservations about a d  conflict, many Iiberal philos0 p hers including 

John Watson, L.T. Hobhouse and even John Dewey, supported their respective countries' wat 

efforts. Watson's justification of the war was controversial, however. Ho bhouse, Dewey and 

many others criticized ideaüst philosophy for creating philosophical conditions for the very statism 

aüegedly manifested $ the Germanic ideai. The prominent German idealists, Kant, Fichte and 

Hegel were seen to have provided notions of individuai fieedom and identity that powerfully and 

dangerousiy supported the nation-state buildiog regimes of Bisnark and tht Kaiser. By 

implication, the British ideaîists, who had miporteci much of this philosophy into Anglo-Amencan 

circles, received criticism for diluthg and undervaluhg the liberal tradition of individual fkedom 

and responsible govemment. Watson certaidy did not agree with these criticisms. When he 

provided philosophical direction for understanding the state in peace and war, he was confident 

that i d e a h  couid account consistentty and fniitfully for both the ethical importance of the state 

and the Lirai tradition of individuai rights. 
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The war represented for Watson a battle between the Athenian spirit of dernocracy and the 

Spartan spirit of militarism. in "German Philosophy and the War" (1 9 16), Watson wrote: 

it is, 1 am convinced, only apparently paradoxical to say, that the fierce conflict which 
even now convulses the world is at bottom the clash of opposing id& of life rather than 
the shock of armed hosts. Ideas, as Luther said, are living things with hands and feet. 

Watson went on to examine how contemporary G e m  philosophers were responsible for 

glorüjhg the Gennan state and Pnwian militarism. ' In this categorization, Watson joined 

countless voices in condemning Germany for the conflict and, 8i tum, defending the I i r a l  

democratic principles of the British Empire. And yet, as Doug Owrarn argues in The Govemment 

Generaiion ( 1 986), this dic hotomy presented pro blems for apologists of the war and especially 

for Watson's ideaüsm The battle for democracy may have started primarily as a voluntary effort 

on behalf of citizens in AUKd countries but, as the war dragged on, it becarne hcreasingly fought 

under a heavily regimented state. For Watson and other idealists, who had justified the war in 

terms of the general wili, the question or dilemma arose as to what were the acceptable LUnits of 

state action. If citizens were obligated to fight militariSm then how far could the date command 

their loyalty and how much codd the state tolerate dissension? 

These were serious questions. Once Canada entered the war as a British colony, it found 

that it needed to coordinate the war effort wiîh increasing intervention in society and the 

ecowmy. Efficient war production required tnmndous government investment in industries 

and the organhtion of labour resources. This activity caused other pmblenis, however, that 

necessitated M e r  goverrunent intervention. War-profiteering, shortages of staple goods, 

' John Watson, "German Philosophy and the War," Queen's Quwter& 23.4 (April, May, lune, 19 16) 365. 
* Doug Owram, The Govrninenr Generatio~ Canadian Infeffectuak and the State 1900 - 1945 (Toronto: 

University of Toronto Press, 1986) 92,9S. 
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inflation and the real cost of h g  wen signifiant issues commanding governrnent attention by 

the end of the war. To bring some stability to supply and demand, the govemment applied 

coercion as well as campaigns of public idormat ion to disciphe the fiee market. Business profits 

and incorne taxes, for instance, were introduced to pay for the war and, in part, to skim off excess 

wealth fiom war-production. Labour too was marshalied by the government. In 19 1 8, the Union 

govemment o f  Sir Robert Borden outtawed strikes and granted itselfthe power to dictate wages 

and hours of employment. In that year, it also enacted the Anti-loafing Law. This Iaw rendered 

criminai any man between the ages of 18 and 60 who was without gainfbi occupation.' These 

coercive measures represented a huge step in the expansion of the federal government, especiaiiy 

for a comparative1y young and recently i n d u s t ~ d  country. 

Another axis of tension was conscription. For most of the war, Canada had found a 

sacient  number of troops through voluntary efforts and had avoided Britain's troubles with 

c o d p t i o n  and conscientious objecton. This situation was not to last. Early in the spring of 

1917, Prime Mioister Robert Borden introduced plans for conscription, which he thought was 

necessary &et he had visitai England and been apprised of the considerable rate of casualties. 

Ahhough Borden thought conscription was necekary for Canada to live up to its international 

obligations, conscription nonetheless deeply divided the country dong d u b a n ,  capitavlabour 

and especiaiiy French/ English Lines. To appreciate the conditions for contlict, enlistrnent figures 
L 

are revealing. In 19 16, 37.5% of male British-born Canadians bad volunteered, which, accordhg 

to J.L. Granatstein and LM. Hitsman m Broken Promises (1977), was the largesi rate of 

Robert Craîg Brown and Ramsay Cod<. Canada 1896 - 192 Ir A Nation Tramformed (Toronto: McClelland 
and Stewart, 1974) 239,23440, 
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enlistment of any group in the British Empire. This enthusiasm for the wer was not matched by 

other Canadians. Only 1.4% of French Canadians, 6.1% ofcanadiaas of British extraction and 

6.1% of Canadians of foreign birth had enüsted. These different rates suggest that support for 

the war varied considerably . Clearly, French Canadiaris manifested the least sense of obligation to 

participate in the war. Though the linguistic divide was important, it was oniy one aspect of the 

di6erent levels and kinds of support. Radical hbour groups opposed conscription as another 

example of exploitation by the federal govemment." Farmers too opposed conscription. Their 

need for a large arnount of seasonal labour particularly was threatened by conscription. Plurality 

in economic interest and national identity wodd deeply h t u r e  Canadian s~ciety.~ 

In order to implement conscription, Borden united in the summer of 191 7 elrments of the 

Conservative and Libcral Parties into the Union govemment. This coaiition split the House of 

Commons between a primarüy English-speaking, pro-conscription govemment and a French- 

Canadian, anti-conscription opposition. This polarization between the interests of government 

and opposition led to some manipulation of the.19 17 federai election. Through the War Time 

Elections BiU (1 9 1 7) and Miütary Voters Act ( 1 9 1 7), the federai govemrnent extended the 

fianchise for the nrst t h e  to woaen, but or@ to women who were rnothers, wives, asters and 

daughters of soldiers. Naturalized immigrants fiom enemy countries who had arrived in Canada 

after 1 902 had their h c h i s e  taken away. Conscientious O bjectors too, mch as Doukhobors and 

Bryan D. Palmer, Working CIars fiperience: Rethinking the History of Cunadian Labour, 1800- 199 1.2nd 
cdition (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1 992) 1 99-200. ' JL. Granatstcin and LM. Hitsman, Broken Promises: A History of Conscription in Canada (Toronto: 
Oxford University Press, 1977) 62-3.66. The differcnt rates of enlistment becarne an evcn gteater issue when 
Canada's contributions were compand to other countries, In 1917, Canada's overseas contingent was 284,000 
soldiers, New Zeaianâ, South Afnca and Australia, the other important semi-autonomous colonies of  Sritai& had sent, 
respeçtively, 450,000,400,000 and 500,000 sokiiers to the fiont. Furthemore, France and Britain had, respedvely, 
committed four and three times the number of soldiers relative to their popdation than Canada 
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too was wary of the government's conduct .' Indeed, when identities of exploited labourer and 

French Canadian combined, opposition to conscription was fierce. For example, after the 

kgislation for conscription, the Military Service Act, was passed in August 19 1 7, French 

Canadians and particularly those with ties to the labour movement rioted in Montreal. Between 

28 March and 1 April 1 9 1 8, French Canadians again protested against conscription. This t h e  the 

rio t occurred in Quebec City. Four civilians were killed and numrous were injured in clashes 

with police and the m y .  To maintain order, the govemment used its powea under the War 

Measures Act and passed an order-in-council which suspended habeas corpus, M e d  any men 

who had participated in the riot and gave the military summary court martial powers in any area in 

Canada designated by the Govemor-in-Council? 

Conscription üiustrated how the govemment of Canada, driven by the need to uphold its 

internat ional ob iigations, resorted to unprecedeated levels of control and extreme masures to 

ensure cornpliance to its laws. The riots of French Canadians and the harsh response of the federal 

govemment pointed quite dramatically to the level of polarization. Did these experiences suggest - 

that the war represented the general will of Caaadiaas? Unfortunately, it is unc1ear what Watson 

speciiïcdy thought of all this. He did not, it 'seems, offer a public commentary on the justice of 

In British Columbia, Ginger Goodwin, who among other things was a member of the Socialist Party of 
Canada, union organizer, vice-president of the radical B.C. Federaîion of Labour, and draft dodger, was shot by police 
for participating in an anti-conscription demonsûatjon. This incident led to a one* general strike in Vancouver. 
Palmer, Wor&ing CIars Experience, 199-200. 

Granatstein and Hitsman, Broken PromUrs, 78.89 95.98. Under the summary court mutpl  powen given 
under this order in council, the military did in fict hoid conscripts illegally. In Alberta, R.B. Bennett, the firture prime 
minister, represented a consctipt named Lewis. The Supnme Court of Albert found in fàvour of Lewis and the order 
in council illegai. The kdcral government quickly appded this decision. It also passed a new ordet in councii 
declaring that the government would abide by its original order in councit "n~~ths tanding the said judgement and 
n~~ths tanding any judgement or any Ordet that may be made by any Court. . .". Granatstcin and Hitsman describe 
this government conduct as "simply astonishing" (95). 
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conscription or the many orders-h-councii which the federal government executed in enforcing its 

Even if Watson opposed conscription, his polemic about the war behg a battk for 

individual liberty contributed to the popular support in English Canada for the war. The contrast 

between his rhetoric about liberty and the ways in which individual Li'berty was actually 

compromised in Canada were brought out in a Queen's Alurnni Confierence in 1 9 1 5. At this 

conkence, there was much discussion about Rev. G.L. Robioson, who recently had been given 

an honourary Doctor of Divinity nom Queen's University. Robinson made the mistake of 

commenthg publicly that Bntain was partly to blame for the war because of its naval expansion 

programme in the years leachg up to hostilities. Accordhg to the Canadian Annual Review, 

Robinson received quick denunciation. His p h e d  address at Knox Church was cancelled and 

other churches caiîed on Queen's to rescind the honourary degree, though it seems this did not 

happa There were also rumours, apparently, that Robinson was pro-Gemm Aithough Watson 

did not comment directly on the Robinson issue at the Alumni Conference, he did address the 
. 

subject of the war. "It k lamentable," he said, 

that a nation of thinkers shodd be miskd by the sophistry which opines that, because 
each State has power to enfiorce its decrees on its own citizens, therefore it xnay coerce 
al other nations in its own interests. No state may judy do rce  a single law, or malce or 
break a single treaty, in defunce of univerd principles of reason." 

Watson's address confirmed the justness of the war and even reined its purpose as the atnnnation 

of "univerd p~ciples  of reasonn Did this rhetoric also absobe public sentiment fiom concem 

about silencing Robinson, imposing taxes, banning strikes and eriforcing conscription? 

'O J. Castell Hopkins, Canadian Anmol Revièw Wur Series MI5 (Toronto: Canadian Annual Review Ltd., 
191%) 31 Ir3i2. 
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Doug Owram suggests that during the war idealism became impotent to check the rise of 

governrnent power. According to Owram, "state power was growiag tremendously by 1917, and 

the problem of the unleashed power of the state that the combination of ideaüsm and war allowed 

began to raise troublesome questions." Arthur Darby, for instance, asked in the University 

Magazine: if' Canada had undermined the basic foundations of democracy in the war with 

Germany, was Canada becoming infected with the German spirit of rnilitarism? This concem 

pointed dùectly to the question regarding the nature and limits of state power. " In this context, 

the necessity for Watson to comment about idealism and the meaning of state power becornes 

apparent. After ail, in the name of the general will, Watson defended a war that led to profoundly 

coercive state practices. 

As Watson set out to expiain the "tme principles" of the state, he faced a growing 

suspicion of Ge- i d e h  Whereas before the war German culture and scholarship had 

iiiustrated the heights of spiritual and htellectuai virtue, during the war it gained an odious 

association with statism and contemporary pnisshism. In Bntain, the press lampooned Watson's 

friend and ide& Lord Chancellor RB. Haidane, for instance, for aiiegedly havhg pro-Gennan 

~ympathies.'~ In Canada too, the press tumed on individuais they suspected of king pro-German. 

A prime exampk o c c d  in 19 14 at the University of Toronto. Under public pressure, the 

University was brced to dismiss three "German professoa" because it was thought that they 

' Owram, The Government Generaiion, 95, 99. 
'' R.B. HaIdane, Richard Surfon Hafclane: An Auiobiography (Garden City, New York: DoubIeday* Doran 

and Company, 1929) 30 1,305. Following the war, Haidane commended Watson for upholding the "mie" view of 
Hegel in The State in Peace and War. Sce: RB. HaIdane* letlcr to John Watson, 9 June 19 19, Box 1 ,  John Watson 
Papers A, Queen's University Archives. 
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would inculcate Pnissian ideals in their students.l3 Watson certainly had the credentials to be 

impticated in this feverish, anti-Geniian sentiment. He was a leading Kantian schoiar and a chef 

proponent of Hegelianism in Canada. Rev. S.W. Dyde, who was a former student of Watson and 

wodd become Principal of Queen's Theological School in 1 9 1 8, had translated Hegel's 

Philosophy of Righf in 1896, which was dedicated to Watsod4 

This war-time revolt against German culture was not just expressed in popular patriotic 

sentiment. As wted, L.T. Hobhouse, m The Metophyical Theory of the Slare (19 18) delivered 

perhaps the most famous assault on idealism for what he perceived to be an intrinsic political 

conservatism. ' Unfortunately, Watson did not comment on Ho bhouse's views, Wrely because 

theù books appeared at roughly the sarne t h .  Thete were many other critics of ideahm, 

nonetheless, to whom Watson could respond. When Watson was teaching Kantian philosophy at 

Grove City College, Pewsylvania, John Dewey, the American pragmatist, pubtished German 

Phirosophy and Politics (19 15) in which he attacked Kantian moral phiiosophy for exhibithg the 

illiberal tendencies of statist Germany. The historian John Morrow descnis this work as "the 

most elaborate criticai statement of nineteenth-century Gnaian hteliectual de~elopments."~~ 

What Dewey targeted in Kant's phiiosophy was ihe distinction between nournerd and 

phenornenai. This separation bad aiiowed Kant to reconcik the materid causality that was 

l3 I. Castell Hopkins, Canadian Annual Review of Public Afah 19 14 (Toronto: Canadian Annual Review 
ttd, 19 18) 265-269, 

l4 George Rawlyk and K e h  Q u i m  A History of Queen's Theological College 1912 - 1972 (Kingston: 
Queen's Theologicai College, 1980) 1 1,30; G, WE. Hegel, The Philosopiry of Right, trans. S. W. Dyde (London: G. 
Bell, 1896). Dyde's transiaiion has recently b e n  republished by Prometheus Books of Amherst, New York in 1996. 

'' L.T. Hobhouse. The Metaphyskal Theory of the Stute (London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 19 1 8) 77. 
'' John Monow, "British Ideaiism, 'German Philoeophy,' and the First World War," Awtralion Journal of 

Politics und HWtory 283 (1 982) 380-1- 
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seemingly evident in the extema!, physicd world with the individuai fke will that was a pre- 

requisite for moral conduct. Ahhough Watson found this perspective extrernely fiuitful Dewey 

saw in Kant's "two worlds" the very conditions for statist German social and poiitical thought. 

For Kant, individuals were fiee when they did what they ought to have done rather than 

what their immediate passions prompted them to do. For Dewey, this formulation represented an 

overly internai conception of fieedoa When translated into practice, this formulation aiiowed 

Germans to combine technical sophistication and regimentation in thek day-to-day Liti with a 

sustaining inner sense of fieedom Kant's moral philosophy epitornized for Dewey how Gerniaas 

could live an external existence committed to duty and necessity and stU we their activity as king 

self-determined. Yet, Dewey recognked that Kant was not entuely specific in what constituted 

moral duty. This problem was what Fichte and Hegel addresseci in thek identification of one's 

national culture and state as the basis for individual self-realization and fieedom Because of this 

importance, the state deserved loyalty. Dewey argued that Kant's thought, fiirther shaped by 

Fichte and Hegel formed popular German beiiefs about their nation's historical mission aud the . 

presence of an indwelhg law guiâing the state's historical development. Dewey also argued that 

Fichte and Hegel created the conditions that dowed Darwin's "sunival of the fittest" and 

Nietzsche's "WU to power" creeds to be applied to the state. The example of G e m  statism in 

the Fÿst World War, Dewey mahtanied, was w t  p r h d y  the result of Nietzsche or Bismark but 

of the philosophical legacy begun by Kant." 

Dewey asserted, hrthemre, that the o priori element m idealism shielded people fiom 

l7 John Dewey. Gernran Philosophy and Poliris (New York Henry Holt and Company, 19 15) 24.28-30.45, 
70-1,116, 121. 
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cornhg to terms with evidence contrary to theu preconceptions. Given that Dewey's pragmatism 

emphasized an experimental approach to philosophical questions, it was not surprising that he 

criticized ideaüsm for its a prion' emphases and especially its belief in the Absolute. Dewey wrote 

that : 

one can at least say with considerable assurance that a hierarchically ordered and 
subordered state will feel an afnnity for a phiiosophy of fixed categories, whiie a flexible 
democratic society wiU, in its crude empiticism, exhibit loose ends. 

Liberal political society and thought had always been associated, Dewey noted, with phiiosophical 

empiricism. German society, on the other han& was anirnated by the logic of u priori ideas. 

Although Genaany had show an abüity to produce great works of cuhure that elevated the inner 

spirit and the customs of the Volk, it had fiikd to secure iiberal rights and respoasible governrnent 

for them. Dewey thought that this state of affàirs not only contradicted the liberal perspective but 

also constituted a dangerous priority of values. Too easiiy, he suggested, did German political 

culture accept the comrnands of the "drill sergeant." Although the English emphasis on self- 

interest, hedonism and "traflticking ethics" was not the "wblest kind of morals," Dewey argued 

that it was at least "socially respoasi%Ie as fàr as it goes."" 

Watson responded to these criticisms, ad popuîar criticism generdy of German idealism, 

in two articles in Queen's Qwrferfy: "German Phüosophy and Poüticq" (1915) and "Gerrnan 

Philoso phy and the War" (1 9 1 6).19 He wo uld later express the essence of these articles in The 
- 

State in Peuce and Wm. Dewey mgnized that "strict Kantians" woukl probably d i î e e  with 

'* Dewey, Gernran Phiiosophy and Politics. 42.44.54.57.65. 
'' John Watson, "Geman Philosophy and Politics," Queen's Quwterfj 22.4 (April, May. lune, 19 15). John 

Watson, "Getman Philosophy and the War," Queen's ~ ~ e r t y  23.4 (April, May. June, 19 16)- 
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hirn; Watson, one of the foremost authorities on Kant, certainly did disagrre." Watson asserted 

that arguments linking Kant with Germany's spirit of xniiitarisrn compromised or ignored a central 

imperative of his moral phiiosophy. Appeaüng to Kant's emphasis on autonomy and self- 

determination, Watson wote that the "fteedom of a people, W<e the fkedom of the individual, 

canno t be wcured by any form of extemal compul~ion."~' This principle underpinned Kant's belief 

in repubiicanimi and set his philosophy apart, Watson argued, fiom the militaristic and statist 

ambitions of Frederick the Great. Watson quoted Kant as saying that as long as nations commit 

their energy and resources in "vain" attempts at "aggrandizement, and thus hinder the slow toi1 of 

the education of the inner He of the citizens, the ideal of humanity can never be realized." 

Sirnilarly, Watson argued that it was hard to see how Fichte and Hegel could bc îinked to the 

Prussian spirit of militarism because both writea had witnessed the destruction caused by 

Napoleon and the French Revolution. This experience, Watson asserted, left them with a 

profound be iief in the inviohbility of the state and a strong antipathy towards the dominance of 

one nation over the other, especially in the name of abstract ideais as had occumd during the 

French Revol~tion.~ 

The real dflerence, though, between Kant, Fichte and Hegel and later Gennan 

" Dewey, Germany Philosophy and Politics, 55. 
" As an aside, William Gdston suggests that Kant's "staetling comebackn in the laîe twentieth century as a 

prominent philosopher is  partly due to how, historicaily, Kantians have resisted the subversion o f  individual tights. 
Accordhg to Galston, "To begin with, toîaiitarianism raised the prestige o f  philosophical positions that enable 
individuals to recognize and resist collective evil. i n  Gemany it did not escape notice that Kant's followers were fiu 
l e s  open to Nazi appeah than eithcr existentiaiists or legal positivists. And the recognition o f  the actual character of 
the former Soviet regime compclled most European thinkers to d i i d  the illusion that the tealkation o f  Eniightenment 
hopes is somehow immanent in the historical process. As Bernard Crick has summed up the lesson o f  this experience, 
Theohes of  socialism without a criticai moral philosophy are as undesirable as they are impossibIe!" William A. 
Galston, "What 1s Living and What Is Dead in Kant's Pmctical Philosophy?" Kant & Politicai Philosophy The 
Contemporary Legaqt (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993) 287. 

Watson* "German PhiIosophy and the War," 333-335; Watson, "German Philosophy and Politics," 33'1, 
342-4. See dso: Watson, The Stase in Peace and War, 165-7O,l7 1. 
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philosophers of statism was not simpiy a moral regard for autonomy. Watson argued that the 

difference was more fundamentdy between idealist and materiaikt metaphysics. Hegel, Watson 

argued, had always seen the state as a part of a Kingdom of God. This larger identity imposed 

moral laws on the conduct of states and therefore provided a check against egoism. Conversely, 

the late nineteenth-century Gerrnan philosophers had, in Watson's view, eschewed the concept of 

a moral universe beyond the state and the traditional Christian values of duty and service to divine 

principles. Instead, they had emphized the morality of "egoismtl and succumbed to the survivd- 

O f-the-fittest logic. These values were evident in von Bernhardik rhetoric that war was necessary 

to purge the infierior races fiom the vital races. These valws were also evident in Treitschke's 

glorification of the state as power. If one wanted to h d  the origin of this materiaüsm, one should 

not look to Hegel but to Schopenhauer and Nietzsche. These philosophers, Watson asserted, had 

declared God dead and provided the "false theology" that dowed people to disregard univerd 

principles of moraiity. In "Ge- Philosophy and the War," Watson quoted Hegel: "It is a 

melancholy thing when a people has no longer a politid philosophy, and not less melancholy 
. 

when it bas lost its metaphysic and no longer seeks to comprehend its own inner nature." Thus, 

for Watson, the underlying mtaphysical views of German phüosophea were integral in 

Werentiating the German idealists âom contemporary Gemian matetialists? 

Watson's understanding of the reiationship between phiiosophy and politics revealed 

another way in which he disassociated idealism h m  & charges of Dewey and others. Dewey 

argued that i d e  shouid be blamed because Kantian moral principles e&ad in popular 

consciousness. People aii too easily forget, he claimed, how general ideas "originated as parts of 

* Watson, The Stase in Peace and Wur, 168-1723 Watson, "Gcman Philoaophy and the War," 368-8. 
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a remote and technical theoretical system, which by multitudes of non-reflective channels have 

infiltrated into their habits of imagination and behaviour." The correspondence between 

philosophical system and po puiar thought, especially within govemment bureaucracies, was 

particularly strong in Germany, Dewey argued, because that society not only had a tradition of 

training its bureaucnits in its universities but also did not have a strong tradition of an independent 

liberal press. Consequently, the universities provided the "ready-made channels," the "chief 

organs" by which ideas -- such as denniag k d o m  as one's duty to the statels historical mission -- 
became real in govemment afniirs and public opinioilf4 

Watson chdienged this easy, causal co~ection of philosophy to public opinion and official 

poiicy. "Much of the pop& writings called out by the present war," he wrote: 

seem to attach an exaggerated importance to the supposed innwnce of Gemian thinkers 
and historians. No doubt anyone iike Treitschke, who has the opportunity of educating 
successive reiays of students, must in course of ticne exert a considerable influence upon 
the national mind; but it cannot be said that his mtluence has directly shaped and guided 
the political administration of the country. 

Watson maintained a distinction between the kdowledge of philosophy and the guiding prmciples 

of the particular administra 
. . tion in Germeny. Philosophy could ody have an indllect innuence on 

popuiar thought, he claimed, because by its vee nature it considers the "meaning what had been 

and is" rather tlian "what is to be." Quoting Hegel, Watson wrote: "the owl of Minerva never 

begins its flight tîii the shades of evenhg have begun to f'all." In contrast to Dewey, Watson 

ckumscn'bed the capacity of philosophy to estabiish the "particulat. gened ideas" of society. 

Watson considered philosophy a system of ideas distinct fiom the various ways in which public 

opinion might interpret and distort its mearmig. The relatiooship between philosophy and public 

24 Dewey,. Germun Philarophy and Politics, 9- 1 O, 16. 
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opinion was consequentiy more arnbiguous and contest cd than the relationship that Dewey 

rnapped out .s In t his way, Watson excused Kant Eom late nineteenth-century materialist 

conceptions of duty and b h e d  contemporary German philoso phers for distort h g  Kant's 

principles. 

Like Dewey, Watson stüi held philoso phers po iiticaily responsible because, even if' 

indirectly, their phiioso phy CO uld criticize or condone the principles of practical politics. For 

Watson, contemporary German philosophy had failed to check the rise of Prussianism This 

materialistic nationaikm Watson attriiuted to the fàct that the German "democratic and national 

movements towards unity and l i r t y  were stified at their birth" under the regirne of Frederick 

Wilhclrn the Third. This meaat that when Bismark nnally awakened popular national sentiments, 

Germany lagged f u  bebd Britain and France in democratic institutions and values as wel as 

ecoaornic weahh and empire. These conditions, and an unfkMÙhess to the spirit of Kant, Fichte 

and Hegei, were at huit for the Geniian s e w  of national grievance and concern for commercial 

and miiitary aggrandipment. Statism and müitarh were not the results of Gercnan ideaüsm, 

Watson argueci, but of an anested democracy and materialist phüosophy? 

Other phiiosophers, however, disagieed. h i e  such critic was Harold Laski. Ln 19 17. 

A CM in point was Watson's interpretation of Fichte% Addresses to the Germon People. 'It is mie," he 
noted, that these Addresses "chanced, fiom a fortunate concomitance of circumstanccs, to attract the attention of a 
Prussian statcsman, and provcd suggestive to him; but in ûuth thii very case shows how very loose is the comection 
between philosophy and the politics of the day; for these Addresses are the impassioned utterances of a patriot, not the 
politicai philosophy of a speculative thidter." Later, Watson wrote that Fichte was "aiways careful to add, that 
philosophy must not ûe identifeâ with prophccy, or even with pfll~tl~cal statesmanship." Thus, rather than seing an 
easy transition between philosophy and what a P w i a n  statcsman might thllrk, Watson saw a clear division between 
these two foms of knowledge and opinion, Watson, "Gerrnan Phibsophy and Politics," 330- 1,34 t . 

Watson, The State in Peace md War, 169. Watson wmbt: "The ûagcdy of Geman philosophy reems to 
me to be this: that, for reasons bard to disentangle and impossible to set forth at present in daail, the ideaiists have lost 
gtound, while the positivists have capnucd the populat car." See: Watson, "Gerrnan Philosophy and the War," 369, 
373, 
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Laski wrote Studies in the Problem of Sovereignty, in which he drew upon pragmatism to 

confiont what he descriid as "monistic" theories of state and sovereignty. Laski's crit icisms are 

worth ment ioning because Watson and, incidentally, later twentieth-century political theorists 

have considered them imporiant." "Hegelianwise," as Laski began his nrst chapter, "we cm not 

avoid the temptation that bids us to make our State a unity." This unity assimilated state power 

wit h the entire society and created the "d-embrachg one, the State." This attention to unity, 

ho wever, had dangerous consequences. In "monist " political society, Laski wrote: 

what the state ordains begins to possess for you a special moral sanction superior in 
authority to the claim of group or individuai. You must surrender your pemoaüty to 
its demands. You must fuse your will into its own. It is, may we not without paradox 
say, right whether it be right or wrong. It is lack of patriotism in a great war to 
venture criticism of it. It has the right, as in this sovereign view it has the power, to 
bind your wiii into its own. 

This theory of society provided the foundations, Laski noted, for the Pnissian spirit and the 

success of Bismark's state-building project. Given the reference to patriotism and the inability to 

criticize the war, Laski had also pointed to the spirit of monism in Britain. 

A more suitable conception of sovereignty, Laski argued, wouid respect pluraiity and not 

be so eager to fiml unit, among ail particulars. "Man is solitary no less than a social bemg," Laski 

wrote, "and his ideal world is at bottom interstitial." The state could not be seen as one unified 

political organism without compromismg or reducmg the sipnincance of other organisations to 

which the individuai belonged. The presence of coriscientious O bjectors üiustrated the potential 

for conflict between différent identities as did the strikmg miners in South Wales, Unionists m 

27 FH. Hinsley. Soverergnfy, 2nd d. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986) 2 16. In his classic 
wotk on sovereignty, F.H. HinsIey refirs to Laski as an example of how somt modern theotists have rwolted agajnst 
the concept of  sovereignty because, they argue, it has been used to wage war and subvert the intercsts o f  individuais. 
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Ulster and militant sdihgists. The meaning of this plurality, Laski contended, was the necessity 

of devaluing the status of the sovereign power, the state. Laski agreed tbat the state had an 

important role in society, as the provider of rights for instance. He disagreed that the state was 

sui generis, as the idealists claimed, and argwd that the state was merely another kind of 

organization in society, dEerent in degree but not in kind. From this point of view, poiitical 

obiigation was not apriori but contingent upon how weîi the state satisfied the interests of 

individuais. For Lasb sovereignty was not the expression of the general wili but merely referred 

to the assent given by citizens for government measures. Rather than k i n g  their decisions on 

some mysterious gened wül, governrnents, Leski contended, had to be much more sensitive and 

active in securing the assent of the individuah and groups m society? 

As Laski raised questions about ho w ideaikt conceptions of sovereignty compromised the 

pluraiity of identities in society, other critics viewed idealist politicai philosophy fiom the 

perspective of mternatiod reiations. In The State in Peace and Par, Watson referred to the 

criticisms of Delisle Burns, Beitrand Russell and G.D.H. Cole. in the symposium, "The Nature of 

the State m View of Its ~xternaî Relations" (19 15- 19 16), these political activists charged 

idealism, part icularly the phüoso phy of Bosanquet which had so integrally inûuenced Watson's 

poiitical philosophy, with definhg the state as a self-containeci, complete and self-detemiined 

poiiticai entity? This de finition mcomctly portrayed the reai, disparate qualit ies of po Mica1 
- 

society and provided the conditions for internationai contüct. 

** Harold Laski, SNdics U, the Problcn, of Sovereigmy (19 17; New Haven: Yale University Press, 1929) 1,8, 
12,14,260-4. 

" Delisle Burns, Bcrüand Russell aud G.D.H. Cole. "Symposiun: The Nature of the State in View of Its 
Extemai Re1atignsn Proceedings of the AIljrotelian Society, new series - vol. XVI, 36tb Session, 1 9 1 5 - 1 9 16 ( 1 9 1 6). 
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For Burns, Bosanquet was led astray by a flawed methodology. In his considenition of 

po iiticd society, Bosanquet focused on the teleologicai principles of "the state." This approach, 

Burns claimed, inadequately descriid the characteristics of "a state." In other words, Bums 

portrayed Bosanquet as fixated with defining some true form of political society and overlooking 

the history ofactual states. For instance, Bosanquet claimed that "the state," as the truer f o n  of 

the actual state, wodd have no ends but public ends and always would act morally. In responsc, 

Burns suggested that Bosanquet was speaking of a hypothetical state, of which there is no 

evidence, or that he really argued that the state had no moral responsibility. This approach led 

Hegel and Bosanquet to descnb the date as the supreme ethical community. This kind of 

thinking, Bum wrote, promoted a "primitive group morality," in which the state pursued its 

external actions in disregard of whether it was morally right or wrong. Moreover, this kind of 

thinking obscured the profoundly international aspects of society. It was through amicable 

contact between states, he noted, that "the more valuable elements in the civilised State have 

corne about." In short, by privileging the category of "the state," Hegel and Bosanquet obscured 

the actual reaîities of interstate cooperation and goodwül that wodd have led to more peaceful 

international relationdo 

Russel's contniution addressed how idealist doctrines of the state masked the mequaiities 

of power w i t h  political society, which he saw as the true cause of the Great War. Whereas 

idealists put !kith in individu& to act m accordance with the common good, Russell adopted a 

much more sceptical attitude towards h u m  motivation. Russell did not disagree that people 

were ofken motivated by what they understood to be theu common good- He shply argued that 

" Bwns. " S y m p o s ~ .  . . ," 290,2934,299,300. 
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this comrnon good was in k t  the reflection of people's particular passions and positions in 

society. A tnie common good, f.urthermore, was prevented by the inequalities of power in 

society. Because state laws were created by the govenimg elite, he argued, they tended to 

support the particular good of the elite and were not the expression of some reai common good or 

sorne Sittlichkeit. Russell also argued that the Great War was a product of this inequahty of 

power because the governing class had b d t  amies to protect the state and, in tuni, theù social 

position. As a nation armed, however, he c k d  that it threatened the security of other nations 

who then also built amies. National artnies provided, therefore, only greater insecurity. The way 

to international peace, Russel suggesteâ, iay in endhg the elites' stmggk and ambition for power. 

"It will be a regrettable thing," he lamented in reference to Bosanquet, "ifphilosophers help them 

in the struggle by that glorification of the nation State to which they have been too prone in recent 

de~ades.''~ ' 
Cole echoed these concem. He did not disagree that the state could have an organic 

quality or even a "personality." There was no denying a national sentiment "or that which the 

homo economicus may f ~ l  to the guardian of property and security." He was concemed, 

however, that the legacy of Kant and Hegel had nilied the state into a position such that it was 

absolute and commemurate with society. For Cole, this was dangerous fiction. He even 

suggested that Hegel and Bosanquet suffered fiom solipsism - the trap of "Cartesian 
C 

introspection," he contended - in theu application of metaphysral postdates to po titical reality. 

'' Russell. "Symposium. . . .* 306,307,3 10. Russell displayed hW fine lucid style of  miting when he wrote 
of  the governing elites: "In most ages and most counoit~ they are composai of very common clay. If thcy have 
imaginative vision and brdth of purpose it is a rare stroke o f  luck; it is not a common occurrence or one which we 
have any right. to expect." 
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The consequence of this thinking was a lack of appreciation for the full amount of pluraiity and 

diversity in society. In Cole's view, the political authority of the state was unable, without 

compromising the complexity of society, to embody ali of this diversity into a hannonious whole. 

This view did not mean that Cole rejected the possibility of a c o m n  will. He just thought that 

it represented majority opinion and no t any mysterious general will. As a corollary to the 

relationship between state and society, Cole argued that in international affiairs it was misleading 

to treat the state as one, unilied actor. States did not conduct theù atniirs with each other qua 

States. They interacted with people and organisations in domestic and mternational legai 

jurisdictions. In foreign relations, state power was not exercised between two sovereign wills but 

relative to a wide variety of disparate groups. And, as a M e r  argument against ideaüsm, Cole 

noted that the very presence of checks and baiances imposed by society on the state indicated that 

it was not an absolute but a restricted power." 

These comrnents spoke to a central critique of idealist political philosophy. In the 

ideaüsts' attempts to d e m i  the cornmmitariarr nature of the state in terms of the general WU, 

they inadequately provided, the argument went, for legitimate disegreentent and piurality in 

society and the f i t  that the state's coercive p o k r  was the focus of significant contestation. This 

was the main fault with idealism that Hobhouse articulated in me Metaphysical Theory of the 

State?' in British Ideafisrn and Social Expianation (1 W6), Sandra den Oner notes how other 

contemporaries criticized idealists for pcivüeging social bamny over conflict. den Otter also 

points to ho w some, such as RM. MacIver, M e d  this characteristic to the infiuence of classical 

* ~ o l e , ' ~ ~ r n ~ o s i u m  ...," 311$12.315,317,319. 
" Hobhouse. The MefuphysicaI Theory of the Stute, 77. 
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Greek thought which "ked the idcaüsts to envision society as an intricate network of functions and 

duties characterized by unity and hann~ny."~ Watson recognized contemporary clatns about 

plurality and the supposed incompatibiüty of society and state. He wnetheless dismissed 

criticisrns that idealisrn compromised social pluroility. "Of course," he wro te, "a distinct ion may be 

made between the Community and the State, such as is made by Professor Mactver in his 

interesting work The Conrnunify, but this seems to me Largely a rnatter of temiinol~gy."~~ 

Although Watson wrote little eise specifidy about Macher's claims, his brevity reflected 

perhaps more a rhetorical strategy of quickly dismisshg potential criticisrn than a casual attitude 

towards the charges of underminhg legitimate opposition to state authority. Throughout The 

State in Peace and War, Watson attempted to balance the claims of diversity and autonorny in 

society with the unified purpose of the state. 

This concern began with his discussion of Greek thought . Although Pericles, Plato and 

Aristotle iilustrated the vimres of a common will in the city-state, their poütical philosophy 

contajned many parochial aspects in cornparison to the modem nation-state. The death of 

Socrates was a case in point. One of Watson's main criticisms of Phto and Aristotle was that 

they, in k t ,  had associated society with the state.' This characteristic was reflected in Plato's 

prescription for the communal ownership of property. It was also reflected by Plato's and 

Aristotk's understanding of justice, which emphasized the rights of mdividuals to serve the state 
C 

in the function according to their basic nature. Watson's ditlïculty with these social arrangements 

was twofold. First, although the Greeks had pexspicaciously outüned the importance of reason 

Y Sandra dm Otîer, Britkh Idealkm and Social ExpIanation: A Shrdy itt Late Victorian Thought (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1996) 199-200. 

'' Watson. The Stafe in Peace and War, 1 3 1. 
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for moral kno w ledge and conduct, they held a hierarc hical and exclusive view of who possessed 

reason. They believed that only Greek citizens suflïciently possessed the capacity of reason. This 

belief consequently legitimated a system of slavery, which was at odds with Watson's Christian 

belief in principles of reason existing universally in d people. Secondly, by too closely tying the 

interest s and act ivity of people to the govemment of the city-state, these Greek phiiosophers 

undermined that source of social and political renewal which resided in the individual's kedom to 

pursue his or her interests independently in civil society .' 

These cnt icisrns were no t inconsistent with Watson's pro found admiration for Athenian 

democracy and the philosophy of Plato and Aristotle. History üiustrated, for Watson, progress 

fiom the "simple and undifferentiated" city-state to the "more diversifïed and much better 

organised" nation-state. Watson tried to avoid the criticism that his understanding of the state 

compromised or opposed social divemty. In îàct, he suggested that the "very complexity of 

modem society makes it hard to find a formula which expresses its nature with accuracy and 

completeness." And yet, Watson thought that this diversity could be reconcikd with political 

obligation. The state stfi remaineci the central category of politicai analysis, Watson mahtained, 

because its authority extended to ail citbns and because it was the supreme authority for the 

settlement of disputes between organisations and individuals? This defence of the state mirrored 

the response of Bosanquet and other i d e a b  to those pludkts, such as G.D. H. Cole, who 

sought to displace the state's importance in modem society.f8 

3b W ~ O R  The State in Peuce and War, 28- 32.5 1,54,63, 1 854.188. 
" Watson, The State in Peace and War, 184, 194.20 1. 
38 Bernard Bosanguct, "The Functioa o f  the Smc in Promothg the Unity of  Mankind," Proceedingr of the 

ArLsroteliun Sociefy, N.S. XViI, 38th session, 19 16 - 19 17 (London, Williams and hiorthgaie, 19 17) 28-9; Monow, 
(continued ...) . 
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Whereas critics of idealkm attacked the partiaüty of state institutions towards estabiished 

patterns of power, Watson maintained his belief in the possibiity of the state reflecting the generai 

will. As no ted, the general wiii represented an understanding of the real nature of the universe 

and not simply the wül of al1 or majority opinion. Moreover, the general will, in keeping with 

Hegel's notion of Sittlichkeit, was realized through the historical evo lut ion of institutions of 

society. Alt hough history was the "expression of a rational process," this observation did no t 

that institutions in aii cases are the dehirate result of any abstract process in which they 
are placed before the mind and the means for their f'ulfihnent sou@ for. Politicai 
institutions exist before there is an explicit and reflective consciousness of their nature. 
Now, ifit is tme that the whole iEe of man is a comprehension of the real world and of 
himself, he cannot get cici of the unseen guidance of mson without ceashg to be a man. 
How otherwise ihen by supposing that reason is something mon than dùect ratiocination 
does it corne about that the institutions of society do realize human purposes and display 
a rational system? How otherwise can we account for the progress which has been made 
in the fonns of association by which humen iifè is raised to an even higher potency?f9 

On the basis of this metaphysical understanding, political institutions were neither arbitrary nor the 

expression of the strongest. They contained the essence of reason which could be discovered as 

people laboureci to t r d o r m  opinion into knowledge. W~ this belief in the tekologicai nature 

of human institutions, Watson privileged the possibiiay of social harmony and eventual agreement 

over the conflict and diversity that o k  socid thinkers e m p W d .  

Watson thought that mdividd kedom was essential to reaiimig this generai will, though 
- 

he did not consider this value in isolation fiom the developmnt of the general will. Mill was so 

desirou of protecting the individual, Watson claimeci, that he seemed to value eccentricity for its 

"( ... continued) 
"British Idealism, 'German Philosophy' and the First World War," 383-4. 

39 Watson. The Stute in Peace and War, 227. 
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own sake. Originaiity consisted, Watson argued, in thinking for oneself and not unüke others." 

Although Watson believed in the importance of diversity of occupation, his belief in the general 

will disallowed relativism For Watson, individuah were not fiee when they pursued seah and 

unsocial acts, and, he added, Mill reaiized t h .  Watson thought that the need to tie individual 

fieedom to the general wül would not compromise legitimate fieedoms, though it might (and 

should) LiMt inappropriate individual excesses. Part of Watson's belief in the viability of the 

general will was its historical character. Watson did not think that mdividuai fieedom should be 

evaluated fiom abtract notions of good or majority opinion but fiom the traditions and customs 

revealed in history - and the history of Britain revealed, of course, progress in pariiamentary rule 

and the expansion of iiberal rights. 

Watson's belief in the compatibility of individual fieedom with the general will was 

reflected in his understanding of Hegel and sovereignty. Though he admated that Hegel assigned 

more initiative to the state govemment than an Englishman or American would assign, Watson 

argwd that this did not vitiate the spirit of Hegel's philosophy. In Watson's view, Hegel dotted 

power to state officiais not so that society could be regulated h m  above but shply because state 

officiais usually knew mon about politics than the average penon Watson argued that the me 

state was not absolute, in which aii initiative came fiom the government. The true state 

envisioned by idealists, he maintained, respected the need for individual autonomy and social 

divers* whiie providing for the unique importance of the state for individual developmnt. The 

-te was unW<e any other organization, Watson reminded his teaders, because its powers 

extended to alf its citizens and because t was the ultimate power to protect individual rights and 

" Waîson, The State in Peace and War, 1 58-9. 
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to reconcile confiict. Smce the state was unique in this regard, Watson rejected Laski's clah that 

the state was just another organization and that it warranted loyalty in the same way as other 

organisations -- on the pragmetic basis of their abüity to secure assent. This view obscured for 

Watson the important difference in nature or kind between the state and other organisations such 

as a trade union. 

To clarify his understanding of how sovereignty could refkct the general WU and not 

compromise legitimate fieedorn and plUtEility, Watson disthguished between "absolute" and 

"relative" sovereignty. Under conditions of absolute sovereignty, Watson stated, individuals and 

subordhate organisations did not have independence îiom the govemt~lent, which was the 

condition that Laski was concemed about. in relative sovereignty, on the other hand, the state's 

sovereignty was relative to that of other corporate bodies in civil society. The state, acting 

through government, was stül the supreme authority and organization of society but its power 

was ümited to its own purview, which was protecting individuai rights and mediating contlicts 

between individuals and other organisations. As long as individu& and subordinate organisations 
. 

did not contravene state Laws and mdividual rights, these inâividuais and organisations were able 

to conduct their affairs fieely. Hence, trade unions, chUrches, htemal societies, corporations etc. 

were able to act in their own way as long as they did not contravene the laws of the state. M e n  

they did the state had a right to act. For Watson, Laskits concem that i d e h  bred mnisrn 

confused ideaüst conceptions of sovereignty with absolutism The concept of relative sovereignty 

pmvided for Watson a way to retain the unique primacy of the state and to d o w  mdependence 
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for a pluraiity of organisations in the state." 

In his response to Cole, Watson simüarly spoke about the possibiüty of bahcing plurality 

with sovereign power. Watson understood Cole's argument as reducing the state to the 

goverment, which Watson thought was incorrect. This reduction mistook a partial element of 

the state for the whole state. Through this misunderstanding, Cole incorrectly placed the interests 

of government and non-governrnent organisations in antagonism. This out100 k compromised, 

Watson asserted, the importance and ultirnate impartiality of the state. For Watson, the 

govemment was more properly understood as the organ of force m a large unity of the state, 

which included all the institutions. He quoted Bosanquet who argued that the state contained the 

whole hierarchy of institutions that provide "the structure which gives life and meaniDg to the 

political whole." In this way? these institutions affected the power ofthe government. Hence, it is 

not a case of goverrunent in opposition to the institutions but a case of how the institutions 

provide life to the goverment. Watson wanted to preserve the importance of pluraiity in 

organiation to ensure that the state did not quietly lape into archaic and rîgid forms. Whatever 

the extent of contlict and pluraiity in the state, Watson did aot sbare Cole's suspicion of state 

power and maintained a belief in the ultirnate possibilky of harmony and agreement about the 

purposes of the national ~ommunity?~ 

In emphasiPng the compatibüity of civil h i  and the general will, Watson wrote that he 

was defending the spirit of Bosanquet's philosophy. He had "no mtention," Watson deciared, "of 

undervaluhg the importance of subordinate institutions," which were essential for reoewai, 

'' Watson, The Stace in Peace und Wart 198-200.207. 
" Watson, The Scate in Peace and War, 205-8. 
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innovation and creativity in the body politic. Watson suggested that Bosanquet received this 

unwarranted criticism because his critics had niikd to distinguish the state Eom the government. 

In other words, Watson allowed for govemments to be in enor while still retaining a belief in the 

form of the nation to generate and reflect the general will. 

Despite Watson's defence of Bosquet, however, The State in Peace and War reflected a 

different tone towards individuality and plunMy than did Bosanquet's The Philosophical Theory 

of the State. In response to Green's political philosophy, Bosanquet had sought to investigate the 

mod nature of the state with modern theories of psychology. These theories provide an 

illustration, Bosanquet argued, of how "the Idea of a real or general wül" could exist in individual 

minds and throughout society. He tended to express this relationship in absolute terms. For 

instance, "the cornmon self or moral person of society is more real than the apparent individual." 

Aiso, individuai " h d s  and society are really the same fihic regarded fiom dEerent points of 

view."" Mer Bosanquet published his work he received some criticisrn nom idealists about his 

psycho bgical representation of individual conscioumess. Henry Jones, one of Bosanquet's most 

vocal critics within idealism since the early twentieth centwy, thought Bo sanquet's philoso phy had 

gone too fhr in denning the social nature of individuality iind undermined individuai autonomy and 

integrit~.~ In cornparison, Watson expressai his understandhg of the general will without 

Bosanquet's language of absolutes. Watson certainiy subscribcd to Boanquet's argument that a 
- 

generai unity pervaded the nation-state. This unity was one of the niam excellences of the ancient 

Greek city-date that Watson had admired. Yet, Watson insisted that the Greek city-state 

" Bosanquet, The Philosophicol Theory of the Stute, 144. 
* den Omr. Britirh Ideoirm and Socid Erpiuttution, 159. 
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iniidequately protected individual liberty and that the history of political theory iiiustrated progress 

in realipng the importance of individual autonomy and social diveersity. Moreover, he had 

maintained throughout this work that the common good of the state rested upon a balance 

between the full development of individual capacities and a recognition of the social nature of 

individuaiity. ûther ideaiists had recognized this divergence fiorn Bosanquet in Watson's 

p hiloso phy . For instance, James Seth, an idealist at Edinburgh University, commended Watson 

for incorporating the criticisms of Jones and others about Bosanquet's and other neo-Hegeüan 

theories of statee4' 

In The Faces of Reason ( 1 98 1 ), Armour and Tro tt comment that in Watson's poiitical 

philosophy there was not "any sense of Bernard Bosanquet's view that there is a tmal primacy to 

the cornmunity" in relation to the individuai. They also clah  that Watson's view of the individual 

was "utterly antithetical" to Bosanquet's position. On the level of philosophicd îanguage, this 

point seerns to account appropriately for the difference between Watson and Bosanquet. There 

are, however, other ways to consider this relation between Watson and Bosanquet. Firstly, 

Armour and Trott premise their understanding of Bosanquet on the basis that he presented a 

major development of ideaüsm away fiom Green. Theyieem to say that, whereas Green was 

more concemed with the social condition of the mdividuai, Bosanquet adopteci a more 

conservative political position and stressed the importance of community over M d u a l  needsq 

Peter Nicholson, as mntioned, counters this view that Bosanquet mpresented a major de partute 

fiom Green. Although there were dEerences between them, Nichoison asserts k t  the 

" James Seth, letter to John Watson, 20 May 19 19, Box 1. John Watson Papem A. Queen's University 
Archives. 

Amour and Troc The Fms of Rcacon (Waterloo: Wilfiid Laurier University Press, 1981) 221-U4. - 
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differences were mainly due to emphasis about the moral qualities of the state. Moreover, to 

suggest that Bosanquet priviieged the community's needs as finai over the individual's needs 

obscures Bosanquet's great concem to preserve individual integrity and autonomy . As Nicholson 

asserts, Bosanquet did not reject w e h e  provisions, such as old-age pensions, fiom a cornplacent 

acceptance of the status quo. Through the Charity Organization Society, Bosanquet had ken  

very active in attempting to reform society by developing and maintaining individuai integrity." 

In light of Nicholson's perspective, the dEennce bctween Watson and Bosanquet in terms of 

indiMdU8Lity was les a substantive question of degree and more a Merence of expression. 

Secondly, Watson's response to the First World War suggests that perhaps he had a more 

cornmunitarian view of political culture than did Bosanquet. In Bosanquet's view, the state in its 

proper form could only have public ends. If agents of the state, such as its executive, acted in an 

immoral way then their conduct reflected their moral fiiümgs. T'heu immorality, Bosanquet 

arguecl, "cm hardly be laid at the door of the public  il.''^* Bosanquet had made this argument 

because he wanted to distinguishthe public morality of the state fiom the private morality of 

individuah. He argued that the state did aot commît acts of private modty  as did citizens 

because its will was properly devoted to the common good. When individuais acted on behalf of 

the state in an immoral W o n ,  their activity reflected their own private fiiüings. Watson too k 

issue with Bosanquet. "By a curious process," Watson suggested, Bosanquet's view "seew to 
L 

take al1 the responsibility h m  the state and to mipose it upon its agents." Watson thought that 

the state and the public will couid w t  escape respoosiiiiity that easiiy. Granted, he argwd, when 

47 Peîer Nichoison, The Politicai Philosophy of The British Idealh (Cam bridge: Cam bridge University 
Press, 1990) 220- 1. 

" Bosanque& The PhifosophicaL Theory o/uic State* 300. 
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the agents of the state acted ho ra l l y  they acted agauist the true will of the state. Nevertheles, 

Watson insisted that the state must be judged by its actual wüi. Since the government was the 

organ of the state and expressed the actual will of its people, then the citizens of a nation should 

be held responsible for the moral faillligs of its govemment. Ifimmoral acts, Watson wrote, were 

committed by the "government, which is an accredited agent of the people and expresses its actual 

WU, it must be held that the really responsible agents are the people and not the immediate 

agents." Here Watson did not hedge his understanding of the cornmunaanan . 
relationship between 

the individual and state but rather used it to assign moral responsibüity to aü citizen~.~~ 

Watson was moved to rnake this criticism of Bosanquet by the experiences of the First 

World War. Even though he rejected the criticisms of idealisrn by Burns, Russe4 Cole and Laski, 

he shared theù outrage about the immorality of states. Irnmediately following bis discussion of 

Bosanquet's understanding of state morality, Watson attacked the pract ices of the First World 

Wa.. Civilized countries, he suggested followed internationai standards of conduct in military 

engagements. Countnes that tortured prisoners, used puison and killed civilians were not only 

breaking these international standards. Tbey were also lowering the standard of "human conduct 

which the human race has worked out by a long and slow process." Although Watson did not 

mention the names of any wuntries guiity for these acts, he may very weil have had in mind the 

conduct of not just Germany but the allied countries as weU. However, Watson squarely pointed 
C 

his hger at Germany in his public addresses (the quick public denmiation of Robiason d e r  his 

cdicisms of Britain may have warned Watson about the poWd dangers of shating his critical 

eye away fiom Gennany). And yet, even as Watson had justined the war as a battle over the 

" Watson, The State in Peace and War, 2 1 8-2 1. 
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degenerate Gmnan state ideal, he did not support plans for exacthg heavy reparations fiom 

Germany d e r  the war ended." In this regard, Watson's perspective was diametricaiiy opposed to 

the official policies of Canada, Britain and France." 

The rationale for Watson's position on reparation reflected his belief in the teleological 

nature of human reason and the general wiU He was ahid  that if heavy reparations were 

imposed then Germany would be confirmeci in its belief that England was ultimately guided by 

commercial interests and was mtent on thwarting Germany's national development. This belief 

would merely encourage the "racial pride" of Germany. It would then spum the League of 

Nations with which it would have no sympathy. G e m y  further would rebuild its armaments 

and "prepare for the next war." Unfortunately, Watson did not develop more fully the 

relatioFshp between Bntain's policies of imperialism and the F i i  World War. If he had, he rnight 

have given a more balanced assessrnent of the causes of the war. Nonetheless, Watson associated 

future international peace with recognizing Germany's national and commercial mterests. 

'Weither revenge," Watson wrote: - 

for the barbarous manrier which Germany has conducted the war, nor an eye to the 
commerciai interests of England, even ifthat couid be admitted, wiii just* us in 
proposing a League of Peace on the one band, and Seeking to destroy the legitimate trade 
and comnerce of Germany on the other? 

As much as Gennans were guilty for the Great War, they had to be respected as a nation with 

legitimate commercial needs For Watson, German statism wouid not lx overcome through 

diminution of the state but ody through recognition of the political integrity of the German 

'O Waîson, The State in Peace and War* 220,270. 
'' He was aiso opposed <O popular opinion among some Canadian newspape editois. See: "Are Peace T m r  

Too Harsh? Canadian Newspapcrs Unanimously Answcr: 'No!'" Maclean's 32.6 (Sune, 19 19) 34b. 
Watson* The State in P m  and Ww, 270. 
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national community . 
Again, Watson ülustrated a belief in the potential of human reason to reconcile conflict 

and achieve barmony. To this end, Watson believed in the possibility of a League of Nations 

provided that aiî nations reaiized their moral responsibilities in joining such a leagw. And yet, 

Watson did not think that Germany could simply be left on its own. For Germany to fiW its 

moral responsibilities, Watson argued that the "better elements" of that society needed to shape 

political behaviour and expressed hope that "Socialists, Radicals and the Catholic 'centre'" wouid 

support a political regime disposed to international peace. The "military caste," in tum, had to be 

removed fiom power -- but only by the G e m  people, he maintained. Watson placed hith in 

the democratic will of Germany and, in this way, confimied that the essence, the real will, of 

political society would logicdy realize that the cornmon good entailed peacefid international 

conduct . 53 

This opt imism reflected Watson's metaphysical belief about an underlying spmtual order in 

the universe. Yet, Watson did aot think that the general will wouM be found e d y  or 

comprehensivefy- There was d e r  ail a difference between the ideal and actuai wîiI, which 

imposed the demand of continuous stnving to reaiize the ideal. The history of thought was the 

process by which iadividuals reaiized the gened wül or the proper spiritual phciples of 

existence. History had shown, Watson argued, that this process occurred best in a "weC 
* 

organisedm state. For Watson, a weii organized state included institutions that promoted the 

virtues of individuai rights and parliamentary government. As Doug Owram notes, institutions 

were important meaas in Watson's political philosophy for a society to r& its general wüi. He 

* Watson, The State in Peace and War, 267-8,274,276. 
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notes, moreover, that Watson thought that when individuais were equipped with the right 

" religious scruples and educat ional bac kground, people would understand nat urally the moral 

course ofaction" They would then possess the right democratic opinions aud the state would be 

the agent of the general wiILu While the proper institutions and correct religious and educational 

principles were important in generating moral conduct, they were not sutncient elements in 

Watson's democrat ic understanding. 

The process by which the general wiU was discovered, or by which a better conception of 

the general will ernerged, was not a straightforward activity. Ahhough some critics of idealism 

suggested t hat this philoso phy encouraged an uncritical acceptance of established practices, 

Watson argueci that idealism encouraged no such complacency. Citizens in Watson's view should 

not sit back and wait for historical progress to occur; it was not the "deii'berate resuit of any 

abstract process." Rat her, the general will was realized through "a slow process of trial and 

error." As he maintained throughout The State in Peace and Wm, the real wül of individuah and 

society was never completely known, but its advancernent depended on reflection upon new 

bights gained fiom new eqerience. In this way politicai discussion and "legislation becornes a 

process of seIf-criticism and selfkorrection." Central to thiS process was public discussion about 

the principks of the cornmon good. Plato, accordmg to Watson, had understood this fact and had 

assigned to the statesnan the important role of discerning and teaching the moral principles of the 

state. For Watson, not just statesmen, but ali citizens should p&cipate in this process. He 

s igded  this importance of public discussion early in The State in Peace and W m  m his quotation 

of Pericles's fimeral oration: 

Owram, The Governinent Generation, 93. 
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We alone regard a man who takes no interest in public affairs, not as a harmless, but as a 
useless character; and if few of us an originators, we are ai l  sound judges of a policy. 
The great impediment to action is, in our opinion, not discussion, but the want of that 
knowledge which is gained by discussion preparatory to action.'' 

In other words, Pericles was not interested in discussion for its own sake but in a discussion that 

developed and explored the principles of good conduct. Smiüarly, Watson was not interested in 

discussion that merely produced majority opinion but in that which produced a better knowledge 

of the generai will. To this end, he argued, particularly in his discussions of Kant and Hegel, that 

a rational and moral society depended upon recognizing the dignity and fieedom of other people 

and the presence of reason (Sittiichket) in the customs and culture of one's nation. Far fiom 

being an automatic process, the general wîii evolved in a democmcy committed to these 

principle~.~~ 

Although the government possessed coercive power, Watson encouraged his readen to 

see beyond this force and recognize the generai wiil and moral importance of the state. In ihis 

way, Watson distinguished the idealist position from materialist philosophies such as utilitariaaism 

and evolutiooary naturalism. Watson was not recommendmg that indMduals displace their 

critical capacities in judging govemment conduct. He was iastead encouraging a spirit of social 

concem towards the conditions of society and the role of the state in establishing these conditions. 

The only way that conditions couid improve in the state or that militarism coukl be removed tom 

international affairs was through a change in spirit in the activities of the government and the 

interests ofcitizem. "This spirit," Watson wrote in reference to G.D.H. Cole was "not to be 

generated by any vague and misleadhg talik about the Community as wider than the State, or any 

'' Watson, The State in Peace and War* 2. 
Watson, The State in Peace and War* 1 1 1.2 10.227-9. 
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beiittling of the Stateis supremacy. "17 Instead, it was by recognizing the full importance and 

ultimate reality of the nation-state. 

Watson confidently put forth his idealist political philosophy in the belief that it 

consistently a d  fruitfiilly accounted for the nature of political society. The critics of idealism, 

such as Hobhouse, Dewey, Laski, Burns, Russell, and Cole, iiîustrated how contentious some of 

these claims were. At the heart of their arguments was a concern that ideaiism compromised 

pluraiity and the right to dissent. Indeed, the experiences of highly coercive labour laws and 

conscription clearly pointed to the dangerous level of state power during the First World War. 

Watson nonetheless steadfastly beiieved that the concept of the general will did not necessariiy 

compromise diversity and civil l i i i e s .  For Watson, the problem of political society were not a 

case of protecting the individual fiom the unified purpose of the state but of iraasfonning the 

unified purpose of the state into the service of individuals. Because he provided hope for po litical 

harmony and the "universai principles of reason," Watson, in a sense, offered a saive for a political 

society wrought by the vicissitudes of war. 

.- 

Waîson, The State in P e m  and War, 266. 
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The Mornl State and the Crisis of Capitalism 

If the state should have provided the conditions for the best We, then what was it to do in 

l9l9? The economy, quite shnply, grossly under-served the interests of Canadians, who 

responded with unprecedented suppon for iabour protest and third-party politics. How was the 

state to reconcile these grievances with competing claims for industrial aad poiitical order? As a 

mord philosopher, Watson employed his expertise to provide some direction in corning to ternis 

with these pro blems. As he had argued shce arriving at Queen's in 1 873, social harmony would 

no t be achieved as long as citizens were indifferent to the needs of others in the state. His 

political phiiosophy did more, however, than sirnpiy encourage a sense of social concem and 

responsibiüty; it outlined certain prmciples to aîlow individuais to flourish in the state. Despite the 

vicissitudes of massive economic dislocation, Watson m d  tbat private property, inequality of 

wealth and cornpetition were in accordance with the cornmon good. Accordmgly, Watson 

warned his readers about the misleading claims of sociaüsts and argued that only iikral market 

society provided the true foundation for a prosperous mord state. Although Watson rejected 

socialism, he did beüeve in govemment intervention. He asserted that the sociaiiy responsiile 

state balanced individual liberty in economic activity with appropriate government measures to 

correct some of the inefficiencies and hquaiities of the market. niis understandmg of 
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govemment was not somthing tbat Watson brought with him from Scotiand in the 1870s but 

reflected the recent trends of new liberal thought. In The Stute in Peuce und War, Watson 

accommodated these trends in his idealist approach to state power and used idealism to justw 

greater state activity in dealing with the very real problem of liiral political economy. 

The First World War was an event in which the emancipatory rhetonc of the "war king 

for democracy" ciashed violently with the experience of mmy Caaadiaas. In 19 13, Canada's 

economy süd into a severe depression. It is generally held by historians that the high rates of 

enlistment at the begmning of the war wen direct ly the result of high unempbyment. Although 

the needs of war diminished the surplus of labour, the economy remained under stress. 

Particularly troubhg was the cost of living. With the influx of money from war production and 

govemment debt issues, and with shortages of Labour, fwl and food staples, infiation wreaked 

havoc on the economy and necessitated fùrther govemment intervention. Added to this strain 

was war-profiteering, which for some merely constituted mother example of ecoaomic injustice.' 

When demobiiization began in 19 18, unemp10ymnt s o a d  again. In 192 1, for instance, the 

average annuai unemployment rate. peaked at 8.9% but m the winter months the rate rose to 12% 

of the labour force. A significant deflation in wheat prices' wbich was caused by the expansion of 

production during the war, M e r  undermined the economy. Canada would wt escape cnppling 

levefs of unemployment untii 1925, and then it would be only a few years untü the onset of the 
* 

Great Depressi~n.~ 

' Robert CRig Brown and Ramsay Cook Canada 1896 - 1 921: A Nation Tra~tsfomed (Toronto: McClclhd 
and Stewart, t 974) 239,234-40. 

James Struthen, No Fadt of Thew Own: Unempfoyment and the Canadian Weyare Stute 19 14 - 1941 
(Toronto: University of-Toronto Press, 1983) 25,32,215. 
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Something needed to be done. Greg Kealey and other historians contend that this era was 

"the greatest period of industrial West in Canadian history." As Bryan Palmer asseris, this unrest 

built upon the impressive gains of labour during the war. For instance, in 19 17, there were more 

"working ciass" victories through labour protest than in the entire period nom 1890 untii 1950. 

As wel, union membership broadened to include federal employees, the Association of Lettet 

Carriers. By 19 19, the strength of labour combined with intolerable economic conditions led to 

over 460 strikes across Canada including the poignant Winnipeg GeneraI Stdce.' This discontent 

was clearly not just a h g e  movement on the radical le fi. In Watson's province of Ontario, for 

instance, the United Farmers of Ontario, together with the Independent Labour Party, formed the 

provincial government in 1 9 1 9: 

The success of radical politics drew upon a widespread beiief that the political and 

economic order needed refonn. These calls for reform were no longer just motivated by a seme 

of social injustice. Because the Canadian state cailed upon its citizens to place their lives on the 

lhe for democmcy, it had a new and pro found obligaticin to provide its citizens with employment. 

This argument, Doug Ownun notes, was ülustrated by Stephen Leacock who argued in 1921 that 

society "owed to every citizen the oppomuiity of a liveiibo~d,~ and that "'Unernployment' in the 

case of the w i h g  and the able becornes henceforth a social crime."' 

' Gregory S. Keaiey, ' l9  19: f he Candian Labour RevolSm Labour/ Ce Travail 13 (Spring 1984): 1 1-44; 
Gregory S. Kealey, "Statc Repression of Labour and the Lefi in Canada, 1914 - 20: The Impact of the First World 
War," Canadian Hktoricaï Review 7 3 3  (September 1992): 28 1- 3 14; Allen Seager, "Nineteen Nineteen: Year of 
Revolî," Journal of the West 23.4 ( 1 984): 40-7; Bryan Palmer, Working CI= Exprience: Rethinking the Htlslory of 
Canadian Labour, 1800 - 199 1,Snd edition (Toronto: McCtelland and Stewart, 1992) 196-208, 

Craig Brown, ed, The IIïustrated Hktory of Canada, 2nd ad (Toronto: Lester Publishing 199 1) 428. 

Doug Owtam, The Government Generation: Canadfpn InteUectuaIs and the State 19W - 1945 (Toronto: 
University of  Toronto Press, 1 986) 89, 
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Watson adaiired Plato's efforts to promote the public interest by removing the tendencies to 

develop private and "sebh" interests. Comunism was nonetheless not the answer. It would 

not work because, 6rst of aU, Plato misunderstood how much morality was a condition of mind. 

Merely changing extemal condit ions, Watson argued, was insacient to curb selfish behaviour. 

Secondly, rights to property were essential for the development of individual capacities and moral 

respomWity. They allowed individuais the independence to pumie private ambitions apart fiom 

the control of govemment and thereby faciiitated experimentation anci diversity in the range of 

individuai occupations and skilis in society, which Watson thought fùrthered social awareness of 

the Absolute and characterized historical progress. Although this freedom provided the 

conditions for greater selfïshness, it also imposed obligations on individuais to pursue their anairs 

responsibly . Thirdly, Watson fauited P lato's communism for too rigidly dividing the hctions of 

society. By clearly separating the activities of guardii producer and der, Plato undermined a 

cornmon interest by encouraging separate fields of experience. Watson thought that an economy 

based on private property would promote interaction âetween people of diierent abilities and 

fimctions? 

Piato's cornmuniw faied to serve the general wil, Watson argueci, because it prevented 

the differentiation of society fiom state. Watson similarly cnticized Aristotk for too closely 

relating the activities of citizens a d  slaves to the state. But Watson thought that Aristotle had 

made a sisnifiant advance over Piato on the issue of private property. Mead of piacing 

economic activity d e r  the purview of the state, as Piato had done, Aristotle associated tbis 

activity with the W y .  Although this change did not estabüsh property as an individual 

Watson, The Stafe in Peuce and Wor, 29-3 1. 
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possession, it still anticipated, in Watson's view, civil society as a sphere of activity distinct fkom 

W y  and govemnt .  The way to differentiate civil society fiom the state, therefore, was to 

implement a social order based on private property. Such an order gave individuals the burden of 

selfireLiance that positively affected the develo pment of self-government. It also d o  wed 

individuals to pursw theù own interests and, as Watson no ted of Aristot le, individuais tended to 

pursue with zeal and ambition projects that were their O W ~  in short, pnvate property was 

essential for the "true form of community" which was characterized by "dissimilanty in its 

memben, and a reciprocity of seMces and hction." Because Aristotle had rernoved property 

fiom the sphere of govemment Watson concluded that b had " Wndicated property as the biisis of 

a mural Life."'O 

Watson returned to the issue of private property in his discussion of Hegel for whom 

private property and economic activity were important in society. Whereas individuais were 

directed towards cornrnon ends in their activities concemiiig fàmily and government, Hegel 

argwd that they could pursue their own private interests in the civic community. The protection 

of private property gave individuals the means and fieedom to p m e  these interests "and to 

develop their special abiies in cornpetition and cooperâtion with one another." Economic 

activity was not simply a way to develop technid skill. Hegel saw private property as the "fint 

fom m which the subject reaüsed himself outwardly.." It was the material embodhnt of 
- 

perso- and, consequently, commercial a c M e s  were not aîienating but semd to brkg 

individu& into contact with each other. The "reciprocal relations of men were multiplieci" in the 

economic activity of mdividuals. This reciprocity contriiuted to Hegel's understanding of the 

'O Watson,. The State in Peace and War, 4 1.5 1. 
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state as "an organism in which life is continually streaming fiom the centre to the extremities, and 

back fiom the extremities to the centre." Unüke Plato's Republic, in wbich communism led to 

hermeticaliy sealed categories of fiction, Hegel's state, Ui Watson's view, provideci for diverse 

and open social interaction by protecting private property as a comrnon attriibute of di citizens. ' ' 
As Watson defended the institution of private property, he distinguished his position tiom 

materiaiist political theories. These perspectives, he argued, saw private property and economic 

activity as pnmarily benefitting the individual. The Sophists, for instance, understood political 

society as a way for individuals "to surrendet their purely selfish interests in order the better to 

secure them" Likewix, in Watson's view, Herbert Spencer saw the state as little more than "a 

joint stock company." In other words, because the materialists inadequately re&d the moral 

nature of the state, they reduced the state to king merely a utilitarian k w o r k  for individuais 

to pursue private, economic concem. Watson t hought Hegel's privileging of private property as 

the basis for civil society avoided this problem because he phced the Unerests of civü society in 

the context of larger interests of the state. The citkns and governent of the state were not, 

iddy,  just concerned with protecting their private rights but m makmg the state's ethicel ideal 

"explicitly realized." The common good of the d t e ,  Watson believed, was more tban protecting 

the private rights of its citize~~~. "It is ody when the State [as politid organktion] is identiiied 

with the Civic Community," Watson wrote, "that its sole fuaction is held to consist in providing 

for the security and protection of property and of personai fieedom." in short, by keeping the 

state as an ethicai entity with a common good beyond that of civü society, Watson believed that 

' ' Watson, The State in Peace and War, 1 30-6.1 66-7. 
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the individiJalistic tendencies of private property could be reconciled with a higher unity+ l2 

The abüity to baiance individual pursuits with a concem for the common good was the 

spirit of Ancient Greece. For Watson, the fùneral oration of Pericles iiiustrated this quality 

admirably. The two main exceilences of Athens, Pericles wrote, were that it was "pervaded by a 

single mind" and that it gave "fke play to the capacities of the individual." Through respect for 

the laws of the city-state, these Greek citizens üved harmoniously with one another. More than 

respect for laws, however, explained the success of Athenian democracy. Athenians held the 

public good in such high regard that public service was a mark of honour. Private business affans 

did not cause these citkns to neglect politics. Those who took no interest in politics, Pericles 

descriid as useless. Moreover, wealth had a hnctionai purpose in regards to the good of the 

cornrnunity. It was not used for "talk and ostentation, but when there [was] a real use for it."I3 

This hctional understandmg of wealth expressed Watson's understanding of civü society. He 

did aot define property as good for individuah alone but for society as a whole. Consequently, 

even though he thought society should extend the right of property to aii citizens, he also thought 

that this right @sexi duties. 

'The task of instilhg this social ethic f o m d  a large part of Watson's moral philosophy. 

LM. MacEachran, who was a professor at the University of Saskatchewan and previously one of 

Watson's students, noted that Watson brought fiom Scotland a British ideal of education in which 

"the training of character and the inculcation of the sense of pubüc service constituted an 

important aspect." The ideal character was not the egoism of hedonisrn but Aristotle's definition 

I2 Waîson, The State in Peace and War, 4,193, 138-9. 

l3  Waîson, The State in Peace and War, 1 -2. 
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of the "high-minded man" who ernbodied the ide& of reîïnemnt, public service and well- 

developed capacities to think and act. Aithough MacEachran noted that this ideal was sustained 

in Aristotle's time by the resources of aristocracy, he wrote that Watson and the other idealists 

had used it as common example for aii of theù students. This example, MacEachran wrote, 

encouraged a pro found concem to serve one's country in important fields of activity, whether it be 

in acadernia, commerce, national or local politics. l4 

Watson's student addresses iliustrated how this moral ideal translated into civic virtue. In 

a lecture "Education and Life" given in 1873, Watson said that individuais "Ml into erron of 

judgement not so rnuch from imperfect reasoning, as fiom the want of a sufnciently commanding 

point of view and of a more comprehensive sympathy." In other words, proper behaviour 

required moral concem and comct principles of action. One important principle of action, 

Watson claimed, was the social quality of mdividiialism. "Be not misled," he cautioned, 

by the stupid fàiiacy that your failure in duty will be hurtfid only to yourseü: No man 
liveth to h k l f  - no mm dieth to himself The influence for good or evii which each of 

- you may exert upon others is incalculable. 

The importance of duty reflected his Christian sense of concem for others and his phiîosophical 

underhanding of individuais' social nature. In terms of broder sympathy, Watson hade a strong 

claim for the moral effects of liberal-arts education. His wmmnts are worth a long quotation 

because they illustrate weli hi9 understanding of how education should enüghten the economic 
C 

activities of citizens. "The f'undamental mistake," Watson pomted out, 

of a purely technical education is, that it tends to concentrate the mind upon what is 

l4 JM. MacErhran, 'John Watson,' Some Gmot Men o/euren's, al. Robert Charles Wallace (Toronto: 
Ryerson Press, 194 1) 29. 
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exclusively personal, and thus to warp the judgernent by a variety of prejudices. Anci this 
is especially the case with those who are engaged in commercial affairs. The rnembers 
of the learned professions, while they are by no means fieed fiom the danger of 
narrowness of thought, fhd a certain safeguard against it in that breadth of view which 
al inteliechial labour has a tendency to foster. It is otherwise with those devoted to 
business, where the temptations to indulge in hocdinate self-interest are pecuiiarly 
strong; and hence they, above aii others, require such a training as WU counteract this 
unhappy ôii. What is needed is an education other than practical üfè supplies, which, 
by raishg the mind above purely personal or class interests, and fixing it upon more 
impersonal abjects, WU generate a love of ail that is fitted to elevate mankind, and to 
hasten on the progress of humanity. 

With the correct moral point of view, therefore, the tendency of commercial activities to 

undermine the community couid be checked.'' 

Watson recognked though that a state based on private property, even if it was managed 

by the most enlightened chizens, wodd stili entaii a significant degree of inequity and stniggle. 

Although he wanted all citizens to own property, he noted that its actual distribution would 

"depend upon the general social arrangements of the cornmunity." Unfiortunately, he did not 

elabrate on what he meant by the "general social arrangements." He did write, however, that 

"inequaiity of property is m harmony with the common good, and m any case it is hard to see how 

it can be prevented m any community which dows fkeedom of cornpetition" He also wrote that, 

given the existence of private property, citizens could not " fàirly O bject to the accumulation of 

property in the fom of capital" These characteristics were not necessarüy problematic for the 

state. The ability to accumulate property was a signifïcant incentive for economic activity. 
- 

Cornpetition was also an efficient way to d i s t r i e  rewards for labour. But, for Watson, ii'beral 

market society was not onîy an efficient way to make we& it was also a way to develop the 

ethicai bonds of society and the responsibiüties of citizens. It was through economic activity (or 

l5 John Watson, "Education and Lifc An Ad*," Queen's University, 1873: 1 1.19. 
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the " reciprocity of services and fmctions") that citizens entered into obligations with each other 

and mitured as moral beings Consequentiy, Watson asserted, as Hegel and Bosanquet also had 

asserted, that the instabiiay and insecunty of dependence "on the vast system of wants is not 

reaiiy insecurity, but resuhs m the highest ~tabiiity*"'~ 

Watson's ethical view of private property and capitalism was not unique among ideaiists. 

In Philosophy, Politics and Citizenshijx me Lije and Thought of British Idealists ( 1 984), 

Raymond P h t  and Andrew Vincent claim that T.H. Green and other idealists had wanted an 

economy based on "responsible private enterprise." T h y  suggest, however, that the idealisis did 

not fùiiy explore the extent to which their econornic views undermined their moral and politicai 

views about the common good. According to Plant and Vincent: 

Idealists overall had an arnbiguous view of property, competition and capitaüsm. It was 
as ifthey wanted to achieve a mity of the cornpetitive instinct with the moral and 
rational good, within a moralized form of competition, yet ali the thne realizing that the 
two were exclusive, and providing no detailed account of an institutional resolution of 
the conflict. " 

The question about the hcompatibihy of the ideaiistsl moral &ion of society with their 

endorsement of capitalism has been the subject of som de& mong historians. " Ahhough 

Watson irgued that his moral vision was compatible with capitalism, he clearly recogiized s o w  

l6 Waison, The Stute in Peace and War, 136,234. 
* 

l7 Raymond Plant and Andmv Vincent, Philosophy, Politics and Citkenshipr The Li/r and Thought ofBritbh 
IdeaiLsts (Oxford: Basil BIackweU , 1984) 26,32. 

" Petet Nicholson, The Politbai Phiiosopky of the Briaslr Idealbts (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 
1990) 1 12-5,1936,190. [.M. Greengarten, Thomas Hill Green & the Development of L i b e r - D e o a t i c  Thought 
(Toronto: Univcnity of Toronto Press, 198 1) 108-9.125- Taking his cue hm C.6. Macpherson's definition of  
possessive individuolim, Grecngarten argues that Green's dwtiopmcntai liberal understanding of individual rights was 
inherentiy contraâicted by his endomement o f  c o m ~  matlcct society. Nicholson îakes a b  at Grecngarten's 
Matxist intcrptdon and teconciles Gran's understanding of n'ghts with capitalism on die basis o f  the emancipatory, 
wealîh-generating capacitics o f  liberai market society. * 
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tension between his ideal and reality. 

This tension reveaied itseif in some poignant criticisms of market society. At thes, the 

language he employed betrayed a sense of moral outrage. which perhaps suggested some 

m t i o n  in Watson's perspective. "There are two ways," he wrote, "of acquiring wealt h: tirstly, 

by cultivatmg the earth, and secondly, by exploiting one's feîîows, either by seliing commodities at 

a large profit or by lending money at heavy interest." The "art of profitmaking is unnatual 

because it takes advantage of individual necessity." Watson also singled out the midâlemen who 

grew wcahhy at the "expense of others by forgetting the true end of We." l9 Watson made these 

comments throughout The State in Peace and W m  but he did not speciQ any examples of who 

had cornmitted these acts. 

HiS cornrnents would ükely have nsonated with those sympathetic to the social gospel in 

Canada In The Social Passion ( 1  971), Richard Men has noted that, during the war, advocates 

of the social gospel were increasingly concemed about the profit-making aspects of the economy. 

There was a bekf that the economy could be improved if businesmen checked tkir desire to 

make a profit and considered the needs of community in their decisiondo Watson's Uidictment of 

profit-mahg wouid also Lely have appeaied to Canadian fiumers, who, as mentioned, were 

becoming a powerfùi politicai force in Canada at that the. in The Faners in Poliiics (1920), 

the Progressive poiitician William Irvine had argued that b r s  were particularly vuherabIe to 

the whiirs of demami and supply. On the one hand, seed companies, railways, bankers and 

implement dealers established the f'rinner's costs. On the other hand, the famer could only sel his 

I9 Watson, The State in Pewe and W m 9 ,  40,132.1 3 8. 

Richard Allen, The Sociai Pmsion: Refigio~ und Social Refurm in Canada 191 4-28 (197 1; Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1 990) 64,1647, 
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product at market price. From these conditions, IMne and many h r s  blarned the self-interest 

of bankers, railway builders, rnanufacturen and other established interests for making profit at the 

expense of hard-working fàrmen." When Watson suggested that "cultivating the earth," as 

opposed to king a middleman or lender, was a legitimate way of making of wealth, he may have 

been partly appealing to this fam-hased radical element in Canada. 

Watson's concem about the moral nature of capitalism corresponded to a widespread 

concem about the nature of li'beral market principles. Although Watson was concerned about 

profit-making at the expense of others, he defended the principles of private property and fieedom 

of competition. Indeed, Watson's analysis of market injustice focused primanly on the 

shortcornings of individual conceptions of the common good rather than on any necessary 

structural pro blems of market society. Far kom king uncontested, Watson's Liberal position 

stood in opposition to a wide variety of lefi-leaning critiques of c a p i t a h  in Bntein, Say Wmter 

argues tbat the First World War occasioned a consensus in ternis of praxis among socialists and 

lefi-liberals in the Labour Party. W e  the Liberal and Consetvative Parties reconciled their 

social concerns with a beîief in the merits of capitaiism, the Labour Party adopteci a much more 

critical position that nflected the Webb' state-centred socialisiIlp The success of Bntain's 

Labour Party folowing the war was reflected in Canada by the politicai success of Progressives, 

United Farrners and the Mependent Labour Party in the western provinces and Ontario. The 
- 

success of these groupa indicated not only a drop m esteem suftéred by Borden's Union 

govemment and the Conservative and Liberal Parties but aiso a leftward shifi in politicai thought 

2' IMne, The Farmers in Politics, 1 12,237. 

IM. Winter, Sochlim and The ChaIIenge of Woc Ideas and Politics in Britain 1912 - 18 (London and 
Boston: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1974) 270-3. 
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and behavio W. 

Historiaru in Canada are somewhat divided about the extent of this leftward shift. Richard 

AUen claims that between 1 9 1 6 and 1 9 1 8 the social gospel underwent an increasing radicalism 

and moved le Awards towards labour and sociaiist perspectives? Michael Gauvreau and Nancy 

Christie, on the other hand, challenge Men's account of radicalism and clah that the majority of 

church- and labour-affitiated social refomers remained wit hin a progressive-liberal political 

perspective." Even if M e n  overestimates the presence of a lefi-wing radicalism in Canada, there 

was stiii the presence of a lefi-wing critique. William IMne's polemic about the p light of the 

fmers  and Saiem Bland's cail for a New Christiuniis, (1920) reflected this spirit. Although both 

balanced their criticism of market society with an acknowledgement of the need for po liticai 

harmony, they also emphasized how capitalkm created an Unbaiance of po wer and antagonisrn 

between the labourer and farmer classes and the capitaiist class of rnanufacturen, vansporters and 

financien. Whik irvine cded for a parliament based upon coopenition between productive 

interests, Bland cded for the complete public ownership of production. According to Bland: 

Public ownership, more extensively and powerfùlly than any other human agency, 
teaches men to say we and ours. It teaches them to think sociay.. To diScredit and 
attack the principle of public ownefship is to discreâit and attack Christianity: It would 
seem to be the special sin against the Holy Ghost of out age. He who doubts the 
pmcticabiiity of pubhc ownership is d y  doubthg human nature and Christianity and 
 GO^.^^ 

Whereas Bland bebeved m the potential of human nature to create a state based on public 

Allen, The Social f assion, 6 1. 

24 Michacl Gauvreau iind Nancy Christie, A Fd-Orbed Chrktianiw The Protestant Chrches and Social 
Wel/re in Canada 1900 - 1940 (Monûeai and Kingston: McGil! - Queen's University Press, 1 996) 1 5 -7,33,57-8.88. 

25 Idne, The Farnrers in Politics, 10,248; Saicm Bland, The N m  Chri;s~iani@ or The Religion of lhe Nèw 
Age (Toronto: McCleIland and Stewart, 1920) 49.27.46-9,94 - 100. 
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ownership, Watson, in cornparison, believed in the potential of hunian nature to establish a just 

society based on private property. 

Watson justined his beiief in hiral  market society through a critique of socialism. In The 

State in Peace and War, he took issue with three kinds of socialist schernes. The fïrst kind he 

identifïed would give politicians the control "of all departments of industry." The second, which 

referred to the approach of the Fabians, would "separate the poiitical fiom the industrial State," 

and "appoint expert commissions" to manage industriai production. The third kind represented 

Guild Sociaiism. This approach "wouid commit production to the autonornous administration of 

trade unions, under their selected chiefi." In Watson's view, the essence of these propos& 

sought to dispense with industriai cornpetition through collective control of the means of 

production and allocation of reward for economic service. Watson recognized that these f o m  of 

socialism were not mterested in aboiishing private property completely but in abolishing private 

capital, which, they aüeged, depressed the wages of workers and infiated the earnings of 

ca~italists.'~ 

Although Watson sympathinxi with the sociaiistst goals of social justice, he thought that 

their stiategies would not work because they wouid undermine important conditions'for a united 

and prosperous political society. The nrst and thMl types of sociaüsm, which wouid place 

industry under the control of either poüticians or workers' guilds, would inevitably result in a 

divisive sectionahm. For Watson, the guüd socialists sought to reduce the powers of 

govemment as much as possible because they thought "that centrai control implies a bureaucracy 

and a defative electoral machinery." By giving workers control of iadustry, these socialists 

26 Waîson, The Sfafe ia Peace and War* î38. - 
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thought that they could circumvent the pro blems of this defective central power. A propos guild 

socialist G.D.H. Cole's view of the state, Watson argued that this theory inadequately conceived 

of the importance of the national govemment to represent the interests of citizens as a whole and 

to mediate po litical and economic disputes between individu& and organizat ions. In O ther 

words, Watson thought that workers' guilds would introduce obstacles to the development of a 

national common good and would undermine the effectiveness of the centrai organ of the state." 

Fabianism suffered from two problems. First, because of the difnculties of allocating 

remuneration according to an objective value of labour, the Fabians decided to give an equal 

amount to all. Watson thought that this was a recipe for indolence and the aitling of creativity 

and hard work. "How are we to decide," Watson asked rhetoricdy, "how rnuch is due to the 

creative skiil displayed by the great captains of industry?" Watson also rejected schemes of 

remuneration that were based on need because these schemes would shply encourage everyone 

to claim need. More miportantly, however, Watson disagreed with the Fabians, and socialism in 

generd, about the nature of private capitaL They argued, he wrote, that the concentration of 

weahh by the capaalist was not "availabk for âhfiiution among the worken" and prevented the 

abüity of the market to produce wealth. Watson countered by notiag that capital was hrgely 

remvesteci in production and thereby bewfitted both capitalist and worker. He added that "ît is 

admined by Kautsky that ody greater productMty could lead to improvement in the condition of 
- 

workmen." Watson's understanding of capital reflected his belief m the functional importance of 

weattk In his discussion of Pericles's fimeral oration, he noted that weaith should be used for the 

c o m n  good and not for taik or ostentation. The presence of private capital was not, therefore, 

Watson, The State in Peace and War, 24 1-2. 
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necessarily bad; capital's ethical standing was relative to how it was used by its owners. As his 

daughter Harriet Sweezey wrote, Watson "was the last to minimue the value of money properly 

Used.~t28 

The second problem with the Fabians' plans, and indeed ail socialist schemes, was an 

hadequate recognition of how private property and cornpetition encouraged ingenuity and 

enterprise. The Fabian. had argued that the increase of govemment intervention in the twentieth 

century was the beginning of a process that wodd lead to complete collective control of industry. 

nie govemment, they noted, was already the kgest employer in Britain. Watson countered this 

argument by ciaiming that public ownership presupposed the existence of private capital and 

could only work in an economy h d  on the "perpetual experimentation" of private enterprise. 

Watson did not reject the role of govemment in the ecowmy. He thought it could provide an 

important service by eliminating inefficiency and allowing the savings fiom greater efficiency to be 

reinvested. Stiii, he wgued that govemment agencies were only effective through a "perpetual 

hterchge of innuence" with private enterprise. Under complete government control on the 

other han& "individual initiative would be cramped and social progress retardcd."D 

Although Watson criticized socialist strategies for change, he did not lightly 6ismiss the 

socialist analysis of market Society. Before he offered his own views on socialism, he devoted a 

couple of pages to explainhg its anaiysis. For example, he wrote: 
* 

The m a s  of invested capital at the present day, it is said, arises fiom the retunis on 
capitai, and is saved out of the profits of employees [sic]. The accumulation of grrat 
fortunes is made possiale because the wage-eamer receives less than the fidl value of the 

watson* The Sfafe in Peace and Wor, 240-1.2; Hankt WPgon Sweczey* 'John Watson o f  Queen's - As 
Teacher and Philosopher," ts, Box 1, file 1 1.96, Harriet Swcvtey Papen, Queen's University Archives. 

a Watson* The Stafe U, Peace and War* 2364 1. 
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produce of his labour, so that the surplus to the share of the capitalist. The 
workman is forced to take the wages he can get by the intense cornpetition of his feilow- 
workmen, the fluctuating conâition of social production, the disturbing effect of 
mac hinery, changes in technical rnanufiicture, foreign compet ition, and rnany O t her 
cùcumstances.30 

In cornparison to his brief; virtualiy non-existent accounts of Macher's, Laski's and Cole's 

crit icimis of idealism, Watson's comparat ively kngt hy description of socialisrn was 

uncharacteristicdy generous. His choice to present a Mer description perhaps reflected a 

rhetorical strategy of awakeniug in his readers a concem for social reform. 

ûther liiraIs, notably some of the poiitical economists at Queen's University, also saw in 

sociaüsm a powertiil force that could be used to promote progressive-style reforms. Adam 

Shortt, for instance, held this view. Foiiowing his attendance at the National Congress of 

Socialists in 1908, Show wrotc in his diary that "Socialism as such and in the hands of its 

customary advocates wüî not work, but it may as& in promoting, negatively at least, certain, 

other practicai reforms." O.D. Skelton seems to have adopted a similar pragmatic appreciation of 

socialism. In his book Sociaiism: A Critical Analysis (19 1 l), which incidentally Watson cited as 

a source for his understanding of socialism, S kelton deîhed sociaüsm as an "indictment, d y s i s ,  

panacea Gd campa@'' against capitaüsm" Although he thought socialism resultéd essentially 

fkom the higher expectatioris created by the wealth-creating dymmism of capitaüsm, he did not 

dismiss this ideological force. It was a constant reminder of the inequities of society and Skehon 

Watson, The State in Peace and War. 42.240, 235 -242,239. 

'' Adam Shortt, Diary. 13 May 1908.45-6. Adam Shom Papen, Queen's University Archives. It seems 
Shortt held some tather pejorative views about socialists. For Shorrt, the National Congress of Socialists apparently 
had provided many examples of the "spccimen of the agbtor." Socialists "by reason of theu physical and mental 
composition are restless and dissatisficd with anyihing and everything." "These people are naturally aümcted by the 
general featurcs of socialism, anarchy, fieak religions. or anything which promises a radicai alteration of what is," 

Watson, The Stare in Peuce and War, 237. 
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beiieved that a better distribution of wealth would oniy occur through the "candid recognition of 

the fidi extent of existing e~ils."~' In his examination of political and economic thought at 

Queen's University, Barry Ferguson, in Remaking Liberdism (1 993), remarks that Skekon had a 

greater atnnity with socialist critiques of society than he perhaps had realized." 

Another reason why Watson rejected socialists' strategies for change, even though he was 

sympathetic to their concem, stemmed fiom his beiief in the efficacy of moral conduct. One of 

the comon criticisms of Marxism among idealists was that it privileged the determinacy of 

economic factors in "the final explanation of aU social changes and poüticai revolutions." Material 

determinism and the coroiiary of class antagonism, Watson suggested, was "too simple to account 

for the facts." Watson beiieved bat this materialism also characterized Durkheim's argument that 

economic factors detennined the specialization of function in modem industriai society. Ahhough 

economic considerations were an important part of the national dl, Watson admitted, they were 

%y no means the most Unportant part." "The conditions under which the Me of man is carrîed 

on," Watson wrote, "Mer for dHerent societies, and change & a society redises that there are 

ever new conditions by which man is enabled to reelize himself." In other words, Watson pointed 

to how the ide& ami decisions of society shaped how individuals encountered their niaterial 

environment. As Watson noted in his discussion of Hegel it was "spintuai wants in society [ t h ]  

" O D. Skelton, Sociolism: A Critical Anafysis (Cam bridge, Massachusetîs: Hart, ScbsWer and Marx, 19 1 1 ) 
3,40,43,59. According to WA, Mackintosh, James Bonar, who had written the article on sociaiism in the 9th edition 
of the Encyciopedùr Britannica, had qparentiy wished O.D. Skclton to have written this article b-use he was, in 
Bonar's view, the authority on socialism in the EnWh-speaking world. W.A. MacIcintosh, "OD- Skelton 1878 - 194 1 ," 
Canadian Journal of Economics and PoliticaI Science 7.2 (May 194 1)  72, 

Y Barry Ferguson, Remuking Liberaih: The InfelIectual Legacy of Adam Sliortt, O.D. Skeiton. MC. Clark 
and W-4. Mac&intosh, 1890 - 1925 (Montreal and Kingston: McGiIl - Queen's University Press, 1993) 1 14. 
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becorne predominant, so that man makes his own nece~sity."~' 

Watson needed to overcome a probbm, however, in reconciling the fact of industriai 

specialization with his belief in the general wiii. As noted, one of his main criticisms of Plato was 

that the rigid allocation of function to members of the polis broke down a comrnon basis of shared 

understanding. Private property represented for Watson a major advance by providing the 

conditions for a more open, interactive and diversified civil society. And yet, in modem society 

the specialization of economic activity O ften meant repetitive and dreary tasks in the closed walls 

of a sweatshop or factory. Watson did not thllik that this externai condition, however, n e c e d y  

undemimed individuai and social integrity. To make this point, he referred to the idealist F.H. 

Bradley and his seminai work Ethical SIudies (1876). For Bradley, what constituted individual 

personai@ was "mt the visiile outer work so much as the spirit in which it is done." "The 

breadth of my Mie," he M e r  wrote, " is not measured by the multitude of my pursuitsi, nor the 

space 1 take up among other men; but by the m e s s  of the whole Me which 1 kmw as mine." 

Thus, although " less" depended upon each person in modem society, this did not mèan, Watson 

and Bradky ciaîmed, that mdMduaiity was "les~ened."~ 

  or-watson, what determinad the conditions of individual activity was the "change in 

outlook of society as it develops." Not materialism, but comciously recognized spirituai 

principks shaped how a state anruiged its h e r  affaùs. Because of this fàith in mord conduct, 
.. 

Watson thought that society could overcome the selfish tendencies of private property and form a 

moral state. A unified general will was necessary however for the state to organize itselç 

'' Wats~n, The State itt Peace and War* 136.238,243-5. 

Watson, The Sîate in Peace and War, 245. 
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according to Watson. Materialist understandings of the state, on the other hami, could ody 

provide insufficient just incation for hdividuals to curb their behaviour. For Watson, because 

these theories descriid the state as only providing the conditions for self-interest, they could not 

offer a sufficient argument for altruism, And yet, if the state was to fulfil its O bügations as an 

ethical entity it needed a citizenry willing to see its own interests in the common good. This 

dynamic was iiiustrated by Watson's discussion of individuai rights. Rights, Watson claimed, were 

neither absolute nor given to individuah in W iation. Rights were a thoroughiy social 

phenornenon and, as such, they were subject to the needs of society. Furthemore, in Iiis 

discussion of Hegei, Watson wrote that "the order of law and property is found to break down at 

a certain point." Hence, the state needed recourse to ovemde individuai rights in the name of the 

conmon good." 

On this basis, Watson argued that the state which was based on private property needed 

not only a responsibk but also a more active govemment. In making this daim, Watson 

articulated a formula for govemment intervention that diverged from the formula that Green and 

Bosanquet promoted over twenty years eariier. Green and Bosanquet had argued that the -te 

promo ted morality indirectly by "hindeting hdrances" to the common good. These hindrances 

were primarily intemperance, the absence of public education and poor housing, which 

u n d e h e d  seifkeliance and the abüity of individuais to manage private property and compete in 

market society. As Melvin Richter hsists in his study of Green, thor  bistorians who have seen 

. * .  
the begïmings of greater state mtervention m Greents phiiosophy have often mmmiized his affiiiitv 

with classicai iiiral thought and iize market perspectives of the Maachester SchooI? Watson's 
- - - - - - - 

'' Watson, The State in Peace and Ww, 236. 195,213.132-3. 
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formula moved away Born this classical legacy and opened a broder space for govemnt  

intervention. Watson wrote: 

it hes k n  said, foiiowing Kant, that [the state's] object is to 'hinder hindrances.' And no 
doubt this niay be taken as on the whole its fimction; but it seerns better to conceive of 
that function as rather to promote by all legitimate means the physicai, mental and moral 
weii-king of its citizens. [Therefon the state has a] right to pass laws, such as Factory 
Acts, which promte the physical weU-bemg of the individual, not to speak of the effort to 
provide such conditions of existence as will make it possible that aii citizens shall have the 
oppommity of living a decent Me." 

Merely protecting individual fieedom was no longer an appropriate guide. It appears that Watson 

was more open than either Green or Bosanquet about the possibiüties of govemment intervention 

in the refom of society. 

In The Faces of Reason (1981), Armour and Trott clairn that Watson was less 

conservative than Bosanquet. Watson may very weii have been less conservative in terms of 

practical poütics. Bosanquet, for instance, opposed welfàre rneasures nich as fine-school me& 

and old-age pensions becaw they undermined self-rehce and initiative." The differences in 

their theoretical formulation of the state's ro le may not, ho wever, have reflected a very significant 

difference of opinion on practical matters. Mer  di, Watson pubiished The State in Peace and 

Wm twenty years d e r  Bosanquet published The Philosophicul Theory of the State h 1 899 and 

much had occumd in political economy about how governments could aBèct the human side of 

production and the distniution of wealtû? When Watson reviewed The Philosophical Theory of 

" Melvin Richter, The Politics of Conscience: TH. Green and Hi& Age (Cambridge Massschusms: Harvard 
University Press, 1964) 225,267-7 1; Bosanquet, The Philosophicd Theory of rhe State, 176,245,267. 

39 Watson, The State in Peace and WCV, 2 15. 

40 Nicholson, The PoliticuI Philmophy ofthe Britirh Idetdisis, 220. 
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the State in 1900, aithough he took issue with Bosanquet's formula of govemment to "hinder 

hindrances." it seems his main point of issue regarding "hdrance" and "pmmotion" was a 

question of terminology. Watson asked if the "Kantian distinction between promotion and 

hindrance of the 'best üfe' can be consistently maintained." The removal of ignorance by public 

education or the removal of mtemperance by prohibition, was as much an act of promotion as an 

act of hindrance, Watson ergued. Instead, he thought that Bosanquet's argument would be better 

served if he had mereiy stuck to the p~c ip l e  that g o v e m n t  force was unjustified when it was 

"hostile to the growth of the higher self-consciousness." Beyond this principle, however, Watson 

claimed that the question of govermnent intervention " was so much a metter of practical politics 

that no general d e  cm be Laid 

This last remark illustrates Peter Nicholson's argument conceming Green's approach to the 

issue of goveniment intervention. Nicholson asserts that Green's conception of govemment did 

not necessitate any substantive proposais for its intervention. Green had argued that the state 

needed to protect individuai iodependence and conditions for iudividual morality but he did not 

propose any specific program for govenunents to achieve these goals. This pro blem he let for 

poüticians to work out. According to Nicholson, Green's approach to govemmnt legislation 

nflected a utilitarian ethos of experimentation and UisiPtence on utility as the masure of 

govemment progtams. It also reflected Green's appreciation that philosophy could only provide 
* 

phciples for action. The particular knowledge needed to cnate govemment programs was best 

developed by politicians who were aware of the practical considerations involved with 

'* John Watson, review of The P h i h o p h i d  Theory of the State, by Bernard Bosanqua, Qum's Quorterb, 
vol. 7, ( 1900) 320-322. 
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In The Stute in Peace and Wm, Watson's formula for govemment intervention did 

suggest, however, a positive role for govenunent in the economy. In his review article in 1900, 

Watson hacl discussed govemment activity in relation to the issues of education and temperance. 

In 19 19, when he discussed the role of government, he associated this role with issues such as 

working conditions and Factory Acts. Apart fiom education and intemperance, Watson phced an 

onus on govemments to promote the "physical weil-being" of citizens. Elsewhere, Watson 

argued that the state should promote "equality of opport~nity."~ Watson continued thex themes 

in a speech given to Queenrs aiumni in New York in 1926. Watson said: 

ihet the Government should d o w  the fieest play to business in al its f o m ,  taking Gare 
to prevent the abuses of monopolies which . . . close the doors to opportun@. ~ h e  
Govemment should see that the relations of employer and employed were just, that the 
d e t y  and health of the workman was cared for, that the charges for transportation by 
railways and steamships were equitable, and that the finance and banking of the country 
prevented rlnshness. It is not the business of Government, he claimed, to intenere with 
the process of production, but it is its business to see that the methods of distniution are 
t'air." 

Through these measures, democracy couid fulnl the true ide& of the state. 

Watson's politicai philosophy illwtrated how he thought govenunent should be used to fix 

pro blems of civü society. Though his comments were not a very thorough exploration of how the 

state could modify economic activity, they were a statemnt of p~ciple.  Instead of putthg forth 

a conservative, laissez-f'aire perspective of economy or merely restricting govemments to issues of 

education and mtemperance, Watson suggested a closer rehtionship between governmmt and 

" Nicholson, The Political Philosophy of the British Idediris, 1934. 

Watson, The State in Peace and Wor. 233. 
4s John Watson, "Democracy and The Unkrsities," Queen's @mer&, 3 3 ( 1 926) 36 1 -2. 
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economic processes. And it was a relationship based on more than sirnpiy ensuring that the 

market worked as efficiently as it couid in producing wealth. On the one hmd, he suggested that 

the public interest shouid ovemde private interests of property and contract to ensure that the 

integrity of workrnea or those dependent on railways or banks was not compromised. On the 

O t her hand, he couched his program of intervention in ternis of distn'but ion. And yet, because this 

evidence is quite brief, it is dficult M y  to characterize Watson's views on ho w far government 

should intervene in the economy to affect distribution. The question remains as to how fàr, if at 

di, he thought government should attempt to redistriiute weahh beyond ensuring ihat micro- 

economic transactions were m themselves fair. Nonetheless, Watson encouraged his audience to 

accept a wider role for governments in the ecowmy. 

This point of view placed Watson's political philosophy within the developments of new 

i i i r a l  thought that accompanied the expansion of date act Mty in the early twentieth century. 

Barry Ferguson chronicles how Adam Shom and O.D. Skelton pioneered in Canada the study of 

govemmênt as a means to adjust the inequalities present in liberal market society. Deeply 

concemed by the amount of social injustice and conflict, they rejected socialist paths for change 

but stil s6ught the modification of market society? Watson, who had taught both of these 

people and workeâ at the same University with them, generated smiilar views about the necessity 

of government intervention as the way to correctiy modify capitalism. in Watson's view, 

government was not opposed to self-reîiance and prkate property but in k t  constituted the 

necessary condition for these principles to work t o m &  the betterment of individud lives. 

Watson's poiiticai philosophy illustrates how one prominent ükral in Canada advocated an 
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increased ro le of govemment fiom within his core values to remedy the pro blems associated with 

industrialism. 

It was through Watson's idealist political philosophy that he in part justified this expanded 

ro le of govemment. As he invo ked Pericles's fuwrai oration and the ideals of a cornmunitarian 

and participatory dernocracy, Watson focwd attention on ho w the individual prospered within a 

prosperous community . His political philosop hy meant more, however, t han simply 

encouragement of a public spirit wiliing to accept the burdens of greater govemment. Watson 

defended liberal market principles of private property, cornpetition and inequality of wealth as 

components of the c o m n  good at a tirne of massive economic adjustment and radical politics. 

Again, in a sense, Watson offered a salve for the womes of Canadians by pointhg to the 

possiiiities of greater government intervention and greater social concern on khaîf of citizens as 

the way to cure the deep political and economic fissures that marked Lira1 capitalism in 1919. 
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41 
The Prestige of Ideaüsm in 1919 

The State in Peace and War represented Watson's efforts to order, discipline and shape 

public opinion about the state at a time when western civilization was cornhg to te= with the 

meanings of the First World War. By delineating the "true p~ciples" of the state, Watson 

illustrated the dernocratic spmt of idealism in respome to charges of statism and set forth a 

cornmunitarian- and progressive-Ii'beral approac h to social refo rm. Fortumtely, and likely because 

of his status as an internationaliy renowned philosopher, his book received a number of reviews in 

newspapers and academic joumals. This exposure provides an opportunity to examine 

contemporary responses to ideaüsm and to expand upon the ways in which idealism and state 

power were important topics in assessing the meaning of thewar. These reviews illustrate that 

Watsonls idealism was indeed a topical aspect of political thought. Aithough his ide@& political 

message was met with siceptickm by some, t was aiso receiwd positively by leaders of important 

constituencies of social reform in Canada. These reviews mggest that Watson's poütical thought 

was stül an important aad living outlook in the eariy 1920s despite the challenges to idealism 

raised by the war. 

It shodd be pointed out that The State in Peace and Ww was not Watson's m s t  popular 

publication. Selectionrfiom b n t  ( 1 888), An Outhe of Philosophy ( 1 898), Philosophy of lYmt 
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Explained ( 1 908) and The Interpretation of Religious Ekperience ( 1 9 1 2) were his most popular 

and enduring works. ' There was still, though, some interest in this work tiom professors in 

Britah and the United States, as well as, it seerns, Japan? Also, some of the leaders of the Social 

Gospel in Canada were interested in The State in Peace War because originally it was recruited to 

be a part of the "Canadian Library of Reügious Literature." This series of boo ks was edited by 

Rev. G.C. Pidgeon, among others, and sought to promote "schoiariy, literary and spiritual study 

mthin the Christian Church." Aithough Watson's work appeared in an advertisement, it seerns he 

withdrew his agreement due to insutFcient royaities proposed by the publisher.' In terms of sales, 

Watson perhaps would bave been better off to have included his book in this ii'brary. Nonetheless, 

apart fiom the comparatively low publication numbers, The State in Perrce and Wur received a 

respectable number of reviews in Britain, the United States and Canada. 

From the few npom 6om Watson's publisher, Maclehose, Jackson and Company, that are in hk archives, 
zero copies of The State in Peace and War were sold in 1922. In  comparison, his Selectionsfiom Kant (1 888) sold 
206 copies, interpretation of Religious Experience (1 91 2 )  66 copies, Philosophy of Kant Erplained ( 1908) 83 copies 
and A n  Outline of Philosoplry (1 908) 55 copies in that year. In 193 5,12 copies of The State in Peace and War were 
rcpocted as sold. The Selectionsfiom Kant, on the other han& was clearly his most popular work. in that year, 23 1 
copies were sold and another 1550 wcre printed, Maclehose, Jackson and Company, letter to John Watson, 29 March 
l923,3 1 January 1935, Box 1, John Watson Papers A, Queents University Archives. 

R.M. Wenky, o Kantian scholu fiom the University o f  Michigan, wote that he would recommend The State 
in Peace and War to his students. RM. Wenley, letter to John Watson, 26 May 1919, Box 1, John Watson Papers A, 
Queen's University Archives. S. Alexander, an idealist p hiiosopher fiom Manchester, expressed interest in using The 
State in Peace and Ww as textbook for his students. S. AIexander, letter to John Watson, 24 August 19 19, Box 1, John 
Watson Papers A, Quccn's University Archives. Watson also had received a letter fiom LL. Bates, President of Kwansei 
Gakuin College in Kobe, Japan, who had secured Dr, Kenkichi Kodera as a possible banslator for The State in Peace 
and War. According to Bates, British political science was popular in Japan because many were interested in creating a 
parliament without weakening loyalty to the Emperor "and thus to supplant the Gennan system of inesponsibIc Cabinet 
government which has prevaileâ hitbtrto." Unfiortunaîely, Watson's archives do not contain any indication that his book 
achially was translated. JL. Bates, letter to John Watson, [undatea, Box 1, John Watson Papers A, Queen's University 
Archives, 

George C. Pidgmn., letters to John Watson. 9 Januay 19 18; 3 August 19 18; 17 Augurt 19 18, Box 1, John 
Watson Papers A, Queen's University Library. See also: RIE- Welsh, letters to John Watson, 4 Feb~ary 19 18; 20 Aprit 
19 18; 10 August 19 18, Box 1, John Watson Papers A, Queen's University Archives, "Canadian Library o f  Rcligious 
Literatwe." Box 1, John Watson Papen A, Queen's University Archives. Other than Pidgeon, the editorial board of this 
pmject included Rev. R.E. Welsh, Professor W.S. MiIne and Rev. Herbert Symonds. The series was intcnded to be 
published by Messrs, Hodder & Stoughton Limited, Toronto,. 
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In Britain, the Dundee Advertiser, Scotsmm, and Aberdeen Free Press carried short 

descriptions of The State in Peace und War! The Times Literav Suppiement descriid Watson's 

book "as a gatheiing together of weîi-ncognwd materiai." It endorseci Watson's effort -- 
chatacterized as an "educatiod handbook" - as "useful" and "simple, lucid and se~ible."~ The 

Yorkshire Post praised Watson for offering "a distinctive contribution to kerature of political 

science.'" The Erpository Times recommended his book L r  its clarity about the suprernacy of 

individual conscience in relation to the state.' Other reviews were less fimourable. According to 

the Glasgow Herald, the war was fought over the G e d c  conception of state sovereignty. It 

was not convinced that Watson had articuîated a viabie position in his depiction and defence of 

the sovereignty of the general will.' The Contempotary Review was more direct in its criticism. 

Challenging positive views of Athenian democracy, it c b d :  "The Gerxnan state is a distorted 

ma@cation of a Greek City-State, and, like it, is based on the slavery of the individuai." In 

short, both the Glasgow Herald and the Contempormy Review cnticized i d e h  for undeminhg 

the integrity of the individual. 

Reviews m the British phiiosophy journal Mind and litetary magazine The Athenoeum also 

dic iz id  Watson's perspective for subordinating inâividual i i i r t y  and conscience to nationai 

purpose. In MM, C.C.J. Webb aligned Watson's perspective with that begun by T.H. Green. 

Rev. of The State in Peace and Ww, Dundee Advertiser, 5 May 19 1 9; Sco~sman, 4 May 19 19: A bgrdeen 
Free Press, 20 June 19 19, Box 1, file "Reviews o f  The Sîate in Peace and War," John Watson Papen A, Queen's 
University Archives. 

' Rev. of The State Uc Peace and War, The %es Literary Supplement, 1 May 19 1 9: 2239. 
Rev. o f  The State in Peace and War, Yorkhike POSI, 4 June, 19 19, BOX 1, file 'Revims of The State in 

Peace and War," John Watson Papen A, Queen's University Archives. 
7 Rev. of The State in Peace and War, The Expcwitov Times, [undated], ibid. 
"ev. of The State in Peace and Wor, Gfasgow H d d ,  5 May 19 19, ibid. 

Rev. of The State in Peuce and War, Contempomry Review, lune 19 19, ibid 
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The essence of this tradition, he wrote, was the reconciiiation of individual O biigation to a 

common good and general wiU Webb thoughtfidiy recognized Watson's emphasis on the "ethical 

and spintual interpretation of human We." He also found interesthg Watson's distinction between 

absolute and relative sovereignty and his criticism of G.D.H. Cole. Nonetheless, Webb objected 

to Watson's definition of the c o m n  good on the grounds that in practice it sanctioned state 

autocracy and was thecefore dangerous. This principle of O biigation " had an udortunate effect 

upon the attitude toward poiitical authority of a generation brought up in an intellectual 

atmosphere which these members [ideaiists] have done much to hm" Because Watson 

combined Kant's notion of deontological ûeedom with the nation's comon good, Webb thought 

he had given the individual's "consciousness of obiigation . . . prionty." Watson, consequently, 

had subordinated the critical capacity of individual conscience and distorted the true spirit of 

Kant. Also, this review ended with a criticism of Watson's historical accuracy. Webb thought 

that Watson's summaries of Medieval t hought were, simply, supertichi. Based upon "a scant 

survey of some acmdited books of ceference," Watson had uncritically descnid the nature of 

schokic thought as weil as some pomts about the Roman Empire. In niimnary, Webb was 

impatient ihrith the poiiticai consequences of an emphasis on the comrnon good and with breezy 

historiai generaiizations. 'O 

E.F. C d  in me Athenaeum focused on the same lines of criticism but subjected Watson 
* 

to barsher judgemnt. He found Watsonk discussion of political O bügation, individual rights, the 

conmon good and generai will to be a rather vague and drawn-out statement that a "good citizen 

- - - 

'O C.C. I. Webb, m. of The Stare in Peace and War, Mind, vol. XVIII, 19 19: 487488. 
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is one who does what he believes is right." "And," Carritt conthued, 

the doctrine is not ody otiose, but dangerous, for in l e s  impartiai han& than Professor 
Watson's, by a natural equivocation between this ideal general will and the will of aü or 
of the majonty, it becornes a potent argument against independence and dissent. 

Carritt aiso found Watson's historical summary, iike aü "historicai surrunacies of phüosophy," to 

be "unsatisfying" because it tended to describe previous theories of obligation in simpüstic ways 

as either aitruistic or selnsh. This strategy gave an unwarranted impression that these 

philosophies suffered fiom a "perverse vagueness. " The coosequence of Watson's philoso phy, 

according to Carritt, was a proclivity to decide what was moral in advance. It rnereîy saved those 

who were "iazy" from engaghg in the "painfui consideration of actual conditions and the balance 

of conflicting obligations." Canitt aiso dismissed Watson's optimism in people's abiüty to 

reconcile their claims with a common good as pious hop. F M y ,  Carritt challenged the v i a b i i  

of moral phiiosophy to offer a reasonable and critical account of the state. AU moral phiiosophy 

seemed to provide, he wrote, were theories of ideal Republics and Utopias. ' ' 
These more negative nviews of The State in Peace and War pointed to the contested 

L 

nature of idealism. Aithough some stiU found Watson's ethical message appeaîing, others, 

particuiarfy those inspired by reahn, questioned the viabüity of ushg classical Oreek Bnd idealist 

thought to explain contemporary politicai reality. References to the state embodying a 

consemu& ultimately hannonious, body politic seemhgly had dangerous consequences for 

individual autonomy and legititmte disagrrement with the directions of the state. As Michael 

Freeden notes in Liberafism Divided (1986), the mir occasioned wt or@ a smse of anxiety about 

' ' ES. Car&, "1s T hem A Theory Of The State?(I rev. of The State in Peace and Far, The Athenaeum* no. 
4667,lO October 19 1 9: 486-7. 
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state power but also an ascendency in the importance of individual autonomy in the core values of 

new libetalism Many new iiirals, arnong them readers of L.T. Hobhouse's The Metaphysical 

Theory of the State (1 91 8), were dissatisfied with ideaikm as an Uifluence on practical p~litics.'~ 

Ahbough idealism had Men significantly in prestige during the war, especially from the criticisms 

of the popular Hobhouse, not d political commentators held idealism in low repute. 

In the American Political Science Review, Watson's work received a patient and 

thoughtful assesment by A.N. Ho lcombe. He thought Watson's work O ffered an insightfûl 

perspective for definhg the state. How were political scientists, he asked, to address that 

"ambiguous" te- the state? How did it ciiffer fkom the nation? For Holcombe, these two t e m  

were not identical and political scient kt s should not use them interchangeably. Watson's 

distinction between the state and govemment he thought was apt. It aliowed Watson to preserve 

a sense that the political He of the state involved a whole range of institutions. This perspective 

also dowed Watson to conclude that national guildsmen, such as G.D.H. Cole, were not reaiiy 

"attacking the state, as they had supposed, but [were] merely discussing theories of government." 

Unfortunately, Holcombels review did not delve into these issues much m e r .  He did wt, for 

instauce, explore more M y  how Watson's dennition of the state mcorporated the Sense of nation 

when discussing political power or the ways in which Cole's criticisms of government were 

c o m p a t i  despite initial Merences, with Watson's dennition of the state. Stili, Holcombe 

recommended watsonls book as a welcom and reikshing statemnt of idealist political 

phüosophy. He demibed this perspective as perhaps "aiready too rare" in what he cded a 

l2 Michael F d c n ,  LiberaIIsni Dbidrd: A Stuày in Brithh Pdificat Thooght 191 4 - 1939 (Oxford Oxford 
University Press, 1986) 12,3 1, 19,26. 
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"realistic generatio~"'~ In cornparison to the bias towards realism in Mind and The Athenaeum, 

Holcombe maintained that Watson's ideaüsm provided a valuable perspective on the mangig of 

the state and needed to be preserved in pst-war poiitical thought. 

In Canada, The State in Peuce and Wm also received positive reviews. The Canadian 

Gazette praised Watson's book for appearing at "an opportune moment and being a uscfùl guide 

for [conternporary] political complexities." As a point of minor criticism, the Grnerie wouicî have 

preferred more discussion on political philoso phy of the itaîian republics during the Renaissance. l4 

The Christian Guardfan, Queen's Qumterly and The Globe also carried reviews. Befon 

considering them, however, it is perhaps worthy to note that Watson's book was not reviewed in 

rnany newspapea or journais in Canada. Neither the Kingston Standard nor the Kingston lYhig 

reviewed it. Apart fiom The Globe. it was mt reviewed by the prominent papers in Toronto, or 

in Halifax, Montreal and Ottawa Compared to Britain, where The Stute in Peace and Wm 

received mention in a number of newspapers, Canadian coverage was siight, especiaily 

considering Watson's reputation. This fàct raises some questions about why it did not receive 

more covetage. Perhaps tevievu copies m r e  wt distniuted to these papers. Perbaps ediioa 

simply did not find Watson's book dciently compelling to endorse or critîck. ~erhaps the 

popuiar press in Canada considered academic thought marginal in political discussion. Or, perhaps 

the editoa of po pular newspapers were somewhat hermeticaiiy cut off fiom academic 

perspectives. The low subscription rates of university joumals suggest that academic-centred 

" A N .  Holcombe, tev. o f  The State in Peace and Wor. The American Pofiticof Science RmMp 13.4. 
November 19 1 9: 68068 1 - 

l4 ~ e v . o f  The State in Peace and Ww* CanMdin Gazette* 29 May 19 19. Bor I, file "Reviews of The State in 
Peuce und War," John Watson Papers A, Queen's Uniycrsity Archives. 
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debate about social issues occupied a marginal place in public opinion. Between 1 890 and 1 920, 

Queen's Quarterl,, - which reached at most 750 subscnirs yearly -- was representative of the 

ümited appeal of such journals. Is Furthemore, national academic journals, suc h as The 

Canadian Hisrorical Review and Canadian Journal of Political Economy, only began to publish 

in the eariy 1920s. 

By cornparison, the journal of the Presbyterian C hurch, the Christian Guardian, had a 

large circulation. In 1924, it had 30 000 subscrii.16 In was in this magazine that Rev. Emest 

Thomas reviewed The State in Peace and War in a provocative article titled "Democracy, 

Sociaüsm and the State." Thomas also reviewed LA. Hobson's Democracy Afer the Wm and 

Bertrand Russell's P roposed Roah to Freedom -- Socialism, Anarchism and Syndicalism. The 

introduction to this article reveakd the flavour of Thomas's worldview. It wes an important and 

no srnall tasic, he wrote, "to gather into some systernatic whole the best thinking of our tirne, so 

that we represent not merely one phase or mood, but the whole spirit of our age." To this end, 

Thomas welcomed Hobson's criticism of imperiaiism and Russeii's criticisrn of state and economic 

autocracy. Their politics nsted, though, on certain understandings of the state. For Thomas, 

both ~obson  and Russeli held "distnist" for the state but then retumed to it as "indispensable!" 

This view did not sit wel with Thomas. While Hobson and Russeil raised legitimate criticisms, 

their perspective, Thomas wrote, madequately d e m i i d  the nation as an aggregate of mdividuals. 

They consequently understood the state as "either an mevitable contrivance to keep these 

ind~duak nom küling each other, or an alien power against which they have to assert 

l5 B q  Faguson, Retnaking LiberolWm: The fntelIectua1 Legacy of Adam Shorft, O.D. Skiton. KC. Clark 
and KA, Macikintosh, 1890 - 1925 (Montnal and Kingston: McGilCQueen's University Press, 1993) 17. 

l6 Ferguson, ibid. 
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thernseives. " In Thomas's view, Watson provided a way out of this zero-sum perspective. He 

asked rhetoncdy: "What is more urgently needed just now than such a book as The Stute in 

Peace and War. . . T' Thomas found persuasive Watson's arguments about the social nature of 

individuality, his rejection of egoism and his characterization of the state as the "true selfwrit 

large." Thomas noted that Watson d e s c n i  the state as a phenomenon that develops 

historicaliy. Watson was thus able to define the state in "such a way as to O bviate the necessity of 

mingling in the fierce polemics to which the war bas given rise." 

In cornparison to the reviewers in Mind and The Athenaeurn, Thomas did not thmk that 

Watson's id- definition of the state would promo te the abuses of power that Ho bson, Russell 

and others cnticised. indeed, even amid the contempomy antipathy to German culture, Thoraas 

agreed with Watson's defence of Hegel. Thomas also found in Watson's definition of the state an 

important perspective to appreciate "the whole spirit of the age." Thomas recognized, however, 

the limits of Watson's principies. For Thomas, the most important question in pst-war 

demdcracies was the exact relation of the government to the economy. How prmccupied with 

econornics wül the state becorne? he asked. Wouid the &te eventuaily "be merged in the 

economic organization?' Aithough The State in Peace and W m  discussed socdhb, Thomas 

wrote that Watson, perbaps wisely, lefi this question about the exact relationship between 

govenwent and ecommy open for history to decide. Amther topic that Watson did not discuss 

was conscription and the "treatment of conscientious objectors" The question that krtrand 

Russell and others bad raiseci, Thomas wmte, was whether or aot conscription was an acceptable 

govemment action or a usurpation of individual rights. Som comnsnt fhm Watson about this 

issue would have been much welcomed accordhg to Thom.  On the other hanci, Thomas found 
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The State in Peace and War to be instructive about the League ofNations He too was hopfiil 

that the League would eventually embody an international consensus for peace. Thomas 

concluded bis review by endorsing Watson's work as an essential book for those interested in 

social reform. 

Finaiiy, Watson's book was reviewed in Queen's Quarten'y and The Globe by Rev. R.J. 

Whn. He was a good fkiend of Watson and mlliister at Chalmers Presbyterian Church in 

Kingston, which Watson attended. In a ktter thanking Watson for a copy of The Stute in Peace 

and Wm, Whn wrote that "people are mxiously Loo king for statesmentt and that the book 

"cornes to a world of thought that is in much need of guidance."" In his published articles, he 

promoted Watson's book as a timely and worthwhile read for aü Christians. He even called t 

"epoch making." He explained that the book could be read by "lawyen, doctors, ministers and 

other professional men whose philosophical eguipment is general rather than particulad' Even 

the "ordinary layman who has an open mind and an appreciation of a clear statement of tmtht' 

could nad it. Wilson drew attention to a number of Watson's main points. Fbr instance, he 

outiined Watson's contention that the =te was more than the government and that it was founded 

on pebple's social nature. He notecl that sovereignty lay in the generd will, ncit in the power 

possessed by any person or group, and that the general wül was realized through the many 

organisations of the community. For the most part, Wilson's review was a sumniary though he 
- 

did raise of couple of suggestions for Uiiprovement. Watson's discussion of rights in chapter ten 

was "too condenseci for the ordinary reader." W h n  would also have preferred a more extensive 

" RJ. Wilson, I*ar to John Watson, 23 May 19 1 9. Box 1, John Watson Papen A, Queen's University 
A r c h i i .  
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treatmnt of sociaiism. Wilson concluded his review in Queen's Quarterfy by reiterating Watson's 

caii for ail "Christian men" to promote the good of humanity, overcome self-interest in 

statesmanship and realize the "trw ideais" of the aate. I8 

Miat is noteworthy in the reviews of Thomas and Wilson was a concem that 

contemporary society was in a state of confusion and uncertainty. Thomas had noted that 

Watson's book was "urgently" needed. Wilson had noted that people were "anxiously looking for 

statesrnen." During this moment of questioning, Thomas and Wüson, unlike the reviewers in 

Mind or The Athenaeum, did not h d  Watson's philosopbicai outlook to have dangerous 

consequences for individual mtegrity. Instead, they found in The State in Peace and War a 

perspective that gave legitimacy and place of purpose to their Christian sense of social reform. If 

poiiticai society rested upon the ethical notions of society, the general wili, then it was quite 

possible to envision social reform based on a change of values in society. 

Their recommendatioas of The State in Peace and War suggests that idealism still had 

s o m  importance for Protestant social thought in Canada. The suppoa of Thomas was 

particularly important. He was not ody an editor of the Chnsrian Guardian but also a field 

O fficer for the Methodist Department of Evangelism and Social Service. In A Full-Orbed 

Christianity (1996), Nancy Christie and Michael Gawnau consider Thomas to have been an 

integral leader in the revived social Evangelicaüsm of the 1 920s. Through bis positions in the 

church, they note, Thomas attempted to provide clergymen with the latest ideas about political 

society and social reform He attempted w t  oniy to promote a s e ~ c e  ideai among clergy but 

'"R. Wilson, rev. of The State in Peace and War, by John Watson, Queen 'J Quorferiy 27, January 1 920: 
3 t 3-3 16; RJ. Wilson, rev, of The State in Peace and War, by John Watson, The Globe, 3 1 May 19 17: 17. 
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also to inculcate a sophisticated approach to social refom For Christie and Gauvreau, Thomas 

and other prominent rnembers of the Rotestant Churches, such as S.D. Chown, were important 

innuences on mobilizing a progressive social refon ethic in Protestantism. This ethic ultimately 

contn'buted to the passage of progressive govenunent legislation and ultirnately to the w e h e  

state. l 9  

Watson's work was also received weil by at least one prominent politicai economist in 

Canada. In a private letter to Watson, O.D. Skelton praised The State in Peace and Far. He 

wrote: 

1 have just nnished readirig your State in Peace and War, and want to teii you how much 1 
have enjoyed it. It is cemarkable m the wealth of detaü dong with the clear and fÏrm 
grasp of principle, and rnakes fiesh and vivid what in many bands bas been hackneyed 
[summary]. It is particularly fortunate to have the subject treated with so full a 
background and so long a perspective now that maay theories rooted only ia the day's 
whims are king showered upon us. It is dl that we would have expected nom Dr. 
Watson.?O 

Unfortunately, S kelton did not elaborate on exactly what he agreed with in Watson's work. But, 

this letter is significant because, aithough Skelton was a student of Watson, he has been descriid 

as having drifted away fiom idealism in favour of developing secular social science." Moreover, 

during the war Skelton was a major voice against conscription. Whereas many lirais in Britain 

responded to this issue with an iacreased concem for individual rights and a negative view 

towards idealism, S kelton âid not share this response. Rather than reverting to traditional l i i r a l  

l9 Nancy Christie and Michael Gauvreau, A FvU-Orbed Chrbtianity : The Protestant Chrches und Social 
Welfare itt Canada, 1900 - 1940 (Montreal and Kingston: McGill - Queen's University Press, 1996) 2 1.42-3,77,9 1. 

'O Oscar Douglas Skelton, letîer to John Watson, August 30.19 18, Box 1, John Watson Papm. Quccn's 
University Archives. 

2' Doug Owram, The Government Generation: Canadion Intel/ectnah und the State 1900 - 1945 (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1986) 12 1, 
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arguments about individual liberty - as, according to Michael Freeden, liberal critics in Britain did 

in their po lemics against conscription -- S kelton based his arguments against conscription on the 

basis of efficiency in O rganising the nation's reso urces? 

The acceptance of The State in Peace and Wur by Skelton, Thomas and Wüson suggest 

that, although the prestige of idealism suffered during the war, it was not a completely spent 

philosophical force. Watson's moral view of the state resonated to some degree with the thought 

of prominent social reformen in the church and academe in Canacia. The conthed strength of 

i d e h  is recogniwd by Doug Ownun in The Govemment Generation (1986). He suggests that 

although Watson's philosophical position was on the defensive in the Fust World War, it stiii 

represented the prominent view of the state arnong Canadioui inteiiectuals. Owram M e r  

suggests that Stephen Leacock's Unsolved Riddle of Social Jusrice (1920), Mackenzie mg ' s  

Industry and Humanity ( 1  91 8) and Salem Biand's The New Chnsrianity ( 1  9 18) aii iliustrated the 

contours of idealism. These contours, he maintains, were an insistence that individuals seek the 

higher good, that spintuai renewal occurred in organic relation to society, and on a rejection of an 

older laissez- fàire i~dividualism.~~ 

Though Owram claims that idealkm found agreement in Canada fo b wing the war, his 

portrayal of idealism perbaps warrants a reconsideration. The three criteria that iink together the 

works of Leacock, King and Bland were certainly supported by Watson. But, these criteria are 

not suffcient to cbaracterize a work as ide&. Watson employed a se!t of formai philosophical 

Michael Freeden, Liberaikm Divided, 1 8-3 1. Also, Barry Ferguson notes th& on the issues of conscription 
and the right of the state to political obligation, Skelton did not significantiy diverge h m  the position of Watson, See, 
Remakih Liberalism, 1 55-6. ' O-, The Gooernment Genercttion. 1 03. 
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arguments to support a view of the state that encouraged a sense of mord duty to the community. 

These ide& were not, however, sllnply the result of an idealist world view. Watson's ethicai 

philosophy sought to elucidate the principks of eltisting moral custorns in order to transfonn 

moral conduct fiom opinion to kmwledge. The ethicd ide& of idealism represented in part an 

exploration of ide& already existting in society. In The Decline of Politics (1976), an 

examination of the Conservative Party and Union govemrnent, John English notes that a service 

ideal prrvaded social thought in Canada during the First World WaG4 Simüarly Nancy Christie 

and Michael Gauweau have argwd that a sense of morality, community and chic virtue were 

important elements in a rejuvenated social Ewngelicalism in th 1920s. As well, in Main there 

was a presence of commUNty and religion. Eugenio Biagini and other scholars have noted that 

reügious and civic vutues were pro found in Bntam's sense of collective identity in the hte 

Victorian and Edwardian era. While nineteenth-century market society may have supported an 

atomistic individualism, British culture was pervaded, they note, by appeals to duty and 

A better way to appreciak Watson's idealism is to prrsme its nature as a f o d  

philosophical outlook. As Owram notes, m the mtefiectuai culture of Canada following the war, 

there was not one but a nurnber o f  dominant philosophies - although, in his perspective, idealism 

" John Eaglish, The DeclUtc of Politics: The Conservahes and the Party S y a a  190 1 - 1920 (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1976) 3-4. 

21 Eugenio F. Biagini, ed., Citirenship and conimnüy: Libemlr. radkali a ~ d  eoIIectbe identities in the 
British Ides, 1865 - 193 1 (Cam bridge: Cam brdgc University Press, 1 996) 2,2 1,44. Biagini argues that historians 
need to take a second look at Victorian and Edwdian culture. instcad o f  characterizhg this period as one of  intense 
individualism, he explores a complcx rclationship between emphases on individual integrity and community 
responsibility. 
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was the most important during and Unmediately following the wad6 By defining idealism broadly 

enough to include the works of Leacock, King, and Bland however, Owram obscures the 

distinctness of Watson's position apart fiom other arguments in fhvour of organicisrn and civic 

duty. As Michael Freeden notes, the idealists' emphasis on community in their social thought was 

compatible with the ideals of a number of philosophical systems "seemiiigly remote fiom its basic 

maxims." Although idealism promoted certain social ideals about the state and civic d u e ,  it was 

just one, albeit important, source of knowledge in a culture that had many voices advocating a 

sense of duty and co~nrnunity.~' 

Nonet heless, Watson's idealism did receive support fiom a nurnber of important 

individu& in Canada. As the esteemed Professor of Moral Phiiosophy at Queen's University, 

Watson had influenced a number of students who would later occupy important positions in the 

Church, pubiic education and even the civil service. For instance, Watson had instructed and was 

a Mietirne ûiend of Rev. S. W. Dyde, who was principal of Queen's Theological Coiiege fiom 1 9 18 

unti11926F8 S.D. Chown, elected in 1910 as superintendent of the Methodist Church, was 

another major Protestant figure iduenced by WatsonB Also, Adam Shortt and O.D. Skelton 

26 OWIPIR, The Government Generation, 12 1 .  
Freeden, New Liberolbm, 1 7- 1 9. 
George Rawlyk and Kevin Q u w  A History o/Qucen's Theoiogicul ColIege 1912 - 1972 (Kingston: 

Queen's Theological College, 1980) 1 1.30. 
19 A.B. McKillop, A Disciplined Inteliigecne: Crificd Inquiry and Canadiun Thought h the Victorian Em 

(Montreal: McGill - Queen's University Press, 1979) 207,226 - 227. McKillop draws attention to Chown's lecture, 
"Socialism and the Social Teacbings o f  lesus" (1914). in which he indicatcd h i .  intcllectual dcbt to Watson and then 
propoundcâ his hope îhat "a pediect social state" would become a reality if Christian values were adoptai by ait citizens. 
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had been students of Watsoa3' Indeed, b t h  O.D. Skelton and particularly W.A. Mackintosh 

noted the seminai duence of Watson's idealism on Shom and the beginning of the department of 

political economy at Queen's University3' It is also worthy to note that the Rev. Ernest Thomas 

was a student of po titical economy at Queen's University, which likely had something to do with 

his positive assessrnent of The State in Peuce and War?* From an historical perspective, when 

o w  looks at how many leaders of social and poiitical thought and reform came fiom Queen's 

University, mst often the intellectmi c h t e  that had influenced such people had been strongly 

affected by Watson. In this regard, Watson illustrates quite weii Raymond Plant's and Andrew 

Vincent's thesis about the infiuence of ideaiist f o m  of citizenship on a generation of social 

re formers, iocluding new li'beral~.~~ 

Plant and Vincent contend that there was a large degree of agreement between idealist 

political philosophy and the views of the state held by ww tiberals. For instance, the ideaiists and 

new hkrals, such as Ho bhouse and Ho bson, understood the premise of state intervention to be a 

'O S.E.D. Shortî, The Seaich for an idaol (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1976) 102,99.11 S. S B.D. 
Shortt argues tbat Watson's influence on Shom was quite strong. This influence o b n  manifestcd itsclf in a 
rnetaphysical tone or statement in Shortt's writing. Indeeâ, in an unpublished essay on "The origin of organized society 
or the state", Adam Shortt stattd tbat "the reai question is, not as iisually put, how has society devcloped fiom an 
aggregate of independent individuals, but how does the individual gain independence in the midst of society." 
tndividualism and independent individuais wcre new, not society and the state, he argued. Adam Shortt, "The Origin of 
Organized Society or the State? n.d, Box 52, file 22, Adam Shortt Papcrs, Queen's University Archives. 

'' 09. Skelton, "Fifty Years of Politid anâ Economic Science in Canada," Rfry Years in Retrospect: Royal 
Society of Cana& (1 932) 87; William Mackintosh, "Adam S hortî, 1 859 - 1 93 1 ," The Canadian Journal of Economics 
and Political Science, vol. 14, no, 1 (1938) 164- 176. "In our day," Mackintosh noted, "the enthusiasm for Kant and 
Hegel has waned and Mental and Moral P hilosophy no longer hold the place thcy did in the Scottish universities, but 
John Watson had an important influence on Shom" 

" G.T. fohnston, letter to Adam Shom 16 Novanber 19 10. V. 58, file 19 10-1 9 1 2  Adam Shom Papen. 
National Archives of Canada. Johnston, a bond investment broker in Montreal, asked Shortt to write a letter of 
recomrnendation in support of Thomas's bid to be an aiitor of the ChrUtipn Guardian. He wote that Shom had a 
grasp of Thomas's abilities and h e w  that he wouid be able to provide "the kind of interpretation best calculated to serve 
the Church's purpose by moulding public sentiment in tàvour of the establishment of the Kingdom of God among men." 

33 Raymond Plant and A n h w  Vincent, Phifosophy, Politiw a d  Cinicnhip: The L@ and Thwght of rhe 
Britkh Idealbu (Oxford- Basil Blackwell, 1984) 447.72. 
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balance between the needs of self-government and central government? Ferguson's portrayai of 

the progressive überalism of Adam S hom and O.D. S kelton suggests that Watson shared a 

number of values with them For ail three, history represented the process by which there was a 

gradual growth in the level of individual independence, reason and self-realization. AU three 

realizcd that parliament had an important role in hmonizing conflict in society and reflecting the 

will and sentiment of its people. AM three had envisioned the possibility of harmony, coopenition 

and consensus between individual self-government and an increased importance for central 

government. For instance, Shortt, as government negotiator for labour disputes under the 

Lemiew Act, emphasised the importance of cornunication between conflicting parties in 

reaching agreement. Skelton too held open the possibility for harmony as iiiustrated by his hope 

for pariiamentary parties to overcome their sectional interests and promte the cornmon good. 

S hom and Skelton seemed to dispiay, in surnmary, a similar understanding about the nature of 

history and the possibiiity for consensus that animated Watson's understanding of state power and 

the general wiiî. 

Furthemore, S kelton's belief in social conseasus was reflected in his understanding of the 

nation-state. "Since Canada was never fdly dehed ii Skelton's writing," Ferguson d e s ,  

. 
it may be dismissed as a vague, vapid patriotism Yet, "Canadianism" was a 
presupposition in his many assertions about national autonomy and the nationai interest. 
Skelton's concept of Canadianism 9 . cm perhaps be thought of as the social embodiment of 
the holistic approach to understanding social phenocnena, so was there a holistic meam 

9 .  

to conceive the nation. The "conmion CanadianiSm'' of Skelton was a kiml of synthesis 
of the many groups anci economic and politicai elemnts that made up the nation. 

Tbis dennition of the nation-state corresponded closely with Watson's understanding of the 

Plan  and Vincent, ibid. 
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nation-state. Watson too had understood the state as an organhtion of a nurnber of groups and 

he thought that these groups formed a general wiU throughout the nation and detemiined 

goverment policy. Conversely, Skelton, as weU as Shortt, understood the govemment as k i n g  

a responsibility to nflect the wiii of citizem. The governrnent, in their view, was not simply a 

mechanistic instrument to regulate individual rights. Rather, the govemment had an miponant 

place in the nation as the arbitrator ofconflicts in the national will. And yet, this notion about the 

state's responsibüities rested upon the belief that the govemment couid express a comrnon good 

rather than being simply the maas by which elites consolidated power." 

This view of govemment informed Shortt's interest in the Civil Service Commission. As 

Ferguson notes, Show was concemed that govemnt  in Canada was üi-prepared to carry out 

the new demands made upon it in urbaa-industriai society. Shom sought to increase the 

efficiency of govemment, Ferguson d e s ,  by placing at its disposal a higbly trained and educated 

group of civil servants. Shom looked to Britain, especially its foreign service, as an example. In 

Shornk view, a civil service fonned on the b i s  of mrit wouid remove the inefficiencies of 

. . 
patronage and of unnecessary admmistrative work for politicians. Poüticians would then have 

more time to consider policy. This role of the civü servint refiected, in part, S hortt's view of the 

social scientist's role in society as an hpuM advisor to govemment. Ferguson m e r  suggests 

that Shom expected the civil s e ~ c e  to be s t a f M  by "men traiaed in the newly secular curriculum 
- 

of the University" anci ready to mate a new, expert orientated structure of govemment. Shom, 

Ferguson notes, did mt thmk that the civil s e ~ c e  shodd be a refbge for "superfiuous humanistic 

arts and science graduates." To illustrate Shorttts attempt to have social scientific expertise shape 
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the civil service, Ferguson notes how Shortt cded upon other social scientists, such as G.M. 

Wrong and Archiid McMechan, for assistance ia drafting the civil-service exam and for 

recommending candidates? Yet, the moral philosophy of Watson haâ a place in this initiative at 

govemment reform. He too drafted and rnarked a section on philosophy for the entrance exams 

to the c i d  service. The questions dealt with issues of moral phiiosophy such as the moral nature 

of reason and habit." It seems that state-building by social scient ific expertise in early twentieth 

century Canada was also touched by the humanistic ideals and perspectives of idealiPm. 

Nonetheless, if idealism remained, as Owram suggests it did, an important philosophical 

paradigm in Canada until the 1920s, it was nearing the end of its widespread prestige and appeal. 

Despite Watson's infiuence on students at Queen's University, polit ical economy and philoso phy 

were moving on to new methodologies and new pro blems. Also, there was not a strong third 

generation of idealists who might have modified i d e a h  and help it to remain a potent 

philosophical force." As S.E.D. Shom notes, Adam Shom had switched his intetests away fkom 

metaphysics to more empiricai studies of Canadian history and political economy because he was 

tùed of being "rnerely a voice fiom the wildemess. "3g Owram sees this switch by Shom iiom 

" Ferguson, Remakïng Libedism, 127-3 1.274 n. 25. 
" William Foran, letter to John Waîson, 2 1 April 19 13. John Watson Papers A, Queen's University Archiva. 

A sample of Waîson's questions for cm1 service hopefiils: "7. Wh& is the reIatian of habits to the newe-centres? How 
does an habitua1 act differ fiom a purely voluntary act? Give some practi-cai rules for the Formation of new habits- 10. 
The end of morality is pleasure.' T o  make pleasure the end of is to dcstroy morality.' Contrast these two thtories of 
conduct and give your own view. 1 1. What is the hction in the m o d  life that great art subserves? Discuss the view 
that the presentation of ideals is a 'criticism of life!" Sce: "Civil SemMct of Canada, 2nd Division, General Philosophy," 
Box 1, file 1, John Watson Papen 6, Queen's University Archives. 

RM. Wenley, letter to John Watson, 2 1 November 1924, Box 1, John Watson Papers A, Queeds University 
Archives, Wenley confided to Watson that he was not encouraged by the philosophical appointments in Btitain and 
Scotiand, which he thought represented a poor "commentary on the younger gmeration." In particular, he thought 
Hetherington, who was appointed at Oltford, was "a descent fiom his pndeccssors, just as Jones was fiom Caird" 

S.E.D. Shoctt, The Sarchfir an Ideal, 102.99.115. 
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philosophy to social science as symptomatic of an Unportant shüt in Canadian inteiiectual thought . 
By the late 1920s, Owram contends that social science became the dominant intellectual authority 

for understanding the state and social refom among Canadian inteiiectuaIs. Ideaüsmts influence 

increasingly became marghahd, he M e r  contends, in radical and conservative approaches to 

social reforma Barry Ferguson simüarly descri'bes the rise of political economy of Queen's 

University. Whereas Watson focused on the need for individual morai reform, the new political 

economists increasingly looked towards how the external actions of the state could affect social 

reform through the production and redistribution of wealth? 

New f o m  of social thought, specifically reaiism, were an important development that 

seriously undennined the prestige of idealism and the potential legacy of The Stafe in Peuce and 

Wm as a powerful contribution to an enduring political out100 k. Late twentieth-century political 

scientists, such as Yosef Lapid, consider that the 1920s and 1930s witnessed the debate between 

and the eventual triurnph of r d  over idealist approaches to the concept of sovereignty and 

social knowledge in general." The emerging strength of realism in the twentieth century has led 
. 

Walter Ka- to claim that the death knell of idealism was sounded when G.E. Moore 

pubhhed his "Refutation of Idealism," and Principia Ethica in 1903." Owrarn and Ferguson also 

point to the ascendency of realism as an miportant fàctor m the eventual demise of idealism, 

though they perhaps too strongly accentuate the discontmuities between ideaüsm and new foms 

40 Owram, The Government Generation, 1 1 7,120. 
*' ferguson, Remtaking Liberalkm, 48. 
" Yosef Lapici, 'The Third Debate: On the Prospects of Intemdond Theory in a Post-Positivist Era,' 

international Studies @mter& 3 3 ( 1989) 236. 
43 Waiter Kadinuin, 'Coming ta temu with Hegel,' rcv. of Hegel, by Charles Taylor, Tmes Literary 

Supplement (2 ianuary 1 976) 1 2. 
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of thought in Canada, particularly at Queen's. For Owram, ideahsm's appeal in the nineteenth 

century slowly diminished in the twentieth century when its remedies for social problems seemed 

less resonant and appeared less sophisticated than those advocated by social scientists. Owram 

M e r  mintains that there was a degree of conflict between these two paradigms. Whereas 

idealisrn focused on individual moral renewal, social science emphasized changing the conditions 

of society. "When even politicai econornists Wre Adam Shom,l* Owram notes, "retained a strong 

belief that b e r  spirituai reform was more important than reform of the environment in which 

many lived, it was apparent that the social sciences were not completeiy autonomous." In other 

words, these paradigms represented not only a difference in "attitude" to social problems but also 

a degree of incompatib,ilty.''" Sîtniiarly, Ferguson descnks the relationship between ideaiism and 

Queen's poütical economy as includhg a coatlict in method. For instance, in his discussion of 

Adam Shom, Ferguson argues that Shom developed a "science of society," a term that Watson 

had taught him to "abhor"; whereas Watson had focused on W d u a l  character, Shom had 

broadened investigation by focusing on how institutions affècted human character. According to 

Ferguson, Shom had broken away fiom the positivist accounts of political society and "fiom 

Queen's own idealist environment" by "asserthg tbai interdependence rather than conûict between 

the indMdual and the social good constituted the ends of social science and social existence." 

Thus, Ferguson too portrays idealism to have been m demise a d  conflict with the emrging social 

science."* 

Whereas Watson premised his theory on metaphysicd assumptions about human nature, 

a Owram, The Govemmertt Generatio~, 8- 14.90. 
'' Ferguson, RemaLUig Liberaikcn, 10.48. 
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the new social sciences explored questions of a more pcactical nature such as how govenunent 

policies can &t the distribution of wealth. In "Platonism, positivisrn and progressivism" 

(1996), José Harris notes that there has been sorne attention as to why Britain did not develop a 

school of sociology as in North Amerka with the Cbicago School or in the Continent with 

figures such as Durkeim, Mosca, Pareto and Weber. Arnong the multitude of theories put forth to 

expiain this phenornenon, some have criticised an aiieged anti-sociological tendency in ideaiism." 

In his essay "Sociology and Ideaüsm in Britain 1880 - 1920" (1 W8), S t e h  CoUini has had a 

central role in this debate. On the one hand, he argues that idealists incorporated an anti- 

sociological tendency into theù philosophy through theù reluctance to engage in empincal 

analysis and their attention to ancient Greek models of poiitical society. This caused the idealists 

to focus on traditional questions of political theory rather thaa more social scientific questions 

about society. On the other hand, Collini suggests that the idealists' attention to community and 

the social aspects of mdividuality contained the seeds of sociological inquiry." 

In British Idealism and Sociuf Ekpfanotiun ( 19%), Sandra den Otter investigates the 

sociological aspects of British idealism and argues that the social thought of idealism was not 

theoretically m o r i i d  as Colhi and other critics contend. Although the idealists' metaphysical 

specuhtions and epistemology quickiy became outdated during the twentieth century, den ûtter 

asserts that British idealists nonetheless haâ made important theoretical contrifibut ions to the 
- 

JosC Harris. "Plamnism, positivism and progressivism: aspects of British sociologieal thought in the early 
twentieth centwy," Citikenship and communiry= Liberab. radicals and collectbe identities in the British Ides, 1865 - 
1931, ed. Eugenio Biaginni (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996) 358,343,347-8. 

" S t e h  Collini, "Soeiology aud ideaihm in Britain 1880- 1920," Europcan Journal of Sociology, 19 ( 1978) 
4. 
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problerns of d e h g  the social nature of individuals and of creating an objective, valw-neutral 

sociology. Some of the ideaüs<sl critique of such objectivity would be echoed, den Otter suggests, 

by later twentieth-century herrneneutical phiiosophers such as Habermas and Ricouer. Besides, 

she asserts that in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, British academics in general 

had displayed a reluctance to adopt sociological study, especially the methodology of Comte. In 

cornparison, the ideaüsts had shown an interest in considering these new forms of social inquiry. 

For instance, both Edward Caird and John Watson had pubüshed works on Comte when both Mill 

and Spencer had emphasized theù aloofhess fiom him. Though there were important 

mtaphysical differences between the idealists and positivists Like Comte, den Otter suggests that 

Watson and especidy Caird had recognized in Comte a shared "preoccupation with unity and 

synthesis." Rather than envisionhg a clear distinction between e d y  forms of socid science and 

the metaphysicaiiy informed ideaüsm, den Otter's study outhes a much more complicated 

relationship between these two forms of social thought.'" 

In the viewpoint of Harris and den Otter, philosophical idealism had an important 

influence on the developrnent of social science in Britain in the f9lOs and 1920s. The 

introduction of social science "was a direct offshoot not just of Edwardian social work but of 

Edwardian philosophical idealian - and of the social, educational and civic reform movements 

which ideaiism was an integral part." Idealism contn'buted to this mvement through an 

insistence on social categories of investigation, such as community, social organism, plurality and 

collective mentaMies. Although idealists did not adopt the word sociology, they did develop a 

form of social thought which tried '?O integrate the traditional study of ethics and political 

" den Oîîer, Brithh Ideaikm and Socid f t p l o n ,  5,120-22 2 14,125. 
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pbilosophy with the newer disciplines of economics, anthropology, psychology and sociology." 

Bosanquet's mclusion of psychologicd principles in The Philosophical Theov of the Sfate 

iJlustrated this attempt. In examinhg how idealism directed social thought, Harris echoes the 

arguments of Plant and Vincent in privüeging the influence of idealism on the development of new 

liiralWn.49 

These recent developments in histoncal wnting suggest that Watson perhaps did not 

"abhorl' a "science of society" in quite the same way as Ferguson suggests. Watson's 

metaphysical views certainly priviieged spiritual concem over material determinisrn in the course 

of history. (But this privüeging, as Watson argwd, was not automatic but dependent upon the 

moral principles and reflective pursuits of society.) Moreover, in Watson's discussion of 

specialuation of fùnction in modem society, he did not discount econornic or external factors in 

determinhg this specialization He argued, sirnply, that one could not "reduce" this social 

phenomnon to external factors. As long as social scientific endeavour maintained the right moral 

principles, then Watson's concem as moral philosopher likely would be met. In his address to 

Queen's Alumni at New York, Watson wote that each University should impart to its students 

four subjects: science, literature, bistory and philoso phy. A iibcral-arts curriculum could exkt 

with a concem h r  the nisights of moral philosophy and the study of "political science."5o 

By focusing on the discontinuities between Watson's philosophicai ideaüsm and 
C 

developing social scient& Ii'berai thought, Ferguson and Owram perhaps obscure more salient 

continuities. Although political economists may not have been d that interested in Watson's 

49 Harris, "Platonîsm, positivism and progressivism: . . . ," 352. 
Watson, The State in Peace und War, 244-5; Waison, 'Danoct~cy and The Univeaities," 362-3. 
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metaphysics, they were perhaps stiil influenced by his emphasis on recognizing the state as a unity 

based upon the social nature of individuality. In Liberalism Divided ( 1 986), Michael Freeden 

argues that fo iiowing the war there was a split in new tiberal thought, bctween a right wing that 

emphasized individual autonomy and a lefl wing that emphasized comrnunity. He M e r  argues 

that the decline of idealism, and its emphasis on community, was a significant factor in this shift." 

This description of liberal thought in Britain raises some interesting questions about liberal 

thought in Canada. If the war occasioned for some a disenchantment with the clallns of 

community over the individuai, then how was this trend present in Canada? The positive 

responses to The State in Peace and Wm of Thomas and S kelton suggest that idealism had not 

significantly declined in prestige for at least two iduential figures in Protestantism and political 

economy. Their favourable appreciation Wrely reflected the influence of Watson as the esteemed 

moral philosopher at Queen's. These responses mise the question: if Watson's idealism swived 

the war in prominent social reform circles, then were important sections of social reform in 

Canada united in their hopes about a progressive liberal approach to social reform? Further, did 

Watson successfuly help to preserve this consensus in social reform dong progressive hiberal lines 

by eschewing sociaîism and conservathe individuaiism? That is, Watson thought that through 

mdividual moral reform and an increased rok of govemment in society, the problems of 

industriaüsm could be ameliorated. Watson's legacy was therefore a contn'bution to pst-war 

beliefk that liberalism could incorporate the needs of individual and comrnunity and provide the 

right basis for social improvement. 

Although trachg the legacy of any specific philosophicai statement is difncult at the best 
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of times, The State in Peace and War fortunately had enough exposure in popular media to 

examine some of the responses to Watson's outlook. These responses suggest that Watson's 

effort conôrmed either suspicion of idealism and state power or beliefs that social reform was 

possible through idealist principles of a united and hamonious political society. Perhaps not too 

surprisingly, some of the more influential leaders of social and poütical thought and activism in 

Canada, who had previously been students of Watson, voiced approval of, not skepticism about, 

ideaikt poütical philosophy. This approval suggests that Watson may very weii have been 

successful in defending the prestige of ideaüsm and that Watson was stiii an miportant voice in 

confirrning the virtues of cornmunifarian l ira1 po üticai economy as the appropriate set of 

principles for poütical society folowing the Fust World War. 



5/ 
E pilogue 

Historians have wel documented the importance of p hilosophical idealism in shifting 

political thought in the late nineteenth century from an emphasis on individual liberty to an 

increased concem for cornrnunity. Consequently, the legacy of idealism has often been explored 

in the development of new liberal forms of political economy and governrnent legislation. Watson 

can claim to have participated m these movements through his emphasis on the social nature of 

Christianity and his tutelage of important advocates of social Evangeiicalism and po iit ical 

economy in Canada. The State in Peace and War represented hip rommitment to cornmunifarian 

hiberal political economy based upon his nonnative ethical theocies. The signifiaince of this work 

lies not in it king merely a statement of idealist political philosophy; he did w t  make any new y 

claims for idealism in 1919. Rather, the significance Les in how he needed to defend idealism, 

and an id&-hqired c o r n m m  iiiralism, at a moment of significant uncertainty about the 

Wtues of hiberal politicai economy. For Watson, the level of social conflict occasioned by the 

First World War did not signai any necessary defects with the nation-state and private property. 

Instead, he maintaineci a belief in the amelioration of social conflict through the teleo logid and 

historical development of the gened wik 

The First World War was an miportant moment for the prestige of idealism. As Watson 
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cded upon Canadians to fulnl their duties as citizens and defend the principles of dernocracy, he 

used phiiosophical techniques that were largely associated with Germany, which was the very 

example of müitarism and statism. Although there was criticisrn of ide& political philosophy 

before the First World War, Dewey, Hobhouse, Laski, Burns, Cole, Russell and many othen saw 

lurking behind the war and German militarism dangerous idealist conceptions of the state. These 

writers contended that the idealists' grand visions about the ethical Unportance of the state and the 

general will uncritically and dangerously reified state power anci shifted focus away &om the 

complexity and very real plurality existing in society. To this challenge Watson responded. He 

maintained his belief in the veracity of the general will and argued that only the idealist conception 

of state power provided the appropriate check for individual autonorny and the necessary unity of 

purpose for state action For Watson, an emphasis on community and the needs of society was 

not opposed to mdividual autonomy. Whereas critics of idealism revolted fkom an emphasis on 

national community in political philosophy, Watson retained his confidence that the importance of 

national commmity couldk maintained and still provide international peace and civil liberty. 

Central to ~atson's  political phüosophy was a high regard for private property. 1 t was the 

necessary condition, he argued, for iadividud se&government and diversity in the state. And yet, 

when he expressed his beiief m private property m 1919, lefi-leaning critiques of how the 

economy alienated its laboums were becoming more resonant and politicaüy powemil. Indeed, 
* 

short& following the appearance of The State in Peace und Wor in the spring of 19 19, the 

Wmnipeg General Strike rocked a Cauadian society already worried about the level of 

unemployment and labour protest. Despite these fissures m industrial capaaliw, Watson 

promoted an optimistic belief m the power of individuais and society to rise above the insecurities 
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and travesties of an ecowmy based on private property and to realize the ethical importance of 

the state. To this end, he used idealist ptinciples to advocate for the expansion of govemment 

power in society. He joined the ranks of new liberals in believing that govemment involvement in 

the economy did not compromise the principles of liberal market society but provided the 

necessary correctives for it to flourish. The support for The State in Peace and War fkom key 

figures in the church-based social Evangeiicaiism and the university-based political economy, 

Emest Thomas and O.D. Skeiton, suggest that Watson's optmiism in a cornmunitarian Ii'beral 

politicai economy met some agreement with social and political thought in pst-war Canada. 

Although Watson's infiuence helped secure the continuhg importance of idealism and 

idealist reasons for greater state involvement in the post-war political culture of Canada, his 

political philosophy was in the twilight of its existence. Doug Owrarn points to the seeds of 

idealism's decline in an emerging skepticism about human rationality. For instance, he identifies 

George Sidney Brett's arriva1 on the Canadian intellecd scene as a .  important sign of this trend. 

In his essay, "The Revolt Aga& Reasont' (1919), Brett did not take Watson's beiief ia rationality 

in human behaviour for granted. Mead, he suggested that the travesty of war provoked a major 

reconsideration of whether or not life was "e&ntially rational or irrational?"' Despite this line of 

questionhg about the presence of the Absolute, José Harris asserts that, although the prestige of 

idealism d e r e d  during the war, this phiiosophy did not go into "precipitate decline" untii the 

1930s. What ultimateiy caused the deche of ideaüsm, Harris daims, was the "onslaught of 

' O-, The Governmenr Generation, 1 OC6; O.S. Brett, The Revolt Agdnst Reason: a Contribution to the 
History of  Thought," Royal Society of Canada, 3rd series, vol, XII1 (May 19 1 9) 17, 



In the correspondence of L.P. Chambers with Watson, this decline is apparent. 

Chambers, who was a student of Watson, pursued graduate work at Harvard and in 1 927 

accepted a position in the phiiosophy department at Washington University in St. Louis. In 1925, 

he noted that realists (he did not say who) were mistaken in theù criticisms of idealisrn as merely a 

development of Berkleyism In 1926, he encouraged Watson to make a statement on behalfof 

the Hegeüan tradition now that Bosenquet, Bradley, Royce and Creighton had all passed away. 

In 1929, he again complained that realisrn was in ascendence. He rhetoricdy asked if the new 

generat ion even had heard of the "Hegelian revo lut ion." At the hem of the realist mistake, 

Chambers thought, was a misconception of the world as comprised of particulars whereas 

idealism understood the universe as an organic whole. C h b e n  fùrther noted that ideaüsts were 

as real as the realists. In 1930, Chamber's concem about the decline in i d e a h  prompted a 

request - unfortunately stillborn - to edit Watson's notes on HegeL3 

As Watson's idealism overcame Spencer's evolutionary empiricism in the late nineteenth 
* 

century, Moore's and Russel's realism eventuaUy repfaced Watson's ideaüsrn in prestige. When 

James Bonar wote in 19 19 that he admired ~ a k n ' s  "staunch defense of the old flag" with The 

State in Peace and War, he pqhaps  recognized that id- was king eclipsed by other 

philosophicai paradigrns? Looking back âom 1998, Watson's metaphysical views about the 
- 

SosC Harris, 'Platonkm, positivism and progressivisrn: aspects of British s0ci01ogicai thought in the early 
twentieth century," Citkenship and communiry= Liberals, radicais a d  collective identities in the Brifbh Isles, 1865- 
1931, ed. Eugenio Biaginni (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996) 359. 

L.P. Chambers, Iettecs to John Waîson, 30 Decanba 1925.14 March 1926.23 December l929,lS 
Scptember 1930, Box 1, Conespondence, John Watson Papers A, Quan's University Archives, 

4 I v e s  Banat, letter to John Watson, 26 May 19 19, John Watson Papen A, Queen's University Archives. 



teleologicai nature of political society and state power seem üke relics of a more con6dent age. 

His staternents about the "universal principles of reason," the general will being more than shply 

the wül of ail, or his beiief in historical anaiysis revealing the contours of the Absolute have been 

so sundered by reaiism that they appear naive and out of place. And yet, if'idealist metaphysics 

have been discarded, ideaüst ethics and po titical phiiosophy have seen a rebirth of interest Li the 

late twentieth century5 Much of this interest has grown out a dissatisfaction with utilitarian and 

realist accounts of po ütical society and institutions. Many of these writers see in the 

bgrnentation of modem society a h w  with a liberal political ecommy that stresses the rights and 

independence of individuais above that of comrn~nity.~ 

An example of one such cornunitarian critique of liberalisrn is Hegel's Cririque of 

Liberohm (1989) by Steven Smith. Although he does not suggest a r e m  to belief in Hegel's 

worM spirit or Sittlichkit, Smith argues that Hegel's phiiosophy provides theoretical resources 

that cm rejuvenate überalism by correcting the individuahtic tendencies of recent political theory. 

He asserts that much of contemporary theory on iikalism has focused too much on procedural 

guarantees of cights and not emugh on the substantive ways to exercise rights. He singles out 

John Rawls and his A Theory of J ~ i c e  as a good example. Rawls defines the protection of 

Beiner, Rondd and William James Booth, c&, Kant & Political Philosophy: The Contemporary Legacy 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993) 1-6. 

In their study of idealism, Plant and Vincent cal1 for a r e m  of political phiiosophy that stresses the 
importance of a strong social ethic. They contend that this focus is needed to counter what they describe as mechanistic 
attempts at social reforrn, which incorrcctly place Wh in govemments to rcdisfribute w d t h  without corrcspondingly 
building a consensus on the necd for altniism and civic virtue among people. Raymond Plant and Andrew Vincent, 
Philosophy, Politics and Cithenship: The tve  and Thought of the British Ideuiiscs (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1984) 
180-3. Canadian philosopher Charles Taylor has b e n  an insirmental figure in the rebirth of interest in Hegel and 
cornmunitarian aspects of politicd philosophy. His contrast between utilitarim and more ideaîist accounts of national 
institutions has figured in his critique of modem society and his writings about the communiCanCan nature of Quebec 
nationalism, Charles Taylor, Hegel (Cam bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1 975); "Institutiions in Nationai Life," 
Reconciling the Solirudes: Essays on Canadian Feciioralism and Nati'onakjn, ad Guy taforest (Montreal and 
Kingston: McGill-Quetn's University Press, 1993). 
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individual rights as king a moral act on behalfof the state. Yet, for Smith, this guarantee of rights 

merely dows people to puMe their own &iiirs in a hgmentary, relativistic way. By suggesting 

that the provision of rights satisfies the state's moral obligation to its citizen$ Rawls can avoid, 

Smith contends, a more contentious debate about the quality of individual pursuits or about the 

creation of systems to evaluate ends and estabbh a hierarchy of social values. 

Liberal the0 ries that privilege individuai autonomy over community standards, Smith 

notes, have received criticism fiom both the lefi and the right of political spectrun Marxists, on 

the one hand, have criticized this fonn of Iikraüsm with defending possessive individualism and 

ignoring the bonds of community. Conservatives, on the other hand, have seen in this liberalism 

an assault on real ciifferences in ind~duai  taknt and ability. "It is now virtuaily a commonplace," 

Smith notes, 

that as a theory of politics, not to mention h m m  personaiity, l'beralism is seriously 
impoverished. Liberalism has emphesiz+d individual rights at the expense of cuitivating 
any conception of the public good and bas consequently becorne anomic, rootless, and 
uncertain of its purposes. The focus on such private ends as sec* and property has led 
to a specificaiiy Lira1 form of confomism, mdiocrity, and p h i i i s t k  The decline of 
"the political" ot the res publica has furthemiore left liberal societies defenceless in 
dealing with other societies equipped with alien political doctrines. 

What Smith h d s  important is Hegel's critique of Kant for much the same fàults as displayed in 

modem liralism. Smith does recognize that Kan's definition of deontological fieedom is 

different than Rawis's more relativistic conception. (Indeed, Smith sees some iduence of 
- 

neoclassical economic theory in recmt h i  thought wah its emphasis on rights as means used 

for the caiculation of particular ends.) Nonetheles, the charges aga* current iikralism, "its 

abstract, individudistic methodology, its excessive concem with private nonpolitical goals, and its 

insensitivity to public issues of citizenship and civic vimte," were the same charges that Hegel 
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dealt with in the thought of Kant. Hegel's solution was to h d  direction in the ideah and 

standards of one's culture.' 

This was the m e  point that Watson made in his political philosophy. He too found in 

Hegel's Sittlichkit a response to the abstract qualities of Kantian iiberalism. Indeed, it was this 

very modification of Kant's theory of nghts for which the journal Mind criticised The Stute in 

Peace and War for h a h g  dangerous statist consequences. Although Watson's belief in the 

Abso lute rnay seem mange and outdated today, his cal1 for a cornmunitarian liberal ethic 

ant icipated late twentieth-century concems about the Sggmentary aspects of an individuaüstic 

liberal political economy. Or rather, The State in Peace and War iiiustrates how recent appeals to 

commwilty in comtering the fiagmentary aspects of liberal political economy are not entirely new 

in this century. 

7 Steven B. Smiih, Hegel's Critique of LiberaIWm (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1989) 24,232, 
3,55,6,238. 
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